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Il~TrlO OUC '1'1 ON 

'rhe future of the Eur0pean Communi ty (EC) integration 

will undoubtedly have important i.:nplications for the st~tes 

invol ved and for the res t of the 1~orld. rrhe EC re9resents to-

dsty one of the ~nost successful international integration move-

ments of modern noli tical history ft\Those develonment and ev,)lu-

tion has affected and continues to affect the structure and 

dyna!nics of the international ,jigsaw puzzle of noli. tical P.tnd 

economic relations. In the international system of economic 

relRti~ns the Community is one of the few prominent actors and 

an economic power of the first magnttude. It accounts for 20 

percent of all world trade (40 percent if we incLlde intra-E·~ 

trade) compared ~ith 14 percent for the United States and 7 
1 

uercent for Japan, its t "10 chief trading rivals. In ter,ns of 

the degree that its economic power is i!1tertwined in international 

eC'momic relations of equali ty and. d':):ninance -- w'hat ,Tohl::l.nn 

G:3.ltung calls "struct'J.ral power" -- the "European Co;nmunity 

2 is pQrtlclll8.rly strt'mg, even more so that the Uni ted states. If 

For, like Galt'lng's analogy with a sWitchboard operator who 

has oo:.-ver because he occupies an important posi tion in a 

3tr'lCture, J the Communi ty today 'Possesses si~nificant pOHer be-

cause it occuoies a pivotal uosition in the structure of inter-

national economic relations. And 1 t has insti tuti ,':)nali zed 

its occupation of this position to a much greater jegree than 

have other economic powers, such as the United States or Jauan, 

through the use of v':'Irious types of association agree • .aents and 



more conventional economic and commercial arrangements with 

third states or groups of third states -- many of which depend 

for their economic well-being on the EC as a market, a source 

of adVanced technology and a source of various types of aid<\> 

The Community is also important in the political arena of 

international relationsO} The most obvious reason emanates from 

the political dimensions that accompany economic power in today@s 

world, where economic development is one of the prime objectives 

of most state governments:.. In addition, the Community is 

part of the 'Nestern power structure.. Of 1 ts present members 

only Ireland is not a party to NATO: while Fl"'ance 

withdrew from the integrated forces: of the al11ance in 

the mid-1960s, she co-participates with NATO in some military 

exercises: and remains active in the political sphere~ Further, 

the member states of the EC, along with other European states, 

have been in the postwar years the d eye of the storm" of inter-

national relations between the superpowers. As such, the 

Community is an expression and in fact a reinforcement of the 

peaceful!) stable and co-operative relations between its member states® 

In the next few years the Community of the Nine will be-

come the Community of the Twelve 0 The negotiations: th Greece 

have been finalized and the Treaties were signed in Athens in 

May 1979" The negotiations between the Ee and two other pro .... 

spective members, Spain and Portugal, are not completed yet 

but the necessary political decisions for accession have been taken 

in the relevant ca.oltals of Europe" Thus, Greece ls to 

become the tenth member of the Community in January 1981 and 

Spain and Portugal are likely to be added in 198) ... 

i 
I 
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This second round of enlargement is bound to have import

ant implications for the development and evolution of the 

European integration movement manifested in the EC. The three 

members-to-be -- having only recently (and only temporarily?) cut 

themselves loose from the reins of dictatorial rule -- have 

qualitatively different political histories from the present 

members and are also at a much lower level of economic develop

ment than the EC as a l>Jhole. Thus, in addi tion to the expected 

exaoerbation of present inst1tutional difficulties that will 

follow the increase in the number of Community offioials and 

bureauorats and the addition of three more official languages, 

enlargement may well lead to the creation within the Community 

of its own, internal "North-South conflict". 

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the possible effects 

that the second round of enlargement will have on the development 

and evolution mf the EC. The thesis is that this expansion will 

lead to the creation within the Community of strong pressures 

for change from the economically weaker states that will cause 

the stagnation, dillution and even disintegration of the EC 

unless these pressures are employed construotively for the 

implemen~atlon of much neede& reforms. One corollary to this 

thesis is that the integration process among the member 

states of the Community lacks the momentum and vitality to 

progress along its present path towards higher levels of co

operation and integration, or even to maintain its present levels, 

after the second round of enlargement. A second corollary is 



thC?t if the'i:C is to rnQint9.in j taelf 8..nd Fl.chieve higher levels 

')f integration it "!lust find '''. ne'T and str()n~er impetus for 

perhBps in the forTI of a further dedication ta 

the idea of :Sur'Joe by the re:'lpectl ve eli tea 8..nd :)opuL:tti')ns of 

its aerober states -- th~t CaL)~erC)me the resistance to be 

sed by the consequences of exp~nslon. 

tfle thesis "Jill be divlted into five 

sections. the first secti)n ~e will develop the t~e~retlcBl 

inx 01 the ~1nceDt )f lnte-

jyna~ic f~ctor8 of internattonql lnte In the sec)Yld 

sectior:',1e ·Ji 11 1ef11'1e the T)reSe,1t levEl "Jnj :iy 

Ie will iienttfv the factors of inte~rqtion thqt 

the SC s tisfies or ~.)es not sutisfy ~n~ iescribe ~hq~ it h~s 

8chieved thus far. 

: . ) mm.u. '.)'.J'. A cn.s"tr''lG ter 

the effects O~ the 3C institu ~ns, on the econOIi:{3nd on 

the nroce~s of inte~rqt11n. 

e1 'Ie tongir 1 t::.t its p~EGe0t level of tnte 

beyond i~a~i ~ Jiscussion of thb ~ethJd Ti ih)ol')f du.ch 

e :')ye1 CYl3 tr:,c:: ti V'ely for thc") refor:i1 of the "1(;. 
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INTr:RNATIONAL INTEGRATION IN A THEORETICAL 

PEtiSPECTIVE 

The model of the dynamics and process of integrRtion which 

we describe in the following pages is by no means original, as it 

owes much to J,,8. Nye'S and Stanley HoffmannQs analy~l1;\,s.. It is 

basically a revised ti':malist mod ,wi tr. 'nora emphasis on 

the inputs from the general environment and ,-Ji th less adherence to 

lntegtation spillover as an inevitability. The purpose of s Chap-

tar is not to expound a new theory of integration but to make clear 

to the reader the factors that present writer considers as being 

pertinent in the analysiS of an integration process$ This is an 

important task as there exist today a wide variety of theories of 

integration (see Appendix I for a crt and comparative examlna-

tion of the most important theories of lntegration)@ 

One of the problems with some theories 1s that their form-

ulatlon is not only guided by the contours of the process of 

integration but also by the varying ideologies and ideals 

by the theorists who, in some c~ses, let their pens !TIsneuver-

ed across tr:e paper by their des:lres and not by reall ty.. And, 

in most instances~ the path towards the attainment an ideal, 

of a. desired end-product. is not the path of integration~ We 
here 

are certainly not trylng~to build an argument clal~lng 

infallibility of our analys~s to follow~ Rather, it is imp~rt-

ant to draw attention to the ideological constraints and m~tiv ... 

ations that inevitably creep into parts of most works -- and 

th1. s may be one of them. The reader must attempt to 

determine the predilec ons of the author so as t') better under-

stand the capabilities and limitations of s or analysis 
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or theory. In one sense, the pri~ary predileotlon of the present 

wri ter, as 1 t relates to this pa.p'~r, has already been made ear 

in the state'nent of thesis", In fact, the primary :'1Iotlvacion 

for carrying through the present work is the desire to show that 

the s ta temen t the. t Ie the EC will not be able to progress beyond t 

or even maintain, its present level of integration unless it is 

reformed" (the reforms needed will be made clear in the fourth 

chapter) is as true to reality as the predilection that "the EC 

shQ1.1:?:.! not progress beyond, or even maintain, its present level 

of integration unless it 1s reformed 'f is tr'''.le to the present 

I 

There does not exist a Single, universally QQGe~ted defin-

ition of lntegratione Different theorists employ varying 

definitionsl some regari egratlon as a .Er0.2..?~ by i'll'hlch 

states freely (rather than through the use of force) give up 

certain powers and. f'u!letlons and develop na,'! methods for the 
1 

res on of conflict between themselves, while others view it 
2 

as a terminal oondi t~t.::m 1n S".lch a prrjceSS/II Furtherl} there is 

considerable var\an~e as to the nat~re of the process -- some 

see it as the direct erosl~n of the functions anj capabilities 

of the states involved, while others ew it as being an 1 irect 

erosion al tional lines and considerable variance 

exists as to the type of te attained --

some stress emergence of broader, state-li instltut10ns 

and) r5 emphasize evo1."l tion oi' rela ti ,)1'lshlanong 
:3 

peoples ani the attainme a. larger ~ cOIDJJluni ty' @ 
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F:)r ')i.lr purposes we will define integration as the pr,cess 

by which the political allocation of societal values within a 

group of states is increasingly de~ld~d at the group level, 

rather than at the individual state level. This process is 

explicitly political, in the sense that it is the (political) 

powers of the individHal states, the powers of political 

decision, that are integrated. The distinctl:m between the 

political and the non-political is signi~icant because 

the state does net decide the allocatl:)n of all societal values 

-- some, for instance, are determined by the nature of the 

eC0no~lc system which in many cases is not controlled completely 

by the state. The determination at the group level of the 

allocation of societal values which are not under the states' 

jurisdictions is not integration by our definition perhaps 

one could call it interdependence, or asymmetri.al dependence 

(depending on the situation). 

The reason for defining integration thus is to avoid calling 

a rise in the level of econo:ni c and com:llerclal transac ti :)ns be

tween two or ~ore states, for exa~ple, a rise in the level of 

the lntegr~tion of those states simply because these transactions 

do determine the allocation of s~me societal values. ~e want 

the rise of transa.ctl~ns (again used as an example) t,:) be not 

a rise in the level of integration but a rise in the potential 

for integration (as we defined it). Our desire is to analyse 

the process of integration of the capacities of individual states 

to govern. Thus, our dependent variable is the level at 

whIch the political allocati:)n of societal values for a group of 

states is decided, and not the allocation of all societal values. 
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II 

Ho~ 1s the process of integration Initl~tedt How 1s a 

given level of tegration maintained? How does the process 

integration progress beyound a given level of integration? 

Conversely. what hl~ders the Initlation~ maintenance~ and 

progress of lntegration? 

The main obstacles to international integration (between 

two or more states) are national integratt::m and internatl:mal 

diversity. The fr~g~entation of the world into about 150 

states, "each of ~hich has a cl~iu to independence, is obvl0USa 
4 

ly dangerous forpeace ani 1110gical for welfare"t but the 

nature of the international syste~ demands and perpetuates it. 

The very existence of nation -states "1s a for~ldable obstacle 
5 

to their replacement.~ Thus, the nation-state '~ls at the 

same time a for?1l of social 0 zation and in prac ce if 

not in every brand of theory 
6 

integration." 

a fact:)r of lnternatt 

The surVival of the state 1s at least partly due to a 

nOfl-

variety of factors that characterize the present international 
7 

systeD. stanley Hoffmann identlfies three such factors (one 

of which characterizes every internatl~nal syste~ and the other 

two only the present s;';ys tem) thy. t support e exis ng system of 

states and vlctl~lze flcatlon move~ents. First, n(e) very 

int ernational system owes its inner 1!1gic <3,(1d its unfoldil'lg to 
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the diversity of do~estic determinants, geo-historical situatlons, 

and outside aims among its units; any international system based 

on fragmentation tends, through the dyna~ics of unevenness ••• to 
8 

reproduce diverslty." This fr:':tgmentatlon and diversity are 

supported by the globally accepted legitimacy of nation-states, 

the pr1nciple of national self-determination, and the newness 

of many contemporary states, a significant number of which have 

won their national independence through long and bitter struggle 

against a colonial power. 

Second, the present internatirmal systein, being the first 

truly global international system, offsets the attraction of 

regional forces. Bonds and ties betAeen the state 1s integrated to 

a d1fferent degree ani in a different:nanner wi th the internation-

al sys tem and "finds itself placed in an orbi t of its own, fr:)m 
9 

which it is quite difficult to move away." "Coming from diverse 

pasts, moved by diverse tempers, living in differently subjected 

and attracted to the outside world, (nation-states) react un-

evenly to their exposure to (the outside world) and calculate 

conflictingly how they could either reduce the disturbances or 
10 

affect in turn all th~se ~~~ live elsewhere." 

Third, the traditional impetus for solidarity among a 

gr:mp of states, the fear of a threatening neighbour, is severe-

ly undermined. by the new rules of force brought upon the inter-

national system by the nature of contemporary weapons. As 
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st~tes have increased the des tlve capabilities of their 

:ne thode of warfare, they uncovere-i a par~:iox: though 

their povler is unquesttLonable, the use of these nell ilTeapOns, 

and espect 1y nuclear weapons, is un nkable. War betv\l'een 

the rful st~tes of the international systen has become too 

danger~us to be anythln~ more than a deterrent and, as a result, 

O'the iieological legitimacy of the nation-state 1s pr.:)tected by 

the rela tl ve and forced t':,uneness of t:"1e jungle. Force in 

the nuclear age 1s still the fmlj~ife of socleties i insofar as 

revolutionary war either breeds new nations or shapes reg1~es 
11 

in existing nattons." 

For integration to occur, then, the environmental forces 

of fragmentatl:::m and diversity must be overco~ne, unless the;l are q,t 

a minimal level of effectiveness for ~ given grouping of states. 

The model of lnte~~ration that we will nail c'?Dstruct 1'11111 identi-

fy and explain the variables ani processes that~ depending on 

the Circumstances, will offset or strenghan these nan-lntegra-

tive forces. Our dependent variable, as we have stated earller, 

1s the level at ~hich the poll cal allocation of SOCietal 

values 1s determined. This level can vary (;1 the indi viiual 

state level to formal deCision JUa~dng lnsti tutions at the inter-

governmental or supranational level, or even to full politi 

unity among a number of states in the form, perhaps, a 

federationa 

factors that make for integration-- for its 

initiation, malntenance~ and progress? Before ~e conslder 

tton it is important to se t'1e envlron-
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ment in whl~h integration may flower. we will consider nine 

back-srouni variables which determine the nature of the 

environment: 

1. sym'letry of units (to be integra.ted ) 
2. level of politi~al and economic development of units 
3. rate of transactions between units 
4. compatibility of economic systems 
5. perceptions of external coherence 
6. input from external actors (and from the external 

environment in general) 
7. complementarity of outlooks towards integration 
8. societal compatibility 
9. geographic proximity 

The nature and lnter-relationship of these variables at a given 

time and for a given gr~up of states determine the nature of 

the envir::mment in which integration m.ay occur, ')[h1ch in turn 

determines the integrative potential (for these states at the 

~1 ven time). 

An ideal situation for integration is one in which 

the states to be integrated are comparable in 

economic and political (including military) capabilities. In 

such a case no state will see integration as a thre~t due t~ 

the apparent preponderance of any other state(s). If, for 

example, integration is to be initiated in the economic field 

the superior economic ,ievelopment and potential of one or more 

states will, after trade barriers and other impedIments to the 

freer flow of the factors of production are reduced, undermine 

the economic development potential of the weaker states as 

economic resources are attr~cted from the poorer to the richer 

st!{tes and regions. On the other hand, if, some type of 

political union is contemplated, then significant disp:.arities in 
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political and military capability as well as economic develop

ment ~ill increase the uosslbility of extinction of the smaller 

states' ?olltlcal and economic identities. However, if so~e 

symmetry exists between the states ta be integrated, no one 

identIty ~ill predomi~ate or be threatened and intrgrati~n or 

political unity will not seem to be tantamount to the I-lbsorptlon 

of the smaller states by a stranger one(s). In the p~litlcal 

field some type of rOc1.gh balance bet'v'leen two or more states, 

rather than absolute symmetry, may be sufficient to offset the 

fears of the smaller states; in the economic sphere, a 

Similar balance coul,j well take the form of various types 

of aid guarantees by the :nore lievelopei states to offset 

the natural flow of market forces. 

In addition to the level af economic development of the 

states to be integrated relative to each other, it 1s important 

to look at their absolute level of economic development or, if 

you like, their devel:)pment relative to states external t'J the 

integration movement. Firstly, the more developed the economies 

of the prospective mellber states are, the 'nore sophisticated and 

intricate they will be, with greater r~tlonallzatlon of economic 

tasks and functions, and thus they will possess a greater potential 

for functional integration and co-operation. Secondly, the more 

econ'Jmically 1eveloped these states are wi th respect to third. 

states, the gre~ter the potential that their integrati0n will 

be beneficial, at least from their point of View, in the sense 

that they wl1l be in a better position to exploit the economic 

opportllntties beyond (as well as within) their own grouping. 
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The argu;nent fellows lines similar to that of 'r.iI. Franck's 
12 

discussion of classical federations, such as Austrslia, ':anada 

and the United States, as it relates to the existence of vast 

frontlerlands to conquer and exploit. For our case, the major 

'frontierlands' are external to the group of states to be inte-

grated, as we have assumed that they are already economically 

developed, and ffi:JSt third states, being rel8.tively less 

developed, will provide the common external domain that can be 

exploited from a position of strength or dominance. One may 

argue that even though (relatively) less developed states will 

not be as 'iDle effectively to exploit economic opportunities 

outside their boundaries, they will possess domestic 'frontler-

lands' (by virtue of bein~ underdeveloped) on t'lhich they could 

focus their attention. 'rhe problem, however, lies with the fact 

that these states, being weak economically to start with,will 

not possess the capacity effectlvely to exploit them. 

The level of political development of the states to be 

integrated is alSo of importance for three reasons. First, it 

seems to ~ake sense that the units to be integrated are 

"political communities, not in a substantive sense (common , 
values and goals, A ~ Rousseau) but 'in a formal one (the exist-

ence of intense communications and CO::1.1on ~abits and rules 

across regi;nal differences as well as across the boarders of 
13 

ethnic groaps, tribes, or 01as3es)." If, for example, "a 

newly independent state 1s ~erely a shell within which there is 

no com~uD!ty yet, the cleavages that divide the populati~n into 

separate communities will prove to be a decisive obstacle to 
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t t t i t ..... ,v14 .rans-s a e n.egr9~lnn. Second, it is of signl cance that 

the Dolitic syste'ns of the nrospective !llemoer st'3.tes are devel-

oped enDngh, es)ecial1y along fles tern lines, s, as to allow the 

involvement of functionally specific interest groups in the 

decision-making Drocess. t1The re1atl ve absence or N'eakness of 

such groups in many less developed c'j"ntries have made tnte-

gratlonIlore dlfficult (thou~h not inDossible) by4enrlving 

- f 115 h regional bureaucrats 0 potential allies. 1 Lastly, tie more 

democr8. ti c the'! t the In11 ti es of the member s ta tes are the 'flore 

stAble their g;overnments ;1111 beg and consequently their out-

looks will be less likely to oscillate between extremes; where-

as iictatorial regixes ~re more 8usceottble to abrunt ch~nge as 

a result of ooups Rnd revoluti~ns. 

Our third bRck~round variable, the rate of transactions 

between st~tes, is 1f relevance to the lntegr~tive potential 

for two reasons. Firstly, the higher the level of transactions 

(such as trade, tal move;nents, cO'ILllu.nlcatlons, etc.) v11thin 

a ~r~up of states, the more reasons there Dre for c~-oDeration 

~n1 co-ordination of relations ~et~een these states and for the 

energence of ani c lAboration between functionally soecific 

interest groups organizati~ns. Second, the greater the 

rs+io bet~een the level of trqnsRctions between the states to 

be i:1te~r':itej .'lni the level of their tr,e;l'1s:?,ctions wi th thirJ 

state~ the greater the ~otential ani i~petus for cO-ODerstion 

)r1g re ')u 1 8$ 
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The n~ture of an 

Ntth u 0r~tEcttanist D~licj t1 I ) l~is~ez-faire 

rIei t~S t.h:~ 

an; the s ec~rU~8 defi 

~he 0xtre es of centr 

t0nis~ ~ni fraG tr~je, 

"; t tnevi tqbly :J.0company ,~ny sys te:n of econ'1,uic re-

19t1ons. 

Our fifth b13cl-rgrourd v,,,riable is c)Y1cerneJ >'1ith jYne3tic 

perceptl.)r1S of the ex ternal coheren'~ '.Jf the pr')s 

s tetes. 

~f a c')n~1n fr,nt to be oreBente~ in rc tions with tnird states 

or i e na.t;ure ')f the 

C>:Q,00!1 fr)nt is !lilt li:{ely, 11JJwver, if there'ls Ii ttle overl':'J,p 

C)f thEfJe'ilber 9 ta tes' percent-inns ,f ir e;:tern 81 tWlti·,ns 

that ls, their percentions of which natl1ns Bre friendly or 

thre~tening, of their external needs and ~')als, of trqdltlonal 

ties ~lth the outside world, etc. ~s inte~rgti0n progresses 

and increasingly touches the sensitive Area of external relations, 

it becomes of incre981ng importance that the nember states 



share a c')rnm1H percept-i.or' 

;'~ : .. ", ", ~ 
. 'W' _., ,,' t a common dramatic 

situation or threat so as to "make up for different pasts, and. 

impose a common destination.,,16 

\rIe have already ta.lked about the importance of the exter-

nal environment in fostering unity or diversity within a group 

of states (see the earlier discussion of StEmley Hoffmann's 

analysis of the effects of the nature of the international 

system on regional integration). In addition to the general 

nature of the international system, however, it is important 

to look at the attitudes held toward the regional integration 

of a given group of states by important external actors. What 

third states think of an integration movement is of relevance to 

its development and sometimes crucial to its success. If im-

portant third states see the integration movement as a threat 

to their economic and/or political and strategic interests they 

can offer resistance and attempt to reinforce and exploit the 

international forces of fragmentation and diversity in order to 

undermine its viability; while, on the other hand, if they see 

integration to be beneficial to their interests they can offer 

moral, political and even financial support to the integrating 

states. 

In addition to the perceived costs and benefits of inte-

gration to third state~ it is necessary to consider the costs 

and beneflts as perceived by the integrating states. If inte-

grat10n is to have a good chance for success} one of the 

ingredients must be the perception among the member states that 
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the resulting gains and los:;;es are fairly distrlbutej. Of 

course, a state as such cannot perceive a bal~nce of costs 

and benefits. We will c~nsider the perceptions of three sect~rs 

of the state. First, we have thr population at large ~hnse 

perceptions of costs ani benefits can influence the decisions 

and actions of the g')vernment (politic81 elite) if they are 

clearly expressed and ·'li1ely held (by the ~hole popul:::l.tion, the 

population of a region, a class, ar ~~ss organlzatio~a such 

as unions). Second, !IVe have the economic el t te whose perceptlons 

can influence the deCisions and actions of the political elite 

thr:-:mgh lobbying or through the effects of their economic and 

co~nercial activities on the level of transactions between 

states. Lastly, the political elite who decide and act for 

the state have their ovm perceptl,::ms. The perceptions of all three 

sectors are important since the progress or m~tntenance of a certain 

level on integration "cmlld not be guaranteed if the arrange-

~ent was seen as benefiting some states or areas (or other 

sectors of states) at the expense, or to the exclusion, of 
17 

others. " 

~ore generally, one also has to consider the compatibility 

and complementarity of the general outlooks held by these three 

sectors of the states to be integrated towar1s integration. A 

simple cost-benefit analy siS may not eve~ be relevant if these 

sectors are not predisposed to [nove towards integr'ittt,')n. This 

becones especially i~portant when we conRlder the primarily non-

economiC seot~rs of the state. For example, extreme nation-

allsID or a pre-occupation with the sovereignty of a state WOJld 
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make it disinclined to integrate with others, and coslder

ations of the costs and benefits of integration would ~e irrele-

vant. On the other hani, the adherence by the political 

elite to an ideology o~ ideal that is favourable to transnati~nal 

integration, or the dissatisfaction of the political elite and 

the m'lsses ~.;ith natl::mallst alternatives, would. have the op~)osite 

effect. 

Our eighth baekgro:.:md variable is societal compatibility 

of the states to be integrated, and its purpose is to emphasize 

such characteristics of a st~te as culture, history, religion 

and langaage. One could hardly expect, for example, that two 

or ~ore states with vastly different cultures or historical 

backgrounds would be a.ble to live under commc:m econ'Ynic and 

political institutions. Admitedly, societal divers-

ities seem to be rather more important as variables of integration 

~hen the pr,')spect of poli tical union is contemplated. l'1:any examples 

exist -- the Quebecois lnGanada, the Flemish and !Jalloons 

in Belgium, the Basques in Spain, e.g. -- which substantiate 

the importance of these variables in 1eterilli~lng the fate of 

even established political unions. 

The last background variable is geographic proximity of the 

prospectlve member states. With the adyent of what has been 

labelled as 'the shrinking of the globe' due to the conseq~ences 

of remarkable technological adv~ncements in the fields o~ trans

portation and ~ommunicati')n, one may be hesi tant to ae.:;ept 

the pertinence of' this variable. HONever, the barrier of 

distance has not been eliminated co~pletely and is still eVl-
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dent in economic relations --market forces, for example, are 

still affected. by considerations of dlst:-:tnce. Ani, can one 

Lnaglne the est.'~bllsh:nent of a viable poli tical uni:Jn anong 

states thqt are not geographically adjacent anj especially those 

that are separ>3.ted by the territories of ot:ler states,t (Even if 

one can, the point to be made is that it is still much easier to 

lmagl~e or expect such a union among geo~raphically adjacent 

states.) 

The nature and inter-relationship of the above nine vari

ables, as we have stated earlier, define the character of the 

envlron~ent of integration, which in turn deternines the level 

of the i?ltegr:'"l ti ve paten ttal. But, gi v:n a certain integr'~ tt ve 

potential, what trig.~ers the ini tiatlon of 1ntegratl:Jn? Th~t 

is what is the catalyst of integration? 

A catalyst :.nust be part of the environment of lntegr!-.ttlon, 

t'J'hlch is defined by our nlne b.':lckground variables. Hence, we 

must turn to these variables if we are to locate a catalyst. 

It is not difficul t to see th~lt a favourable extrene in one or 

more of variables ), 5, 6 , and 7, can act as an i;upetus for the 

initiation of integration. Let us give so~e ex~~ples of such 

possi ble extreines and their effect s (assuming that a favl')Urable 

tnte~rattve potential is also in existence): 

if an extremely high level of transac tions (econo:nlc t 

commerciql, etc.) exists among a group of states, then 

strong pressures for co-operation, co-ordinatlon and 

integratlon w1l1 also exist 

an external actor's strong perception of the neei for 

unity a;nong a group of states might give the necess"1.ry 
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impetus t" the ini tlr-tti:)~1 of inte;:!.'r8tion if it is accam

panied by aid and ideological and political support 

and pressure 

a dramatic situAtion or event, such as the energence 

of a powerful common enemy or a recent com~Qn suffer

ing could also act as a catalyst 

if powerful economic elites or charismatic political 

leaders 8.re convinced of the benefi ts or necessl ty of 

integration I'md. become dedicated to this cause the 

result could be the initiation of integration 

The catalyst to integration is, as we have noted, an inte

gral part of our nine variables. The reason we differentiate 

it, however, is to draw a distinction between the potential for 

integration and the actual initiation of integration. From 

our definition (of inte~ration) there is a direct implication 

that integration is 8. poli tical act. And, a hi;Sh level I)f 

potential for integration may eXist without the necessary act

ors (political elite) taking the necessary steps for the real

ization of that potential. A catalyst, in this sense, can be 

seen as the impetus needed for the development of a political 

will for, and e. poli tice1 COIDlli tment to, integration based on 

the integrative potential. The basic assumptirm underlying 

this is the conservatism of the stat~s quo, which 1~ this case 

is the separateness of states. states can become more inter

dependent and more alike in structure 9.r..d even in goals, but 

they are not likely to share their sovereignty-- the ability 

to independently (if only formally in some cases) allocate 
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societal values -- with other states unless they are 'jolted' 

into it, as well as supported by the nature of tr.e envirol1-

~ent (all v9riables). The existence of of a potential for inte-

gration does not eliminate all alternatives other than integ-

ration open to states. But the existence of a strong catalyst 

can disturb the traditional predisposition of states to remain 

separ ate and act separately and consequently increase the 

chances for integration. Some sort of crisis (and preferably 

a crisis that questions the very eXistence or viability of 

states themselves) is needed to catch states off guard, you 

mi~ht say. 

The level of integration to be initiated can vary froID 

limited functional integration with narrow scope to complete 

political and economic unification. The initiation of a 

particular level of integration creates three possible 

situations. One possibility is that the factors making for 

inte~ration have been read realistically by the political elite 

and the level of initial integration accurately re-

flects the integrative potential. A second possibility is that 

this level is lower than the level made possible by the 

integrative potential. The third, and more dangerous, possibil-

ity 1s that the level of integration initiated is unreal-

is tic, wi th not eno'J.gh poter: tisl basis for support. 

In any case, once a given process of integration is initiat-
18 

ed, how does it develo?? J. S. Nye identifies four consequences 

that are likely to follow integration: politicizatlon, redls-

tribution, reduction of alternatives, and externallzation. 
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Firstly, during the course of an integrRtion process one would 

expect that precess to become more 'political' -- "by political 

werneqr .. the process by which conflicting visions of a common 
1'7 

interest are agitated or settled" as "(m)ore groups be-

come involvei (in the process) thrry~gh the effects of rising 

trRnsactions, inherent ltnkages, or deliberate coalition form-
20 

ation." Second, as integration progresses "it is likely to 

have an effect on the dlstrl.bution of welf~ret status and power, 

both ~mong groups within the member states and among the member 
21 

states themselves." Third, the "al ternati ves open to poll t-

lcal decision-J1akers are reduced. as an integration pr0cess goes 

forward ( ••• ) (as) more tasks become interrelated, through 

inherent links or packa~e deals (and) the costs of disintegra-

ti ve actions becolle greater because. there is the danger of 

pulling the ~'Thole house down." Also, the higher the level of 

integration, "the larger the crises are likely to become, both 

becBuse a greater degree of intep-dependence has been created and 

because the resistance of so~e political leaders may become more 

intense as integration approaches the security and identitive areas 

2' of greatest concern to them." Lastly, "whatever the original inr-

entions, as integration proceeds me~ber states will be increasingly 

forced to hammer out a collective external position vis-a-vis 

nonparticipant third parties, beC8use the further integration 

proceeds, the more llkely third parties will be to react to it, 
24 

either in support or with hostility." 

To this list we com qdd two more consequences ()f integration. 

First, we have the socialization of me~ber state elites: as 
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integration demands thR.t they assimble together regularly for 

the purpose of strikir.~ com~on policy positions, these elites 

may change their perspectives, develop new common g08.ls and 

establish patterns of decision-making which will increase the 

chances that they will become 'nore co:npati ble and that they 

will reach agreements with less difficulty. Second, common 

institutions, to the extent that they are established, can 

perform three functions. They can offer new forums where 

routinized collective decision-making can occur: they can play 

a mediatory and conciliatory role in overcoming divergencies 

of member state positions and in striking bargains; and they can 

become initiators of new proposals for further integration. 

Once the process of inte~ration begins, the six consequences 

(of integration) beco~e six additional environmental variables 

whose nat1.lre infli:.ences the other nine environmental variables. 

In the short run, the six affect the rate of transactions, per

ceptions of external cogency, inputs from external actors and 

domestic perceptions of benefits and costs; the other environ

mental variables are either noticeably affected only in the 

longer run, or not at all. Conversely, the effects of the six 

consequences on the developmental variables. Thus, after 

the inception of integration, the now fifteen enVironmental 

variables and their interrelationships become the determining 

factors of the further development of the process of integration. 

Together, the nine environmental variables and the six 

consequences of integration define the nature of the environ-
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ment for integration and of the catalysts for further integra

tion as well as for disintegration. In fact, all six conse

quences of integration possess the capacity to become more 

political, there will be more room for the interests for or 

against integration to be expressed and taken into account. 

Second, redistribution will reinforce existing disparities, 

create new ones, and change the perceived balance of the 

costs and benefits of integration for some, if not all, of the 

member states, thus increasing the pressures for the satis

faction of a new or altered set of interests. Third, since 

integration limits the alternatives open to the member states, 

it creates its own pressures for further integration which may 

be yielded to if the environment (defined by our now thirteen 

variables)is favourable further integration, or which may create 

crises if the environment is not favourable, and thus lead to the 

stagnation or reversal of the integration process. Fourth, 

as third states become more aware of the consequences for 

them of the integration process they m9.y, depending on their 

perceptions of their interests, create decisive incentives or 

disincentives for that process. Fifth, socialization could 

result in the extreme compatibility of member state elites and 

transform these elites into potent catalysts for further inte

gration. Lastly, common institutions, which of course are in

herently favourable to further integration, can playa role in 

bringing forth bold proposa.ls for integration and in establish

ing the consensus necessary in reaching agreement to this end. 



process of integration, in conjuction th the (other) 

environmental vari CR, creates its own dynamics change. 

'T'he inherent pressures in any integration process J3.re for 

further integration as ~ore sectors and functions of the me~ter 

states become affecte:j by thHt process,and need as a result to 

be co-ordina .. The inescapable linkages between sectors and 

i tons cf a state mean that a group of states cann:')t ini tiate 

or maintain the integration of some sectors and functions with-

out, J3.t least in a minimal way, co-ordinating the i ated 

sectors and functions~ It logically follows th~t the higher 

the level tegration, the stronger the inherent dy cs 

for further lntegration. However, it does not follow that these 

inherent dyna~lcs are sufficient to ensure the progress of lnte-

gration, f~r in~egratiDn does not in real life exist in a vacuum. 

We have to take into account the other inputs from the envlr-

~nment (of which the integration process and its consequences 

Are only a part), whose ~atures interactions with these 

dynamics will deter~ine whether further integration takes place, 

or crises are created that may lea:1 to sta;~nation or 

dlsintegratlonG One of the problems in the process of inte-

gration may be that too much integration (relative to e inte-

grative tential) us a ted start with, or that the 

dynamics inherent to integration become operational prexature-

ly -- that is, before a Buffic!ent base for further integration 

is created. 

The pos~i e c0rnbina,tions and interrelationships of the 

kgrmmd variabl es, 1 evel of inl tiel intesrati on, and conse-

I 

I 



quences of lntet:ration are myriade To present a moriel that 

takes all of them to account would not be prac cable~ 

such, a ~odel can only present the most important and pertinent 

variables which ne to be considered to in order to eorrect-

ly describe, explain and let the process of inte~ratlon for 

each pe.rtl cular case $ In Chanter Two vie will attempt to unders tani 

and explain the process of lntegratinn for t~e case of the EG 

using the above analysis of integration; and in the follohilng 

chapters we will attempt to define the future path of this process$ 
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CHAPTER TIiO 

I 

The EC today is for the most part an intergovernmental 

organization with some limited independent authority in certain 

policy areas as set _!llt by the Treaties. The most Communi ty

minded institution of the EC is the Commission, which can be 

viewed in some ways as a supranational enti ty. In mo',:;t of the 

EC spheres of action, "the Commission has been the motor for 

policy formulation and also the chief executantdl ; it is the task 

of the Commission to draft proposals which the Council of Ministers 

has to consider. However, the ultimate power of decision-making 

lies with the Council of Ministers, whose structure places it 
2 

firmly in the category of intergovernmental organizations. 

Thus, even though the Commission can initiate policy proposals, 

its demands must take into account the possibility or impossibility 

of consensus a~ong the member-state governments. In fact, part 

of the role of the Commission is that of "mediator, trying by 

means of negotiations with the member states to find an accept

able compromise.") This Commission-Council dialogue, however, 

"frequently produces little more than a package deal reflecting 

a balance of disadvantages reached on the basis of what the least 
4 

accommodating me:nber-state wishes to concede." Having secured 

the Council's agreement to a particular line of policy, the 

Commission has to see that it is carried out. Also, it has to 

see "that individuals, companies and member-states do not act in 

ways which clearly run counter to the treaty or to specific policies 
5 

laid down by the Council." 
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A staunch • o might describe the EC as a half-way 

fed.eration, but is is y reflected in decision-making 

process where the member-states, or at least the most i~portant 

ones, cannot co~pelled t~ take actions contrary to their 

perceived national interests by the Comnission or through major-

ity voting in the Council of Ml sters in the interest of the 

Community as a whole~ The Treaties do not stipulate how a 

member-state can be expelled and 'Othere is no effective means 

by which the Community can enforce its decision on a reluctant 

member-state because it has no army or pollce of its own, and 

the judgellents of the European Court can only be put into effect 
6 

courts which may ')r :nay not co-operate. Ii In 

fact, the EC cannot fanctton if ltsnembe"t"s are not satisfied 

th its perfor~ance. We can ctte the 1965 virtual abstention 

of France froLU the Council of ~1inistet's fClr seven 'tlonths and the 

subsequent Luxembour;.s compromise of January 1966 

other thlngs, stated that "the French delegatl')~ considers that 

re very l~portant interests are at stake the SCllssion l1l:lst 
7 

be continuel until unanimous agreement is reached." 

rhe is often referred t:') as the Cornman ~'1arket" Though 

this may seem a misnomer, for EC is fit one and the same tilne more 

and less a common ~arket, it is i~di~ative of one of its 

prime pre-occupations. The pri:nary aim of TreatIes W':tS to 

get d of the, economic barriers that separated econo:nies of 

the member s cates .. By July 1968 the cU8ti):i1S union f·;)(, 

six members ~vas completed, 18 months earller than 1'e-

quireJ by Ro~e Treaty; and the CUB 1)J1i;)1'1 for the Nine 
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was completeJ at the end of 1977. Cust~ms duties were elimin-

ated and a common externa.l tariff was established. In addition 

to a cus t')lnS union, the EG is a common :narket-- but only part-

tally so since not all barriers to the free mo·"ement of fact0rs 

of produc tion have been erfec ti veIl removal. A..11.d. "if the aims 

of t:'1e 1969 Hague Surrrnl t are achieved then the EC will event~lally 
8 

be trans formed 1~ to an econo:nic un:LJn. tf SOiIl8 pr::>gress toward. 

the latter has been ,naJe ill th the L1.sti t 11tion of ::he first 

phase of the European :1onetary Sys te:TI (EMS), though the steps 

taken thus far are severely limi~el an'l Britain has refused to::> 

participate. 

Thus, the major concentrati·)n of tne EC has been on ne r59.-

tive eCf)nomic tntegratt)n-- removing barriers t:) econonic i:1ter-

actions bet.-1een its ;ne:-nber states-- rather than positive econo-

mio integration-- creatin~ common policies. Perhaps ~le great-

est level of posl tl ve lntegrati,)n vii thin the E8 has been achiev-

e1 in a~rloulture, where ~ore than 95 percent of agricultural 

proj'lctl',)rl in the nine me:nbec-states is governe,t at Communl ty 
9 

level. The Communi ty operates a !narket policy base'i on common, 

prices and has a far:n fund. that helps to support prices and also 

helps t,.) mo,lernize the farming, food processing and distri buti '1n 
l'J 

industries. About three qua.rters of the EC bt~:ir~et is spent)n 

t:1.e CAP. Looking at the 1978 buJget '.-11'11011 ~las over 12 billl:m 

UA, a.s an example, we see that 74.9 nercent ~as spent on 

fi nanc ... ng the 8AP-- 57. J percent f'Jr ti:1e agrit1 ill tural m~rke t 

policy, 8.2 percent for the monetary compensatory amounts, 5.1 

per~ent for agricultural exohan~e rates, Qnd 3.5 percent on 
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11 
s true; tural nollcy * Most of t~e illoney allotte~ for the f~nctt~n-

i:'1;'~ of the G is spent 0n price supports, ~a!nly 

prod.<lc ts 'J f the te,J1per;~ te northern less ;:'01" the 

southern 1 tecranean pr'),!uc ts ~ The for:ner require graa tel" 

erice support siace eil" prices are 8etn'l.ch hi 

prices, ~hl1e the latter's prices are set almost at par with 

\1'/01"1.1. prl,:;es. 

a result R 1ar3e part of EC spen1iag, takes place in the richer 

northern regi0ns. Spendi on 0 er policle8~ sllch as 

Hegi ''l.nd Social Pollcies, baL~nce some of th~ re1istribu ITe 

effects of the C ,but their t17ely miniscule share of the 

bUd3et (8.7percent in 1?78) severely li ts thblr impact. 

PoliticallYIl the EC is not very coheslve~ The :nost evident 

cODaequence or reflection of this is absence of a common 

forel policy. One cannot deny that the scope of the ex 

rela tl ons of t:1e EC has been greatly augmen ted in the las t decade 

and that polItical consultati~n has en lncreasingly lnstitutlon-

a11z as an example one could take the now thrice yearly 

mee ngs of the European Councl1$ However 9 political co-operation 

and co-ordination is stlll rather rudiuen and negotations for 

com:non policy stands (whe er they are related to external or 

i relations) are laborl~us I in fact~ consume most of 

the ener~y exerted at the EC 1 • It Is also interesting to 

note that political consultation 1s most evident at the Inter-

i~overn~n,:;;;ntal level. Theexis tence ·':If a fo re tgn pollcy requires 

"rapid. reactir:m and the :::abili ty plan ahead can only corlle 

from a subs tan tial transfer .)f authori ty from na tl ,)!';..9.1 301:rern-
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ments to a 'd~ision-llakingCe ,ntre·. The poli tical co-operation 

structure, as it has been develope1, offers little foundation 
12 

for such a centre." And without such a centre the econo~ic 

power to the EC cannot be used effectively anri efflciently, at 

least not at the EC level. One could argue that it can be used 

at the me'nber-state level for p::lrtial interests, and this 1s 

und1niably true to a certain :legree, bt!t it is still not Com:nuni ty 

foreign policy. 

The EC of the Nlne represents a collection of interests 

that basically belong to the so-called 'Atlantic' or ·~estern' 

political, economic and military systems. Economically, the 

antagonisms between the EC states and other Western states are 

only part of the 'ga~e' in which the mnst basic rules of 

capitalist enterprise and competition are adhered to. The struggle 

for economic preponderance is an accepted part of thi~ 'garnet 

In fact, a spirit of co-operation and co-ordination permeates 

their relations with respect to sustaining this ·game'. In the 

Western economic syste~, the EC must be seen as just another 

actor, though one of the more important ones, that has vested 

interests in the continuation of this system. At the military 

and political levelS, on the other hand, the foreign relations 

of the EC with other Western st~tes do not exist as such; one 

must look to the policies of the separate member-states for 

"what happens in Bonn, Paris or London will probably be more 
13 

important than what happens in the (EC) institutions in Brussels." 
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II 

90 fl3.r we have Cr)ncentrated on the general nattlre of the Ee. 

But what of the nature and the process of integration between its 

present nine me:nbers? To better understand the integrative dynamics 

within the EC we will turn to the determining environmental 

variables (background and process variables) which we analysed 

in Chapter One. Let us first examine the nature of the nine 

backgrounl variables of integration as they relate to the EC 

today. 

One of the original incentives for European integration 

had been the desire by France to balance the potential power of 

Germany economically, through the ECSC, and politically and 

militarily, through the pr'''pose,i European Political Community (EPC) 

and European Defence Community (EDC). The present balance with-

in the Com:nunity still depends to a large extent on France and 

Germany, as they are the most inportant economic actors of the 

Nine and as the EC is pri:narily preoccupied with economic matters. 

Along more political lines, it is also a balance betw~en the 

!'JATOlst ani Atlanticist poslti'Jn of Germany and the relatively 

more independent policies of France. In some respects, however, 

the ievelopment of rather friendly relations between these two 

countries has come to represent an unbalancing effect. This is es-

pecially true in light of Mr. Glscard's desires in "increasing the 

role of the Council of Ministers and. increasing the domina~1ce of 
lJ.j. 

the Council by the big countries" and such propositions as the 

establishment of some type of European directorate of member-
15 

states whose economic dimension and. weight are preponderant. 
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In any case, many af the s'ualler and weaker states of the EC 

(as well as ones outside the EC) see an association with the 

Community as one of the surest ways "to escape from an over-

exclusive dependence on one of the superpowers. This'does not 

mean that the (Ee) is co~~letely free from hegemonic effects 

exerted by its larger members on the snaller countries. But the 

performance of the Benelux countries in part has proved that, 

inside the club, these countries can develop an effective capa-
16 

bili ty ta counteract such tendenc1.es." 

In ter~s of political development, the states of the EC 

are among the most advanced in the world -- though some of them 

are troubled by separa.tist and, terrorist movements. This has 

made for the high sophisticatian of their interactions and 

communications, has allowed for the interplay of subnational and 

transnational interests at the Community level, and has made 

their relations ~ore stable and predictable. In terms of econ-

ornic development, the expansion of the base for economic activity 

in the EC territory has given EC enterprises the advantages of a 

broader rnar;{et and has increased their compett ti veness wi th 

respect to non-EC enterprises. 'It has made them better able 

to take advantage of external as well as domestic economic 

opportunities, and the EC represents today an economic power 

of the first magnitude. This relative preponderance with respect 

to most other states has made the EC, at least in the eyes of the 

member-states or member-state enterprises, a positive integration 

movement which allows gre .. "l.ter expansion and diversification, 

rather than being bent on protectionism alone. 



The level of transactions among the now nine member-

states of the EC has gradually risen in the postwar years so 

that intra-Community trade now represents about 20 percent of 

a.llworld trade. Thi.s 1s balanced, however, by a comparable 

figure for the compound trade of the ~ember-states with third 

17 
countries, giving usa one-to-one ratio between the levels 

of intra-EC trade and EC trEl.de wi th trlird countries. Also the 

level t sophistication ,·:;md institutionalization of economic 

(and political) relations between the member-states has lncreas-

ed over the years and the EC has become a locus for many of 

these relations. 

The economic systems of the Nine are presently quite 

compatible, as none of them deviate significantly from the 

capitalist, free competition model. These economic systems 

have also been highly lntegrated with each other in certain 

aspects -- as reflected especially by the common market and the 
18 

CAP, as well as other common economtc policies. However, as 

of yet there does not exist a common (EC) economic system, but 

rather nine separate ones. Each of the member-state govern-

ments attempts to get the best deal for the well-being of its 

own economic system rather than being primarlly concerned with 

the well-being of the EC system as a whole. Thus, though the 

economic systems of the Nine ~ay be of the same general nature 

and even integrated to a certain degree, this does not make 

them compatible or complementary for the simple reason that they 

are competitive and the interests of each are still largely 

determined at the separate member-state capitals and not in Brussels. 
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We have already notei that generally the Nine belong to 

the so-called 'Atlantic' or '~estern' system of relations and 

pO/ler. This, however, is not a rigid, inflexible configuration, 

but leaves a significant yuargin to its participants, depending 

of course on their level of relative power, for diversification. 

Econo~ically, perhaps, the EC is increasingly coming to a common 

external outlook as in a number of cases it acts and in more 

cases is treated by third states as a single unit. Politically, 

hONever, the Nine hold ~iversified views of the external envir

onment and of their particu.lar relations with it. The most 

important contrast, al thOllgh the gap has narrowed somewhat wi th 

the parting of de Gaulle and the apparent friendship betNeen 

President Giscard and Chancellor Schmidt, is still that which 

exists between Ger~any's frequent pro-US and pro-NATJ positions 

and the intentionally more independent French 

foreign policy. De Gaulle's concept of grandeur has not faded 

from the inaginatlons of many Frenchmen and their leaders-- de 

Gaulle may be gone, but his impact has had some long-term effects. 

The international system, which in the late 1940's and 1950s 

was marked by cold i'lar competition between the United States and 

the Soviet Union and. by American support for Europe9.n integration, 

has ~radually changed to take on the characteristics of detente 

und.erpinned by nuclear pari ty ,and of A..'1leri(~an ambivalence ani 

inter~ittent hostility toward EC integration and its international 

econo~la consequences. Within a decade of the signing of 

the Rome Treaty the antagoni,stic aspects of EC';';US relations 

began to manifest themselves. The functi0ning of the CAP, for 
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ex~~ple, creatert pr 

~ur ShOll1 [{now" s~id Senqto!' Javt ts 1'1 1161 (13 ~ove;nbel") 

"t~:1at the CAP as it functions today creates the:ianger :J::' 
1'} 

atll.en:":ltlng the a3'1:'lc;-1.1 tllr'~: bloc of the US. II Also, con-

cl~slon of association and pr~ferentlal trade agreements bet~een 

the the Thl r:i 

'';o.cLi createcl. S1..l.Spi.:)l.,)rl in the US trl':tt the :lesire of the E'::: is 

to create economiC spheres influence to the de neYlt. of 
20 

exports of US pr("yJ.uc ts and US inp;rts of raN :U8. terlals. The 

US jesires a multtlateral international system tr~lde ,and the 

EC hinders this by creating a system of bilate 

that leajs ta the 1ilth of an econo c bloc, makl ng 1 t ma-re 

:ilffi t far the expo ng interests of the US and for the 
21 

free ~ccess to sources of raw ~aterials. As S ey Hoffm>3.nn 

has~-I/'.rl tte'1, "many cans have comt~ to believe, on the basis 

o~ sone of 's actions in the and traje, 

that a inl} tej Europe Afoul,l be able to challenge US leadership 

:nUGh :::1ore effecti vely than the sep~r~te Europe.an states ever 
22 

coull. II 

In addi ti::m to the ;'V·3.ning of American sup~ort for EC 11.1-

t on, the p ltical and stra c necessity for such 

inte~ratton has also wanej (in contrast to the cold war 

years Af):1en the pres Bures for European 801 idari ty : .. ere ;nore 

evident). 'rhe Gonsolii.ation the n~clear stalemate the 

ne; of detente has m'-:l.de war between e superpowe ~ or their 

direot allies ~nth~nkable, reiucei the need by 

bill. ty Amerioan military tee :m, !3.nd 
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increased the foreign policy alternatives of the lesser powers 

(such as France). 

Perhaps the most important body that can be said to seek 

further integration in Europe is the Commission. The Commission, 

however, as we have noted earlier, lacks the powers of decision 

to move towards this end and, partly as a result, is not a centre 

that attracts popular loyalties. Support for EC integration 

among the populations of the Nine varies with the issues at 

hand. To the extent that it has existed, however, this popular 

will has been passive rather than directive -- the latter being 

the case only when this will has been expressed clearly and for 

a specific issue. The economic elite, on the other hand, may 

or may not desire further integration, but their economic inter

ests lie primarily with negative economic integration. They 

have vested interests in maintaining the present level of inte

gration and even furthering negative integration, but cannot 

expect to gain as a whole from positive, interventionist inte-

gration. They profit by weakening the effectiveness of member-

state policies and not from the creation of common policies that 

would inevitably restrict their actions. 

The Nine are now at least officially in favour of an 

economic and monetary union (EMU)) and eight of them participate 

in the EMS. However, little significant progress has been made 

towards such a union and Britain, an important Community member, 

is not participating in the ELVIS. Bri tain in fact has recently been 

not satisfied with the distribution of costs and benefits among 

the member-states, a.s its contribution to the EC budget seems 
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excessive, especially when one considers that it is the 

third poorest sts.te of the EC. 

The Nine share a common past experience with the excesses 

of nationalism, but memories of such events fade with the pass

age of time. None of the member-states can be said to be ex

treme:cy n9.tionalistic, especially wi th the passing of de Gaulle, 

but France still seems to view independence if not grandeur wi th 

a longing eye, while Germany's self-respect has grown, and 

Britain is becoming increasingly aware of the monetary costs of 

membership of the Ee. The Nine have become more alike in terms 

of the increasingly consumer oriented nature of their societies, 

and have been brought closer together by the spawning of modern 

communication methods and infrastructures. But by and large 

they remain separate entities, with definite territories and 

distinct governments and interests. 

Looking back on the nine background variables that we 

have examined for the case of the Nin~ one gets the impression, 

due to their high level of compatlbility, that a significant 

potential for integration exists. This compatJbility is more 

evident in the economic nature and relations of the Nine 

being primarily a result of the similar nature of their economic 

systems, and. the high level-of their transactions with each 

other. This aspect of their compatibility is reflected by the 

nature of EC integration thus far which has concentrated primarily 

on negative economic integration, with a relatively narrow 

scope of positive integration. The latter is perhaps a conse

quence of the lower level of political interest compatlbili~y 



1'lhich :lecline1 s tantlally after the early 196 fror:J. the high 

and extraordinary peak reached in the early postwar years o 

Econo~ic compatibility and complementarity may lead to a greater 

potent! al for limited negative integration for e purpose of 

econo~lc galn, but the continued separateness of the poli ~al 

interest the r-states means that the is not as likely 

to move towarls greater positive integratlon~ Positive integration 

1s inherently more political as the creation co:n:Hon ioles 

for com~onac on (whether thls is to be on the domestic or external 

front) implies the limiting and in fact the transfer to a central 

authority or institution of member-state j sdictlons" 

III 

iJhat prod the Nine to move beyond their present level 

of inte~ration? an impetus from the external environment ong 

the lines ·:)f the impetus experienced at the early star<;€s of the 

European unification TIovenent is not likely to be strong 

As we have already argued (in Chapter One), the present inter

ns anal syste~ is more pr:)ne to breed ilverslty than unity. 

Wi the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, some 'nay see a heating 

up of the cold war on the horizon international relations 

that could in tur~ lead to pressures for unl 

e event of tn~s type is not en,)ugh to move towards 

this end, however, and the Nine seem in t on keeping their 

g~teways to Eastern Europe and the Soviet Uni0n open rather than 

lmpos:ng economio sancti0ns and shatte ng the spirit tF;nte~ 

for ex ac t'Jr sllpnort for further EC i Yl tegra ti::m ~ this 
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comes mainly from China which sees a united Europe as a balance 

to Soviet pm'ler. Unlike the Americans in the late 1940s and 

1950s, however, the Chinese cannot supply even a small fraction 

of the necessary ideological, moral, political and especially 

financial support for European integration. 

There are three factors that contain some potential for 

moving the EC beyond its present level of integration -- two of 

which emanate from the external environment, and the other from 

the integration process itself. The first foc-\ol'" is the strategic. 

importance of oil and the high dependence of the EC on foreign 

sources. The common need for stable supplies of oil from the 

Middle East is an impetus for co-operation among the nine member-

states in \~e\1" dealings wi th the Arab world. One of the manifest-

ations of this need has been the on-going Euro-Arab dialogue. 

"The goal of the dialo~uer according to the Ii terature of the EC, 

"is to create the legal, economic and even psychological under-

structure for a permanent and authentic co-operation of the 
24 

European Community with the Arab World." From a political 

point of view this is an especially delicate matter because of 

the ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict and the dependence of the EC 

on Arab oil. It is not coincidental, for example, that the 

various agreements of the EC with the ~rab states are in content 

analogous to Community agreements with Israel. 25 The Euro-Arab 

dialogue represents to a certain degree an integration or} more 

precisel~ a co-ordinated overlap of the Mid-East policies of 

the Nine. The problem with 011, however, as the 1973 oil crisis 

has shown, is that it can be a divisive issue as well as a unlt-



1 ng ')ne. And 1s plenty of roo~ and evidence of dlvers-

i of other and related foreign domestic policy issues. 

Also, there 1s the 011 in the liT!)r Sea :;h may 

reduct dependence on Arab 011, blt an the could also 

have the effect of further alienating tain fr~m the other 

member-states as the for~erts interests take on more 0f the 

characteristics of a pr~l~cer ani less those of a consumer of 011* 

Thus, tho-~gh a gene cOin:U'Hl dependence of Ar;~b oil may can 

some potential for further in ~n of at least a sector of 

the ~lnefs forei policies, it also presents some threats of 

diversifi~ation. The Ee record of co-operati')n on matters of 

ener€y is at best mixed. 

The sec factor is the international monetary uncertatnty 

created due to the fall grace of the Arne :::an d,'):lar 

at one time was the unquesttoned unit for international monet~ry 

t!'!:lnsac t i:)r1s. The 0:'f1 ci 8.11y en101'3e:1 as rat iJH1)f the i'Jl ne 

ugh Britain is not presen V particl ting) eventually to 

create a s~ngle co~mon currency, an , is at 

least partly a response to the ins t:-3.bil t ty of the AmeriJ.an 

1011ar. The establishment of the Ei1S is a first step to~.vards 

the 0reatl~n of a common currency -- the creation of a new 

co~posite ~~netary u~n!t (ecu) made of certa:'n rnentages of 

the member-states currencies whIch are ~owed to fluctuate with-

in 1-1:'.08 percent against ecu central rates and are kept vvi thin 

these liml ts by Interventicms from a European i'lonetar:y Co-operation 

?uni. '~But the eeU is still a lC)ng way fr:)Hl bel.'1g 'i ful 

currency -- or even a ful -fledged reserve asset. 
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yet9 members of E/1S do not have to make or accept full payment 

of debts in ecus. Even if the ecu ~anages to step forward, it 

will be a far cry from the circulation outside the confines of 

the central banks that would set it on the lflay to becoming the 

drea'TIt-of single currency for Europe. 1I26 Thus far, the EC "has 

gone nowhere with its plan for 'stage two i of EMS, when the 

embryonic European 111!0netary Fund is supposed to be born. ,,27 

One of the problems that will be raised as the EC moves 

towards the creation of a European 1l1onetary Fund will be deter-
28 mining who should run the fund and how. It would be politically 

difficult for the member-states to hand over "government gold to 

a new independent European Monetary Fund which would also usurp 

many of the powers now enjoyed by their finance ministries and 

central banks,,29 without securing assurances that the Fund will 

function to their benefit, or at least not to their detriment. 

[VIore generally, however, as the Ee moves towards K1U there will 

be an increased need if not demand by :nember-states for the 

creation of a common policy to deal with the consequences of 

such a union, perhaps in the form of an active regional devel-

opment policy or another compensating policy. 

Two arguments can be made in favour of a regional develop-

ment policy as an active and necessary ingredient of monetary 

union. Firstly, the use of devaluation of a member state's 

currency, which is helpful in making that state I s products more 

competitive in the EC market, would. not be available as there 

would be one currency for all the members. Thus if 

produc ti vi ty in the UK fell and labour cos ts increased), making 



~K pr~du~tB uncompe tive in :::mumunl ty at and resulting 

in A. .~ise of une oy~ent, for example. the UK c ;1';t use its 

currency rate to make its ucts :nare c tlttve o Hence, "in an 

:none dis l1i urn af a me~ber state 

wrnl:'l. haire to t)e trea as a regt,nal pr~blem of the Communi 
30 

and an adequate re~ianal policy would be needed." 

'rhe sec·ond argUir.ent is relqted. to c~-1pl ts.l m0vemeYJ.ts~ The mone-

tary and econo~lc union would req~ire the establish~ent of a freer 

capital market with the removal of many of the non-tariff 

barriers (s11ch. as wi1ely varying c)rporate la~AJs and taxati:m, 

e} that s 11 exist in the is would 

it easl er f)I' capi tal to 1 e>.lve the less favO'lre,i, periphet"'al 

')ns of over the 

wh,)le Communi ty whi Ie ICeos ts ... .rould be h'lgher 1 n the less d ev-

el:Jpei ~ns the return on capital w~~ld conseque~tly be 
31 

10'!Jer than t n more 

to cap~tal would be re 

tage:)us locattons." 

rert 1n the less advantageo~s regi )flS 

32 
to compens~te for the lower returns o Hence, unless an active 

regl~nal policy was ado9ted by e EC, S'J~lle member s ta tes w~)Jld 

j~stlflably fear t dash their chances 

econ:)mieally lin. t'l the other Jlember s ta tes. 

tenslve ne iva in tt3n like the instltutlon ~~ 

E1'1U requl res subs tan t1 p')sltlve in 

survive without an ~nderstructure of CO~illon i tical cOilllni t-

~s. This is the argu:nen t 

~aie by Canqjian ~edera11sts who discount the posst lity that 

a po~iti. ly se te sovereign Q'Jebec c n ;:111 



3MU 8x~~ple, without a com~~n 

polltl~al ~lll who would decide if unemp10yment or inflati0fi 

ametrlcally opoosel 1m icatlons r ... ' 
l. or .. :1e 

tin value o~ the com~~n c ,'>las to be tac 1<1 if l,ue bee 

differed ,,q'c tt, t!-le rest of Ca:1ad:3.? 

Com:LOt1 i 01 es in areas ii ree tly relate't7::) COfTIdY)(1 ene rg,V 

and mane pl"'oble~ns 'Jffer s:Jme opportnni es for future EO 

variables, however, s0ggested that there does not ex\st a str~ng 

potenti for furt::1er pos 1 ti ve~ntegri::i ti:m >,;/:11 ch is necessary 

if lnte;;ra on ong these pa 

be achieve:l to s'lrvlve. That is, t~ere does not exist a 

definite politi will for .!'ur lntegration, as there 

eXisted, for example, in the 1940s 19508. 

crisis csn rally be 

attrlbute;l to the l~ternati. 

at a third factor that contains some potenti 

~ng the path of further int tion 

Deess and level of lnte~r~ 

exte variables. 

It h'1.S ready been notei that in r',;t ti ::n: far 

has been pri ly ne~3tive, in the sense that its ~ajor 

achievenen'::s ve been in re~~vi~g barriers to lntpr~ctl)~s, 

prLuarily economl·~ in te ra:~ tl:;ns, be tl'leen 1 ts ;ncllber-s ta tes. lie 

have previ ,,)'lS 

greater positive integrati)n has been a':iop .')!1 of 

lot ':::0;[1:1'..1[1': ty perspec tl ve, ho,\fe \fe r ~ the C is in some ,I/a:,{s 



a tlve steD--not nega~lve ln the n~y jJst defineS, but 

rat~er in the senS2 of 

op;:J.en t. r this ltes in the 

iifference in price 9~p00rts ven tG the prljlcts 

northern regi1ns anj to thJse of the 

lterrllnean y '.n~'l.r g 1 n.al 

three l:p1a ;:-ters of' the yearly Com,nunl ty bud~sc: t and (~r)n.Jen tr'l :es 

tts s 8orts, its effects are substan-

tial. 

at least some of the ' 

thers' of the ~~es t 

eraJn, the creation of ~ United 3t~tes of 

EurJpe. However, the colttioal (and military) c ''Jf 

lnt tion flYlnJere1 in the early sta~es and subsequent 

tion. 

Negative lnte~ration has the effect of Ii 119; the effect-

iveness of member-state 001101es concerned with re ec 

1avelop~ent qS it introduces 

sa for the freer functl 

of E~JrOpeal1 capi talis;2i. A consequencf"- of 

the 

e member-st8tes, ffiakln5 it easier r,r co~petltive flr~s to 

and ~0re iffio t for less efficient firms to survive. 

lit E t his i f all s ta t e sand 



of the EC ~ere eq ly developed econornical1y and £<'8 a resul t 

would sh~re equitably e costs and benefits of 

further rati,nallzatlcn of this $ 3ut ttis 1s not the case 

i .~s e gap in ter~~ of economic development between 

"Ins loca in cen tra1 ;i:urcrpe 8.nd troS€ iY ;r!ore peripheral 

locatl':ns is ex i ve. Thus, thin 

tr:e beC0~es 8 rnechanls~ deeper ani ,"iier penetratim 

the le1' end weaker by the larger rno-ce 

powerful concentrations o~ eoon c. power tentJ , 
stgnlflcant dis bi..:. ve consequences for COrrlJlUri states And 

'ins. 

11.s a resu: t of 1s there (~erge two cumula ve 83ures 

fro~ the less dev oped sta~es for f~rthGr positive 

in on, and ~ore specifically for the crea on of a r an-

deve1 t policy or some 0 er corrective or istrtbutlve 

~Lechani sm ® rst there are the pressures from the reoresenta-

tives of e m:.c:1 ernri vi 1 fec ti ve 

national reg1 d t policy (or even r cion onal 

d ) ; sec ttere are pressvres from 

thE: rnamen~s af ~ember-Btates ems 

for an redistributive me ~. 811 to msJce up 

ectiveness of their DA iales due to the more dynamiC 

market forc~s at the level@ 

'I'he ques tim to ask at s point is why ah 

be foun:l at the level lr:. e I'm of greater posi ve tnte-

gratt)n &nd not in tte for~ a lower level of nega va inte-

both are posslbiliti~B , as is also the 
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prospect of stagnation. More generally, one can ask this con-

cerning all pressures for spillover in the EC integration 

process. But let us concentrate on the distributive effects of 

integration and their politlc~l consequences as an 

example, for it presents a fundamental problem that needs to be 

dealt with if further integration is to be successful. As D. 

S~'Jann has argued," (t )he success of the Communi ty as a durable 

political entity could not be guaranteed if the arrangement was 

seen as benefiting some states or areas at the expense, or to 

the exclusion, of others. The latter point gathers added force 

when it is remembered that economic difficulties could be 

accentuated by political, linguistic, cultural and religious 

divisions. Economic differences could then fan the flames of 

separation based on these latter factors. d)) 

Let us first examine the factors that will aid in finding 

solutions to demands for greater regional responsibility at the 

EC level in the form of greater positive integration. First, as 

we h'~ve alre8.dy noted in Chapter One, during the course of an 

integrati0n process "more groups become involved (in that pro-

cess) through the effects of rising transactions, inherent 

linkages, or deli berate coali ti ':m formation, ,,)4 thus increasing 

the posstbility that nore .roups in favour of solutions in the 

form of further integration \"lill emerge. Second, due to the 

level of integration attal~ed and the resulting increase in 

interdependence} the member-states have fewer a.lternatives open 

to them other than integration. Also, vested interests a.ccom-

pany the level of integration already attained -- such as the 
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economic elitesJ interests in the continuation of the common 

market, for example -- which will make it difficult to choose less 

integration as a solution. Third, as the process of European in-

tegration has been going on for about three decades no~ the 

political and bure~ucratic elite of the member-states have been 

'soci~lized' through the many times that they have assembled 

~ in the Community decision-making forums. Lastly, the 

existence of Community institutions h~s created forums and 

mechanisms for mediation and conciliation as well as new forces 

for greater integration. We h;:.\,ve alread,v noted that one of the 

roles of the Commission is that of mediator; in addition, routine 

meetings of the Council of Ministers and of the European Council 

offer forums for the conciliation of diverse interests. Also, 

bodies like the Commission and the now directly elected 

European parliament can and do act as initiators of proposals 

for greater integration. In fact, the 410 Euro-MPs have of late 

been giving the impression that they mean to behave like a 

parliament, with their efforts to increase the scope and size of 

the Regi:mal Fund and decrease the money spent under the CAP 

on featherbedding north European farmers. 35 And although the 

me~bers come from more than fifty separate D~rtie~ they have not 

found it hard to form a co.mmon view on such matters as the 

budgetary problem. 36 

On the negative Side, however, these same four factors can 

be counterproductive in terms of further integration, or at least 

have little effect either way. The proce~s of planning the 

development of less fortunate regions at the national and,even 



more s~at the international leve~ is complicated and contro

versial; and the complexity and controversiality may in fact 

rise as more groups become involved in that process and in the 

process of integration, each with its own interests and per

ceptions, each trying to get as big a share as possible of the 

Community 'pie'. In addition, if the political will for further 

integration is lacking (and our examination of the background 

variables did not offer mn.ch hope)) an increase in tensions 

between the different interests may well lead to disintegration 

or deadlock and stagnation. As for the deorease in the number 

of alternatives open to national leaders, one can only say that 

alternatives other than the maintenance or progress of integra

tion still exist. Nation-states are still the basic units of 

political attention and action/and disintegration of the EC is 

a pouHl>le. alternative. Taking a recent example, one can look at 

Britain's troubles in getting what it considers to be a fair 

return from EC membership and the likelihood that a declsion

making crisis (along the lines of 1965) will arise, creating the 

possibility of British withdrawQt. 

The socializati")n of participating actors may have in-

creased their compatlbility but as yet there does not exist 

a European outlook. The member-states remain separate entities 

with separ8.te interests and the national leaders have to act 

with this reality in mind. In addition, as more activities of 

the EC become more routinized, there exists a tendency "to 

restrict the circle of political actors who regularly interact 

in the Community setting to ( ••• ) subgroup actors, i.e., interest 
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groups, business firms, t cal ts, end lower lev~l 

process i'lhereby pectlves mqy change, new comxon goals ~ay 

by :ieveloped, and is!on norms ~sy be Gata i is in-
37 

cre£~s i cut :f:ore Itlcally salient elltes. H 

tly, it 1s d1 .icult to f1 tlve aspects 

fact th~t they possess the potential for overstepping e 

boundaries of the!r act10ns more 

f(':r qualitative c. p:.r e rJ8. t u. ;'I, before a 

sufficient base for fur er integration is cr6ated. s ~ias 

the case ~·n th e Commission in 1165, and it 1'e ted in 

virtual abstention nf France fro~ the CouncIl of nistel's for 

seven montr-s snd the unJerlinirce; of the rele of unani-r:ity; 

tt may n be the case with the present lament which has 

recen~ly proposed ch~nges that are not likely to come a t, and 

has ( tly as a result) rejeo the ':;o:umuni ty t for 1980" 

~e have emphasized t S0me type of redistributive icy 

or. a ty scale seems to be a political necessity if the 

less fortunate regi~ns and es of the EC are to remain on 

tte whole satisfied with the , and if the 

1s to move towards ~ This need, as We have seen, 

is coupled the controversiallty such a policy, as ~n t~e 

one it In:fringes on at 1s generally conside a 

national jurisdiction and resp8nslbill on the other 

it demands bute 

a of their resources oping peri 



regions. letter beoo~es even more c0ntroversi 

reflects on the acanoxic dO~Lturn e~r enc :Lr, the l=170s 

the little hope of l~prove~ent in the 1980s -- as the 

'eeono e pie' ts s ler, me~ber ststes ,yne :nore c8reful 

and sensitive about eserv1n~ their respective vsllces'. 

1'1';'.1s thE oro bi em remains 'Jnresol ved. 'Jes t 3Ur0peQn s ta tes 

have in the Dost~qr years become increaslnbly concerned with 

snci,,:!.l ani regi 1eveloDed var10us policies 

upon ch well-being of sectors of their populati~ns depend@ 

~hey have become ::;ore s'")c1 ly and nnally r~sponsible and 

more involved in c'yn trollinfs their eCc){lo:nies -- the :::a tter 

bein~; especl true fer the econo~ically weaker states o s 

role of west Eurepesn states has becolle an accepted expec 

function, and the erQsl~n of lts effectiveness d~e to the function-

the presents the threat that the ne :nay not be 

further in attaining higher levels of lnte~ration 

if thls role is not reinforced and st;pplementeiJ. by positive ac 'Jns 

at the Com~unlty level. 

The ar'c;u:nent 1s that the EC, if it is to progress, must 

by political necessity undertake the respons! lities that go 

hand in hand with those nat! policies whose effectiveness 

j t und errr:inE'S. The, ~ust itself becc:ne nore sta~ ike in 

terrrs of its responsibilities and functions if it is factively 

to unier:nine p itlcally sensl va areas of nB. r)nf~.l authority 

functlcme i1,o1'e specifically, if the is to weaken the 

effectiveness of s~me tate policies of regi0nal eC0Domlc 

:ievelopment frp~r ~arket forces (due to comm:::m 



market), or though m"lrket dist rJrtlrms (due to the CAP), then it 

~ust to some extent replAce and tc some extent supplement these 

pollcies~ If, based on our ar..a1ysis of the thus far, this 

prospect seems impossible t it must then be taken as a reflect-

ion of EuropE't'3n intee!,'raticm, ~'lhich has lost most its mo:uen-

tum and vitality of the y pos tl'lar years 0 Stanle.y Hoffclarm' s 

race betvleen .e l~glc of integration and the 1 c of diver-

stty seems to be nev0rendlng i~ the case of the Nine, as neither 

1 c hss enough power to overcome the other. 

rhe process of integra ti 'In "1 s like a grinding; machi ne 

if so~eone keens giving it something to grind. 

~hen the users start quarreli~g 
)8 

stop provid!rg the machine 

s tr:.ps • it In the years, the ine p,j because the 

mewber-state gCHrernments, 'Jloyed by poll cal circ:.l.I!lstance and 

econonic necessity and ~ain," red into it a common deternlna-
3) 

tion to in e their economies." However~ as the years 

passed the i ti necessity for unity decreased and ~Ilore 

prosperous Nine (inltl ly six)~ faced th growi~g uncertaiLty 

about their ee c fu tt:res ~ began to quarrel 13.1::0:1 t their 1n-

iivldual gains and losses from membership of 

as an example the recent budgetary d.eadlock 

to restructure the and keen EC farm Drices 
LtO 

e Communi ty. Take 

Bri sh forts 

the fact t tJ:r.e ma.1ori tv- of rs "thi.nk the 

best way out of the present impasse aver the ~ECiS farm policy 
41 

would be for tain to leave the 
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To progress beyond the present stage of limited function-

al integration, t~ move towards greater negative integration 

(EMU) and necessarily greater positive integration, what is need

ed is a clear commitment by the Nine to integration for its own 

sake. Interest in integration based primarily "on expectation 

of economic gain can be satisfied by relatively limited measures 
42 

of integration~ and such interest is not sufficient or even 

relevant in overcoming divergent interests due to the dlversities 

in economic development and the effects of market forces. What 

is needed is a definite political commitment to the interests of 

the Community itself; otherwise the political overlap necessary 

in developing common positive policies, which imply transfering 

task areas from the national to the EC leve~ will not be 

sufficient. 

Such a commitment to EC integration by the Nine is present

ly lacking, as our analysis in this chapter reflects. Thus the 

Community of the Nine is likely to progress very little, if at 

all, towar1s further integration. What of the Community of the 

~~elve, however? What are its prospects? In the next chapter 

we will turn our attention to the effects on the EC of its 

proposed expansion to include three southern European states. 



CHAPTER l'HilEE THE :JEC':;ND rlOUND OF ENLAdGE;.i"lEl\T OF THE EC Al~D 

'fhere see;ns to be a general consensus that the second 

round of enlargement of the EC involves only the states of 

~reece, Spain and Portugal. Greece has already signed the 

accession Treaty in ~1ay of 1979 and expects to become a full 

m8Jlber in January of:' 1981. The negotiations with Spain and. 

Portugal are as yet not complete, but the latest speculati')n 

on the date for attaining ~embership, referred to in EC publi

cations and by other authors, is January of 1983. One other 

possible member of the Community is Turkey, which has since 

1 December 1964 been an associate member under Article 238 of 

the Rome Treaty. The economic crisis that this country has 

faced in recent years, however, its generally low level of 

econo::nic development, and the fact that its size implies a sign

ifiant i::npact for the EC if it jOins, have meant that it will 

not likely be granted membership of the Co:nmunity in the next 

decade (at least). 

Concerned that Greece, once a member, will use its veto 

power with respect to Turkish membership as a bargaining tool 

to secure concessions in the Aegean and Cyprus conflicts, 

Turkey has been hinting that it ~ants a definite co~mitment from 

the present Nine concerning its future membership. 

There are no signs that the Community is willing to y1eld to 

such a request. However, some of the present menbers, 

Darttcularly :.Jest Germany, have stepped up their aid to Tu.rkey 
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because of its clear need for it} and as a method of assuring 

the Turkish government of the importance they assign to EC

Turkish relations (especially after the Soviet invasion of 

Afghanistan and the ever-increasing import'-1.nce of the i\lf1ddle

East) • 

For political reasons, at le~st, Turkey ~ill likely become 

a member of the EC eventually. However, one is apprehensive 

about including this country in a discussion of the future of 

the Community, for while Greece already has one foot inside the 

Community and the door has been opened for Spain and Portugal, 

Turkev is still waiting at the garden gate ani, wi thout an 

apPointment. Our d1·s'cussion to follow will consider the impact 

on the EC of the accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal, with 

the structure of the ar~~ment generally following the pattern 

set in our previous two sections. That is, we will analyse the 

effects of exp.~nsion according to their impact on the background 

variables of integration, on catalysts of integration (or disinte

gration), on the level of commitment to integration generated, 

and generally on the future process and progress of Ee inte

gration. 

I 

Until the economic implications of exp~nsion were realized, 

the French government was enthused with the prospect of three 

more southern members for, although it probably did not wish to 

see enlargement resulting in a looser grouping of European states, 

it viewed an enlargenent southwards as offsetting the influence 



1 
of fNorthern Europe'. "Greek ~embership, seen as desirable 

in its own right, (~as) also seen as opening the way for Spanish 

membership which was for long an objective French policYt 

until the fHIl implications of Spant 
2 

competition began to be 

realized"$ On the ot~er hand. Italy, which has considered 

that the distortions of CAP have acted against 1ts interests, 

would after expansion uno lDnger appear so often as the odd 11an 

out in the Council of fUnlsters. The potential llembers would. 

also seek to increase the at present limited expenditure on the 

structural element of the CAP, and ;.;111 demand protection and 

support s1 lar to that which 1s afforded to temperate producers$" 

In this 11 t, one may vlex enlargement as redressing the 111-

balance between northern and southern agricultural interests, 

and perhaps also between central and peri ral ec c interests 

(as we later ~n see)$ 

1'his occurrence, hO:Ii€ver, may be better vle~'led 

as a possible emergence of a split rather than a balance 

~ithln tte COTI~unity of various c tural ani economiC 

interests. ExpanSion, which will give three relatively 

underdeveloped and poor states political t~h ts wi thin the 

Community equal to those of the cher states~ will rot likely 

lead to the creati~n of a more stable equilibrium member-

state, re 0nal or a er sectoral Interests~ the!' , e accession 

of Spain, Greece ani Par will introduce a stron~er more 

dyna~ic diversity af interests 11 make the at nment ;)f 

a balance or equ!11brlum interests TIore difficult. e i,;roup 

of poorer states of the will d0uble nume cal and the 

asy:nmetry the distribution of economic d opment 

3 
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will be exacerbated, increasing the potential for confrontation 

and reducing the potential for consensus. 

With expansi0n, the general level of develoQment and 

sophistication of the EC economy and palitlc~l system will decline 

as the three members-to-be are not only less developed economic
a.re 

ally) bu tAalso less stable O')li tically than the present Nine. 

In terms of GDP per head (at 1976 market prices), for example, 

Spain and Greece are apprOXimately at the level of Ireland, the 

poorest member of the EC$ and Portugal is even lower with only 
4 

ab0ut 60 percent of the GDP per head. of Ireland. Though the 

economic growth rates of the Three have for some time no~ been 

higher than those of the Nine -- 6.1 percent per year an average 

for Greece bet"l'leen 1966 and 1976 t 5.5 nercent fl)r Portug:1.l and 

5.3 percent f0r Spain, a~ainst 3.7 percent for the NineS -- they 

have nl)t man8..ged to get close to the development levels of the 

ECI 9.nd their economies still display m,,:my ch'l.racteristics of 

underdevelopment. In all three there 1s a high concentration on 

agrlculture which accounts for more than 10 percent of their 

GDP, compared with 4®4 percent for the Community in its present 

form. The dispari ty is even greater in terrllS of employment, as 

agricultural pr0d.llctlvi ty in the Three has impr;)ved very slowly 

compared with growth in other economic sectors. In the present 

Communi ty fewer than one in ten people work in agricul t:re t 

while in t!le 'rhree this sector accounts for over a fifth of all 

6 jobs. In addition, their industrial structures are to a great 

extent dlssimll::,r to those of the present nine me;uber-states, 

wi th narrO-~l indnstrial bases and weak uncompeti ti ve and or,)tec t-
7 

ed manufacturing sectors. 
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The disparity in economic develop~ent between the Three 

and the Nine "could well place a serious handicap on the 

Community's momentum: on its internal momentum, particularly 

the consolidation 9lld development of the internal market and the 

achievement of economic and monetary union, but also on its ex-

ternal momentum, based essentially on the opening up of markets 

and internation co-operation.,,8 Because of their relative 

economic weakne.:3s, certain sectors and regions of the Three will 

be exempt from some of the common market rules and will be allow-

ed to carryon at least part of their pre-accession protective 

measures and policies against competition from other member-

states. Also, their predtsoosition to protecting their weak 

economi es T,<J'i 11 spillover to some degree in the external economic 

relations of the EC, making third states more likely to reciprocate. 

One could argue, ho;qever, that a decre3.se in the accessibility 

of some external m!3.rkets could be compensated to some extent by 

the greater a;:;cessibility of the markets of the Three. The over-

all problem would re~ain, nonetheless, as the more develoued 

economies of the Nine have more to gain from a freer economic 

relation and from the continuation of good relations with many 

Third Norld states which supply--not only markets for EC products 

but also important raw materials. 

The Three are also less developed politically, having only 

recently emerged from periods of dictatorial government and still 

carrying the seeds of future political instability. In Portugal, 

the army has a tradition of iritervention in politics which it 

has been able to maintain over the years partl:r because of that 
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country's lack of the ieveloped middle class which has emerged in 
9 

~ost of the rest of Europe. In 1975, PortugalCs soclal structure 

was still feudal compared with t the res t of iles tern E'J.rope: 

-only one third of the nation Jived in to"V'InS of over 5,000 people, 

most Portu;suese t in and around villages less than 100 

people, and more than the labour force was employed in 
10 

ts of 10 people or less. The denocracy now sts in 

Portugal is still frail. "A,.YJ.other bout of factious behaviour 

by the parties, a l'leakening of resolve by the new Government, or 

even a change for the worse in world economic conditions (and 

this has been happen! lately) could shatter it and bring the 
11 

army in. It In 75 and 1976 popular support for democracy 

proved to be overwhelming when nearly the entire Portuguese 

electorate turned out to vate, three quarters of them for 1em~-
12 

arattc, midlle-of-the-road partles$ Eowever, political squabbles 

an1 failure of the country to turn the corner ecano~ical :night 

well cause the electorate, or at least some op~ortunistic ar:ny 

officers, to lsng for the 0certalnty~ of pre-1974 years. 

Spain, with a large middle class and a more prosperpus 

work force, offers :nore fertile soil for the flourishing of 
13 

democracy than Portugal. "Considerable opti sm has been 

created the government~s handl! of e evolutionary process 

towards democracy against both a seeffiingly entrench ri t ~'11ng 

controlling many of the levels of power, and the parties deter-

mined upon a speedier break the machinery of France-ist 
14 

dIctatorship or upon regional auton)my." , the recent 

economic downturn and possible problems separatist move-
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ments may yet create a volatile situation that the democratically 

elected government will find difficul t to c·::mtrol. 

Of the three members-to-be perhaps Greece hRS the most 

developed democratic base; this being partly due to that country's 

relati vely short experience wi th dictatorial governlnent. But 

even for Greece, the prospect of return to dictator-

ship has not vanished. A recent poll has shown that the support 

of the present New Democracy government has fallen to about 35 

percent of the electorate, while support for the socialist 

party (PASOK) ~nd the leading com~unist party (K~E) has risen to 

about 30 and 15 percent respectlvely15, increasing the possibility 

of a leftist, anti-US, anti-EC government being formed after the 

next elections (to be held probably in 1981). The emergence of 

such a government cou.ld well spark a coup from rightist, pro-US 

elements in the army, even supported by foreign interests. 

ldhat can the EC do if a dictatorial regime 

takes power in Greece, Spain or Portugal? According to 

the Rome Treaty, in or1er for a European state to attain member-

ship of the EC that state must possessQ democratic polity. Once 

the Three become full members, however, there is no juridical 

metnod or precedent for expulsion of a state that comes to 

possess a dictatorial regime. In any case, even if the demo-

crauies of the Three do surVive, their rel~tively less developed 

and less sophisticated political systems, with awkward bureau-

cracies and a lack of a wide range of functionally specific 

interest groups, will make furt~er EC integration more compli

cated ani less Itkely and the maintenance of the present level of 

integration more cumbersome. 
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The Three have established different bases for 

their economic :bansactions with the EC thus far. Greece has been 

assoctSl.ted (under Article 238) with the Community since 1 November 

1962. The Athens Agreement of AssoclSl.tlon of 1961 envisaged the 

establishment of a full customs union with the EC and the 

har~onization of agricultural policies with the prospect of full 

membership by 1984. By 1974, most of the Greek industrial ex-

ports could enter the EC market freely, while the Greek tariffs 

on EC products were reduced by up to 60 percent, depending on 

the products involved. Under the Association Agreement, Greece 

was allowed twenty-two years to eliminate tariffs for industrial 

goods, which constltute about a third of the Greek imports, so 

as "to enable Greek industry to deve100 to a state where it 

would face Comm1mi ty indus tryon equal ter:ns. 1116 IUd for deve1-

opment was also made avallsble t'J Greece in the form of European 

Investllent Bank (EIB) loans. However, little progress was made 

in the much-heralded area of harmonizing agricu 1 tetral policies. 17 

One of the obstacles in the progress along the lines of the 

Association Agreement was that following the coup in 1967 this 

agreenent was frozen until the restoration of democracy in 1974. 

In contrast to the case of Greece, the relations of Spain 

and Portugal with the EC have not been as intense or as en-

compassing. Portugal has been a mem.ber of EFTA] but signed a free 

trade area agreement with the EC when Britain, Ireland and 

Denmark joined; and Portu~,z;uese indus tri a1 exports have enjoyed 

free access to the Communi ty since July 1977 ~ ''it th the exception 

of a few sensitive products, while Portuguese tariff protection 
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18 1s planned to be removed by 1985. Spain, on the other hand, 

which hqs the most protected economy of the Three with respect to 

trA.de wi th the EC, concluded a trade agree!nent wi th the Communi ty 

in 1970 which led to a 25 percent reduction in tariffs in Spain 

and a 60 percent reduction applying to most industrial exp0rts to 
19 

the Community. "Pr()posl'lls fr)Jl Brussels for a free trade area, 

which would exclude most agricultural products, fell on deaf ears 

in Spain during the last few years of the Franco regime and after-
20 

wards." 

Nith a~l their divergencies, however, all of the Three have 

attained . high levels of econo-nic tra.nsa.ctions with 

the EC. Their exports to the Community as a percentage of total 

exports (based on an average of 1973, 1974 and 1975 trade figures) 

range from 46.5 percent in the case of Spain, to 51.1 percent in 
21 

the case of Greece. This is almost identical with the figure 

representing intra-EC trade as a percentSlge of overall trade for 
22 

the present members. All three, however, run big trade deficits 

wi tr the Nine, 1I<1i th the coverage of imports by exports in their 

trade with the Community ranging from 50.4 percent for Greece 

to 60.8 percent for Spain and 62.9 percent for portugal. 23 

Though these deficits have been at least partly financed by 

receipts from tourism, remittances from emigrant workers, foreign 

direct investment and, in the cqse of Greece, shiPPing,24 their 

magnitude remains a reflection of the unbalanced transactions 

between the Three and the Nine. 

The relative weakness of the economies of the Three have 

made their governments more doubtful of the benefits of unrestrained 
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competition and more protective in their economic and commercial 

policies. As we h.·ove seen above, all three have been allowed in 

their relations wi th the EC to reduce their tariffs to much 

lower rates than those unde(taken by the EC itself. In general, 

however, even though the governments of the Three may be more 

inclined simply by the nature and extent of their economic 

develoryment to protect domestic industry through state inter-

vention, none of the'll presently sees autarky as a solution .. 

The atti tudes of the Three towards external e,onomic relations 

as well as Doli tical and mill tary relations will h'-3.ve import.ant 

consequences for the external coheren('(of the EC. wi th accession, 
not 

the number of member-states that arel',a party to NATJ will double 

to include Snain and Greece -- Greece withdrew its armed f0rces 

from the joint military command of NATO in 1974, as France did 

in 1966, and its reentry on terms as they existed Drior to 1974 

has been vetoed by Turkey which wants a m'Jre defin1 te role in 

the defence of the Aegean. A conflict of interests could well 

arise with respect to the Community's relations with Turkey and 

the lqtteres future me~bershlp of the EC due to the poor Greece-

Turkey relations and the interest of some EC states in strength-

Qning Turkey economically and militarily in light of recent 

events in Afghanistan, the continuing Arab-Israeli conflict, 

and the increased instability of oil-producing states of the 

Persian Gulf area. Though 80a1n, Greece and Portugal (still) 

basically adhere to the ~ester~ consensus of polittcal and 

str:"ltegic interests (to the extent that it exists) , important 

divergencies do eXist and their accession will make agreement on 

specific foreign Dolley issues more difficult. 
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On the economic side, Spain, Greece and Portugal will like-

1y be more ~rotective of the EC common market and of access to it 

by :'ledi terranean and other less developed states as the :?gricul t-

ural and. manufactured products of these states are largely 

similar to and competitive with those of Three; while the more 

developed states of the EC, not fearing international competition 

to the same degree, will be more interested in liberalizing 

their external economic and commerci'3.1 relations. Thus, in 

general the accession of Spain, Greece and Portugal to the EC 

will decrease the external co~erence of the Communi ty. 

Expansion will have important implications for third states 

and the role that the latter may -o18Y in the development of EC 

integration. The states of the ~v1edi terranean, for example, have 

in common their dependence on exports to the EC for their pros

peri ty as the Communi ty provides a market for!:3.bout 52 percent 

of their exports;5 and as tariff preferences granted by the Nine 

help to encourage investnent by local entrepreneurs and attract 
26 

foreign capi tal. However, wi th the proposed en1arge.:1ent, the 

EC will become more self-sufficient in the type of products that 

these states export and the prices of these products will likely 

fall and imports will be reduced. In industrial trade, 32 percent 

of the manufactured exports to the EC of southern i'1editerranean 

states are~xtile~ and will thus face great competition from 
27 the new members, expecially S~ain. For some of the Mediterranean 

states, such as lvIorocco, Israel and TuniSia, eX'Dorts to the EC 

represent up to 70 percent of all their farm exports, while the 

fl.gure is 85 percent for Cyprus. Most of these states now pay 
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less duty on most exports than Spain presently does. On citrus 

frui ts, for example, the Communi ty gives the l"Ia~hreb s ta tes 

(Algeria, Tunisia !:>.nd i1orocco) an 80 percent cut in duty, com

pared with a 60 percent cut for Israel, and only 40 percent for 
- 28 
Spain. 

With enlargement, these ~editerranean states will suffer 

greatly as the competing goods from the three new members will 

enjoy freer access to the rest of the EC market, and "widening 

trade defici ts tAli th the Communi ty could lead to a restriction of 

EEC exports to the region, which buys about 7 percent of all EEC 

exports, and diminishing political influence in a strategically 
29 

vital area. 1t Sieilar consequences, though to dif~erent degrees, 

c~n be expected for a number of states of the Lome Convention due 

to the similarity of manufactured products to those of the Three. 

Thus, unless the Community is able to make up for the costs of 

expansion to these less developed stat8s through 3.1d or further 

tariff cuts -- both being less likely because of the climate of 

international economic recession and the Three' s prJtec tl"mis t 

tendencies -- they will likely be less supportive of EC inte-

grat:ton. Some Thiri Tt/orld states i'lhich are sources of raw 

materials for the EC can attempt t') influence the Communlty 

member st~tes directly. Aost developing states, however, ~ill 

affect the E8 integration process indirectly as their pro tec-

tlonist reactions t~) unbalanced econo:nic and commercial rela.tions 

with the EC can reduct the markets for the products and 

services ~f the latter. 

One might also expect that American dissatisfaction with 

the EC ;.rill gro-~ wi th the second r:Jund of enlargement. The 

American government has avoided making many public state'nents on 
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NATO, but is exclud.ed from the economic and po
litical integration of Europe (as it well may 
be if Greece employs its veto power after accession), 
Turkish public opinion is bound to react -- with 
far-reac~3ng though unpredictable political conse
quences. 

The Soviet Union, like the United States, does not seem too 

hapny with the proposed expansion either. One of the reasons for 

this is the threat of further Yugoslav alienation as Yugoslavia 

after January 1981 will border to the north and to the south with 

members of the EC. Yugoslavia feared for some time that expan-

sion would affect negatively its exports of agricultural products 

to the EC; but the signing in April 1980 of a wide-ranging trade 

and co-operation agreement with the Community, which Yugoslav 

officials expect will lead to a two-thirds reduction within five 

yesrs in its trade deficit with the EC (which amounted to ) billion 

dollars in 1979, or about half the country's entire deficit)36, 

should help that country see the EC in a more favourable light. 

With the departure of President Tito from the Yu~oslav political 

scene and the fluid polittcal situation that might develop, 

Yugoslavia's new leaders may well forge even closer relations with 

the Community, and the West in general.)7 It is natural for the 

Soviet Union to fear the possibility of such a development as 

well as the possible strengthening of Balkan co-operation (some-

thing that the Greek government has been working on since the 

re-establishment of democracy in Greece) that could lead to the 
)8 

shifting of the present bqlance in the Balkans. 

Why do Spain, Greece and Portugal want to join the EC? The 

reason most often given is based on the fact that all three have 

recently emerged from dictatorial regimes and membership 1s 



considered a guarantee for the protection of the new democratic 

instituttons. 39 Once these states are fully integrated into the 

Ee there will exist strong nressures and disincentives which 

could be brought to bear against any possible swings towards 

dictatorial regimes -- and leftist alternatives, as Andreas 
40 Panandreou would argue. There is of course skenticism about 

these arguments based on the ineffectiveness of EC pressure aga1n-

st the Greek junta of 1967-74, even though by 1967 the association 

agreement between Greece and the EC was five years old. Perhaps 

the most persuasive argument in favour of membership of the EC 

by the Three is based on the advantages that will accrue to them 

with the opportunity to partiCipate in the collective bodies of 
-to 

the Com:mun~:tYj and "thus be able to influence both economic and 

political decisions. In spite of their relative underdevelopment, 

31)a1n, Greece and Portugal will neve:etheless take part on an 

equal footing 1Aii th the other members in formulating common policies 

of the EC41 • 

When returning to power in 1974, i'lr. Karamanlis had three 

alternatives: 1) To maintain the status of association which 

largely neglected the large agricultural sector; 2) to re-orlent 

completely Greece's external economic policy in spite of the fact 

that the Greek economy was already partly integrated with that 

of the EC; and 3) to integrate the Greek economy further with 

that of the EC by making Greece a full member. Given Karamanlls' 

political inclination and the fact that it was he who negotiated 

and launched the AssociatiDn Agreement of 1961, the third alter-

native became the policy of his government. In fact, most 



political observers were surprised that it took about a year ~fter 

the fall of the j~ntq be Greece finally applied for 

ship in June 1975. 

The ::;reek govern::18r1 t hopes that wi.. th'18!rrbershl p the 

beco~e ~ore sympathetic to Greece's case in its dis AT1 th 

Turkey over the Aege3.n ard Cyprus" Consi(i,;ri'13 Turkey t s s tra teglc 

importance, it is :lOt surprising that EG support for cla:'.fis 
42 

has been at best a~biv3.lent* Roy Aacridis sees ~r. Karamanlls' 

effort in 'm,~horing ::;reece sec!lrely in thet/est by giving it a 

European identIty, ~s a reactIvation of a tr~ditiona' 3re re~lex to 

tcy of Greece's relations with the US ( tr: the A:ne can 

and aC1u~esce~ce to the Turkish invasion of Cyprus) 

that calls for a new kind of wnbrella a new kl~d of pr~tectlon. 

This protectt:m "cannot be sough t frof:! the major econo ,~ 

-- West Ger~any --; hence 

1 t is towari '3 e that the (Greek) elites are likely to lean 

in the hope that they ~ill receiVe a special treatment in the 

1, "= is so')ut 

.~ATO an,l the h armaments ind'lstry is capable of supplyin;:s 
41 

the '.}reek forces 0 " This search for a nei'l protector by j01nil'1g 

+.:he hONever, misses en reI,)!, the poi~t as E~ "has no comm~n 

foretgn policy; it 3 not h~ve a common strate~y~ :n fact all 

it has iepends t~ a very ~reat iegree upon the USAe 

;'lere 1 ndee.i to C;)1e to the 

it against both l~e8t Ge:rnany ani Englanj supported by the 

( ••• ). The overall adv , therefoce, th'3.t Gr,:,,:;e·~e is likely 
41~ 

to n from entry are not Dolttlcal ~r strategic." For the 
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same general reasons, Spain and Portugal are in the same boat 

with Greece. The overall costs and benefits for the Three should 

be assessed primarily on the ~conomic consequences of their 

accession to the EC~ The Community, after all, is b'>.slcally an 

organization for economic co-operation and co-ordination. 

One of the more obvious benefits of membership for the Three 

will come from the operation of the Regional and Social Funds. The 

Commission estimated, on calculations based on the 1976 budget, 

that Greece would be a net beneficiary of 302 million units of 

account (UA) (see Appendix ID, Table 1). It was further estimated 

that if eXistin,s policies continue, there will be a transfer of an 

extra 1.3 billion UA each year from the present EC to the new

corners. 45 In addition, although the three new members would have 

to contribute to the capital of the EIB, they would eventually 
46 

benefit by way of loans and credits which could be used to 

stimulate industrial development. Also, the markets of the Three 

will become less protected and foreign companies could recognize 

new investment opportunities, thus potentially speeding up in-

dustrial growth. In Greece, for example, foreign investment has 

been quite llrnited during the past two decades -- since 1945, 

total direct investment has amounted to less than $800 million, 

or less than 5 percent of all investment in manufacturing. 47 Also, 

with the opening up of domestic markets to foreign competitlon@ 

the firms of the Three will be forced to modernize and increase 

their productlvitYe 

In the case of Greece, its long association with the EC 1s 

held by some to have been beneficial and it is taken to be an 



example;.qhich "de;n.onstrates convincingly that tra1e relations 

wi th a group of highly developed countries C'ln yield sUbstantial 
48 

beneflts to the associated country." Greece~ association with 

the EC, it is argued, Itprovided the opportunity for accelerated 

industrial development and a broadeninfT, of the Greek manufactur-
49 lng base." On the basis of this, sUpp0rters of the preseat 

expansion argue that Greece w11l benefi t'.lS much if not more 

throngh full membership. Between 1960 and 1971, Greece man3"lSed 

to raise its share of 

percent. During the last 

EC imports from 1.02 percent to 2~06 
(er.d.n£l\q i", I~'l-~) 

sixteen year~ it has had an avera7,e 

growth of 6 percent in GNP, 1;'11 th income per caui ta rising to 

over 52 percent of the Community·s (see Appendix illt Table 2). 

The output per 3-reek e;nployed has risen on an average during this 

period by 6.9 percent, cl")mpare1 to an EC average of 4.1 percent 

for the same perio::l. 50 Between 1962 and 1975 Greek in:iustrial 

production increased by an average of 9.4 percent, agai~st ).7 

percent for the Nine51 and about half the exp0rts to the EC are 

now industrial and handicraft Drodu~ts manufacturers pushed 

up their share of total exports to the Six from 5 percent in 1962 

to ')2 percent in 1974.52 Agriculture's share in Greece's GNP has 

fallen from 22 percent in 1961 to 14 percent in 1974 (see Appendix 

m, Tables J and 4), while the manufacturing sector has increased 
53 from 1) percent to over 20 percent over the same period. In 

general, then, it seeillS from this a~count that Greece has coped 
t:Qn 

well wi th free trade) >,md"be expectecl to continue to do so after 

membership. Some of the industries likely to do well include 

"textiles, flJod prlJcessing, chemicals, fertilizers an::l ce:nent, 
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all of which have blossomed over the past decade. 10 54 Al though 

exnort subsidies will have to disappe~r when Greece joins the EC, 

it will probably be allowed to offer special tax concessions to 

attr8.ct mul tlnationals, as Ireland '"las. 55 

For Greece itself, the anpllcation of the ECis CAP should 

be mainly beneficial. In fact, some argue that the problem with 

aSSOCiation is that it did not come to lnclude agriculture, as 

56 about 50 nercent of Greece's agricultural products go to the EC. 

Greece has a snaIl farn export surplus and higher CAP prices w1l1 

help the Greek farmers. Ireland, which is at about the same 

development level as Greece, ~anagej ter its entry into the EC 

to raise the earnings of farmers bj 60 peroent without a com

parable rise in costs to austomers. 57 In fact, "Greece would 

like to follow Ireland's example of boosting the whole economy 

by raising farm incomes fast. ,,58 Also, wi th entry into the EO 

pressures to improve agricultural productivity will increase. 

The Greek government will be instrumental t8 this end a.s it con-

troIs the Agricul t ilr8il 3smk, UDon which many fStrmers depenj 
it 

he9.vily, andJ\will have a. determining voice in deciding, among 

59 
other things, what far:ners ,\<1111 grow. The Greek: ~overnment 

also hopes t) get an exten.'Hon of the CAP by introducing a cotton 

regime t) subsidize Greek cotton. Thls will probably come about 

as it is cheaper to subsidize cotton than fruit or vegetaoles 

which Nould otherwise be produced in the same fields} and since 

the EC is short of cotton. Cotton is an important cron for 

70 000 Greek far~ers and accounts for 5 percent of Greece's farn 

output; existing cotton subsidies add 15 percent to farmers' 

lncomes. 60 
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Spain, though its economy is relatively small in compari-

son with the Community's, competes ~ost efficiently with the 

Community in a number of areas. 61 "Since the 1960s large, export-

oriented firms using advanced technology have been set up, in 

part following the implementation of a vigorous policy of 
62 liberalization of foreign investment." The iron and steel 

industry expanded greatly between 1966 and 1975, a period during 

which production tripled. Recent productl,m capacity ls1.5.3 

million tonnes and it is estimated that it will be about 18.3 

tonnes in 1981. 63 Spain also possesses a large shipbuilding 

capacity and its shipyard~ which rank third in the world in 
64 terms of outpu~ are highly competitive. Of the three members-

to-b~Spain has the greatest potential for developing its in

dustrial capacity after accession. In 1975 industry accounted 

for 40.7 percent of Spain's GDP (a figure compatible with the 

Community average of 44.4 percent), compared to only a third of 
65 

GDP in the case of Greece, and over the period 1960-75 it 

(like Greece) achieved a relatively rapid producti vi ty gro,rth 
66 

of 7 oercent. Spain, like Portugal and Greece, will also 

benefit from the freer access of its agricultural products to 

Community markets. 

Portugal, which has the weakest economy of the Three, will 

benefit from accession mainly due to the fact that the Commission 

will designate the whole country as an underdeveloped area of the 

EC. This will also allow the Portuguese government to continue 

some of its protectionist policies and make available to it funds 

from the Community for the development, restructuring and ratton-
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alization of its industry and agriculture. Similar concessions 

will also be made for Greece and S-pain)but only for some of 

these countries' regions. 

What of the costs for the Three of their membership of the 

Community? Two things stand in the way of large profits from the 

CAP by Spain, Greece and Portugal. First, most of their export-

ing specialties, such as peaches, tomatoes and olive oil, are 

also produced in Italy and other Mediterranean countries to 

which the EC has promised to open its markets; and EC prices for 

these products are only a little higher than world prices. Second, 

all three are net importers of meRt, milk, cheese and cereals, for 

which EC prices are tr;\,v:h above world prices, and producers of 

t'~ese products in the Three are likely to suffer in the face of 

~ompetion from north~Europe. Also, the CAP will not help the 

consumers of the members- to-be as it will push up the prices 

of many products. The Three will have to subsitute imports of 

cereal, meat and dairy products fTom cheaper non-EC sources for 

those from Community countries; and it is highly doubtful whether 

they can secure export prices for their Mediterranean 

products which will compensate them for losses incurred as a 
67 

result of higher import prices. In fact, Spain and Portugal are 

net importers of agricultural goods; while Greece has a small net 
68 

surplus. A serious problem arises in the case of Portugal, the 

poorest of the Three, which is likely to be a net loser from its 

participation in the CAP. 69 

"AI though the three applicants halTe enjoyed high rates of 

growth and rapid industrialization during the last fifteen years, 
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they do not belong to the category of highly industrialized 

countries which includes all the present members except Ireland.~70 

Their industries are not very diversified and a large chunk of 

tteir output is manufactured by small firms. In Greece, for 

example, in comparison with the population the number of small, 

handicraft firms is extraordinarily large, with 93.5 percent of 

all firms employing~~erthan ten workers and less than 2 percent 

employing thirty or more (see AppendixM, Table 5). In Portugal, 
71 of a total of 43 000 firms only 1 000 employ over 100 workers. 

The percentages of different types of Greek industrial exports 

for 1974 are as follows: 

type of Industrial product72 % of Industrial Export~ 

motors, appliances, transport:1tion 
equipment ..•.••.....•.•...•.••..•........•....... 
food stuffs, wines, etc •••••••••••••••.•••••••••• 
fertilizers •••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••• 
raw materials (first stage 

2.6 
29.1 
9.0 

refinement) ....................................... 12.0 
handicraft products ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 47.3 

The figures speak for themselves. 

Greece did progress during the years of association with 

the EC, but this need not necessarily have been due to association. 

Also, this progress, as is the case also for Spain and Portugal, 
sih\p1e ci~\Y'I~ 04 

~he was mainly in quantitative rather than qualitative terms. TheA 

high growth rates of the 1960s and early 1970s achieved oy the 

Three faill to reveal certain structural characteristics of their 

industrial base which will be central to the problems posed by 

their accession. Their ~industries are still characterized by 

poor vertical structure, limited diversification and a preponder

ance of small firms servicing the domestic market.,,7; 
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The Three did not escape from their relative underdevelop-

ment and it is doubtful that they will be able to·do so through 

membership of the EC. Their industries are still weak and freer 

competition with highly industrialized states is not likely to 

benefit them on the whole. Many uncompetitive firms could be 

put out of business or taken over by multinational giants from 

the EC. Despite the tariff acts already undertaken their in-

dustries arestill partly protected against the full blast of EC 

competition through high tariffs and subsidies in the form of 

interest rate rebates and tax incentives. With the dismantling 

of the protective tariffs and the network of state aids after 

membership, a number of industries will likely suffer. Appliance 

makers, for example, will go under, just as they did1n France in 

the face of Italian competition. 74 Also, metal working industries, 

foundries, machine tool manufacturers and most makers of capital 

goods will face trouble. 75 With enlargement, the three states will 

also face competition from Third WorlJ states (in textiles, for 

example) as they will have to accept the common external tariffs, 

which are us!)ally lower than their own. The adjustment to free 

trade will perhaps be most difficult for Spain which still keeps 

its industry behind high protective walls, although the potential 

of Spanish industry is by far the greatest. 76 

With membership, problems will also arise with respect to 

further foreign investment. As the Commission has noted for the 

three potential members, the 

industrial sector presents a dualistic structure, 
with firms which are competitive at the inter
national level, oriented towards exports, and often 
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wholly or partly owned by foreign companies. 
These firms, which mainly produce for foreign 
markets have access to international capital 
markets, introduce more sophisticated technology, 
and improve the quality of management; at the 
same time, the fact remains that their growth 
strategies are determined by their p9rent companies, 
and that their net contribution to improving 
the balance of-trade is not always significant 
because of the high import content of their pro
ducts e ~oreover, being in general highly capltal
intensive, they are only partly capable of meeting 
employment problems. Following enlargement, the 
possible reduction or indeed abolition of the 
concessions which originally induced firms to set 
up in the applicant countries, could influence the 
continued operation of some of these firms. (77) 

In addition, 

the comparative labour cost advantage hitherto 
possessed by the applicant countries is tending 
to diminish as a~sult of the social changes con
sequent upon the return to democracy. ;lIJembership 
of the Community will doubtless reduce their 
advantage still further, as their social l~gis
lation is grA-dually brought into line with arrange
ments in force in other Member States. (78) 

We noted earlier that membership of the EC will give Greece, 

Spain and Portugal a greater say in Community decisions that 

affect their domestic policy decisions and the allocation of 

scarce Community resources. EC integration, however, as we 

have made clear in Chapter Two, has been based so far mainly on 

the old liberal approach with the emphasis on the elimination 

of obstacles to trade rather than the close co-ordination of 

ecrmomic policies and the crestion of new common ODes and 

particularly the creation of new, jointly administered lnstru

~ents of economic policyo79 In this light, membership will give 

the Three a greater control of their econo~'11ic (and political) 

future only if the Community develops substantially along lines 

of positive integration.. In the present state of the Community, 



the accession of Spain, Greece and Portugal will result in these 

states increasingly becoming like autumn leaves carried by the 

forceful winds of a greater capitalist market. Their new status 

of Community membership may in fact mean little more than their 

increased dependence on more powerful economic concentrations 

and their inability to control their political destiny, to 

organize their national resources, and to program their economic 

future. The capitalist integration between unequals will 

strengthen that inequality for, as we have argued earlier, the 

present EC is primarily a mechanism for the deeper and broader 

nenetration and exploitation of the smaller and weaker by the 

larger and more powerful concentrations of economic power. 

Membership of the present Community cannot solve the nrob-

lems of these relatively underdeveloped states. Experience tells 

us that the economic development gap between the Three and the 

Nine will grow as the rules of a freer market are enforced. The 

polarization pressures at work within the Community have not 

slowed down their pace,'a"ddisparities between adVanced and 

backward regions continue to exist. In 197), 

the Thompson Report on the Regional Problems of the Enlarged 

Community indicated clearly the continued existence of marked 

economic disparities between Community regions. 80 (See Appendix 

II) This report, focussing mainly on income per head, unemploy-

ment and net emigration in these regions, identified Ireland 

(north and south), Scotland, north-east and north-west England 

and central and southern Italy as the prime regional problem 
81 areas. Portugal as a whole will probably count as an under-
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developed region, and the Greek government would like all of 

Greece to be classified likewise so that its own generous sub-

sidies can continue unchecked, but the Athens-Piraeus complex is 
82 

already overdeveloped. The Regional and Social Funds will 

certainly help the three states to fight the increased polarizing 

pressures of freer market forces, but the size of these funds 

is of little significant consequence given the magnitude of the 

problem. In general, the transfer of resources inside the 

Community from rich to poor states is miniscule for the states 

that are able to contribute to the effectiveness of these funds 

are the same ones that benefit from their impotence. 

The adverse economic consequences of the accession of Spain, 

Greece and Portugal will in general be fewer f~r the Nine. First, 

farm produce from the Three -- wine, citrus fruits and vegetables, 

olive oil, etc. -- directly compete with that from Mediterranean 
8) 

regions which are among the poorest in the Community. Both 

France and Italy have such regions, which will be hard pressed 

by competition from the Three since the applicant countries have 

lower labour costs and hence prices, giving them an undoubted 

advantage. It is already clear that for products such as wine or 

olive oil, supply in the Community will outstrip demand, and 
84 

surpluses will build up. Also, the export iniustry in the 

members-to-be is frequently active in areas such as textiles, 

shipbuilding, shoes, etc. where the Community already suffers 
85 from excess capacity. And, with unemployment in the present 

Nine running close to six million, member-states are apprehensive 

about opening up their borders to migrant workers from the Three. 
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Though the inflow of migrant workers had greatly decreased even 

before the Nine closed their doors (and Greece has her own guest 

workers from Egypt and a net inflow of migrants since 197586 ) 
87 

there is presently close to one million unemployed in Spain; 

and west Germany, whose unemployment runs presently close to' :one 
88 

million also, still has 250 000 low-paid job vacanCies. 

On the positive Side, one of the most obvious benefits will 

come to the exporting firms of the Nine as trade barriers erode 

and new markets are made more easily accessible -- the Community 

market will expand from 260 to some 320 million consumers --

espeCially for those dealing in consumer goods and consumer 
89 

durables. Also, consumers and net exporters of temperate 

products are likely to benefit as Mediterranean produce prices 

drop (with increased competition from the new members) for the 
90 former and as new markets are opened up for the latter. Also, 

the large Greek-owned merchant fleet will add to those of the 

Community fleets, giving the EC 33 percent of the world merchant 
91 

shipping tonnage. Given the protectionist moves taken already 

by Third World states and the US and the threat of undercutting 

by Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, there is a possibility of 

an EC shipping policy develo~ing, which could in turn benefit the 
92 

shipbuilding industry in Europe. 

In addition, with the instability in Lebanon, Athens is 

gaining from Beirut's losseS' and is "rapidly developing into a 

major financial and business centre of the Eastern Mediterranean 
93 

and the Middle East." Greek construction firms have been 

highly successful with the Arab world and have succeeded in 
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94 landing 300 major construction contracts there.· "Joint ventures 

between Greek and EEC firms will benefit from Greek experience 

and goodwill in Arab and African markets (and Greece) could be

come a route for carrying European goods to the :'1iddle E"tst ... 95 

Similar inroads can be made in Latin America by taking advantage 

of the tradi tionally str'Jng relations between this regi,)n and 

Spain and Portugal. In addition to strong cultural ties, Latin 

America consists of an important area for Spanish foreign economic 

activity -- in 1978, for exa~ple, Spain's investment in Latin 

America amounted to over 75 percent of its total investment abroad 
96 

in that yeqr. 

Ireland was the only state of the EC th~t publicly voiced 

reservations about the proposed expansion, fearing that it might 

divert some of the money from the Regional and Social Funds 

while making it harder for the EC to reach decisions. 97 Also, 

in January 1976, the Commission put forward its opinion on the 

Greek application which was in clear contrast to the enthusiastic 
98 

responses of member-states. The Commissi::m prop6sed:--a~pr,'" 

accession period and emphasized the economic difficulties likely 

to arise both for the Communi ty ani .. for Greece and expressed 

concern about the political consequences in terms of Community 

cohesion and relations with third states, especially Turkey.99 

However, after strong pressure from the Greek government the 

Council of Ministers rejected the Commission's proposals. 100 

Practically all the reasons given for expansion are either 

directly political or have political overtones. As we have seen, 

there are some positive economio consequences for the Nine due to 
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enlarge~ent and these are emphasized to some degree. Primarily, 

however, member-state governments and officials emphasize the 

need for t'maintaining peace and Ii berty in the south of Europe ... 101 

The Nine, like the Three, seem to share a strong bellef in the 

positive role that the EC can play in helping to guarantee the 

democratic stability of the potential members. Also, it is 

argued, "the idea of a..Yl enlarged Europe is the basis of the 

European Treaties and provides a procedure for admitting new 
102 members." In the preamble to the Rome Treaty, the signatories 

declared themselves "resolved ( ••• ) to preserve and strengthen 

the peace and liberty ( ••• ) calling upon other peoples of Europe 
103 

who share their ideal to join in their efforts." (In the case 

of Greece, the Association Agreement of 1961 saw accession as its 

final objective). In this light, the Nine would seem to be con-

tradicting themselves and defeating their original purposes if 

they opposed the accession of the Three. 

For expansion to occur, there must exist a general consensus 

among the TWelve that it is a positive step. Presently, this 

consensus is in eXistence and unless dramatic events change the 

current situation the second round of enlarge~ent will take place. 

Within the Nine, expansion is supported or at least not publicly 

opposed by most political parties. In Spain, all political 

h . b hi 104 parties are unanimous on t e issue of Community mem ers p. 

In Portugal, the only opposition to entry comes from the 

Comnunist party.105 In Greece, as we noted earlier, the popular 

support of the parties opposed to entry -- PASOK and KKE seems 

to be on the rise. A poll published in January 1979 showed that 
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45 percent of the Greeks interviewed favoured membership while 

36 percent desired another solution (see Appendix m, Table 6). 

However, of 4 297 people interviewed in early 1979, 60 percent 

held that a referendum should be held while only 17 percent said 
106 that one was not needed. The present New Democracy government 

plans to use its parliamentary majority, based on 42 percent of 

the popular vote, in entering Greece into the EC, as it claims 

that this does not really involve a new policy position but a 

logical continuation of the policy of associ~tion. 

In any case, after Greece, Spain and Portugal join the 

Community the costs and benefits of expansion will become an 

tntegral part of the costs and benefits of Community integration. 

Each sector of the EC, whether it be a state, a region, or a 

social or economic group, will have to calculate the advantages 

and disadvantages of integration in the context of twelve 

Community states, f')r there is no juridicial method or precedent 

for expulsion of one or more members. In terms of the general 

attitude towards integration of these sectors there will be at 

least three differences in the Community of the Twelve from that 

of the Nine, which follow from our cost-benefit analysis and which 

we will discuss in greater detail when we consider the nature 

and consequences of the process of integration for the case of 

the expanded EC. Firstly, there will be greater dissatisfaction 

with the present state of EC integration, which being primarily 

negative in nature will affect adversely the increased number of 

disadvantaged economic sectors and regions in the Co~~unity. 

Second, the richer st,;,tes, though they may desire greater lnte-



gration along the lines of EMU, will be less prone to 

support me!;tsures 'for positive integration for that will imply 

an increased financial burden for them as the Community becomes 

more responsible for the now expanded underpriviledged economic 

sectors of the EC. Lastly, there will be increased demands and 

support for greater positive integration to make up for effects 

of market forces and bridge the now wider economic development 

gap within the Community. 

Enlargement will also increase the societal and cultural 

diversity within the Community. The languages of the 

Three are distinct from each other and from those of the Nine, 

and their membership will increase the Community langu~ges from 

six to nine. The level of their economic development also 

limits the consumer nature of the Three; this being especially 

true for Portugal which still maintains some feudal characteristics 

in its economic and social structure. Greece is perhaps the 

most 'European' of the three as it has had long and established 

links with western Europe. Spain, on the other hand, seems to 

"share some of the insularity syndrom of the British ( ••• ) In 

a sense, the Pyrenees are for (Spain) what the Channel is for the 

British, and more so ... 107 The "extraordinary duration of the 

Franco regime has prevented the establishment of institutional 

links between Spain and the main political organizations of 

Western Europe: the European Com~unity, the Council of Europe, 

the Western European Union, NA'rO. Spain has remained in many 

t d f t .. 108 respec s as an appen age 0 a pas era. Although, "the 

exchange of workers, scholars, and students with Western Europe 
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has been so intense in the last fifteen years that Spain is 

closer than ever before to its neighbours in attitudes and 
109 philosophy. II . 

As for the geograohical pr~ximity of the potential members 

to the other EC states, we can generally say that they are on 

the periphery of the Community. Spai~ and Portugal are the more 

proximate of the three though they are separated from the rest of 

Europe by the Pyrenees. Greece is the most isolated and does 

not border any of the EC states. However, all three have 

established transportation and communication ties with the Nine 

and, in the case of Greece, the massive Greek merchant fleet 

and the fact that this country will likely form a pillar for the 

Community's relations with the Eastern Mediterranean and the 

Middle East, as Snain and Portugal may form one of the pillars 

for the Community's relations with Latin America and Africa, 

should help overcome some of the problems of d1stance. 

II 

Our analysis thus far of the consequences of expansion for 

the background variables of integration suggests that the limited 

integrative potential of the Nine will be further and significantly 

reduced for the Communi ty of the TWel'le. Enlarge;nent \,..ill in-

crease the assymetry of EC members as all of the Three are at 

the bottom of the present EC scale of economic development. In 

addition, the Three are also less developed politically and their 

instability could prove to be a brake on the process of integra-

tion. The level of transactions between the Twelve will remain 



at about the sa~e level as that of the Nine, though the trans

actions will be less balanced due to the one-sided dependence of 

the Three on EC markets~ The governments of the Twelve will be 

of the same general nature, but the number of governments with 

protective tende~ctes will increase, widening the gap between 

the free market oriented states and the more interventionist 

~ -- for the purpose of protection of weak industries and for 

state support of uncompetitive products -- and economically weak

er states~ The common denominator of perceptions of exter~al 

coher.e~"Cewill be reduced, especlally wi th respect to relations 

with less jeveloped third states whose products are competiti~e 

with those of the econ")mically troubled Community states and 

regions as well as with respect to relations with the US. The 

support for ECintegratlon from external actors will be reduced 

as expansion and further lntegratlon will be to the detriment of 

their economic interests. Also, European integration, as it now 

stands, will be unsatisfactory for a greater number of member

states and the type of further integration desired by the 

economically strong and the economically weak states will vary 

to a greater degree. Lastly, the Twelve will be SOCially, 

culturally and linguistically less compatible, and more dispersed 

geographically. 

ExpanSion, then,:"ill have the effect of diluting the 

p~tential for further integration as well as the support for the 

present nature of EC integration. In one sense, this dilution 

could act as a catalyst for the e~ergence of pressures for further 

integratl,n. A Significant level of integration has~ready been 
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achieved within the Community and vested interests for its 

continuation exist. The consequences of expansion could cause a 

Community crisis that may in the end be resolved through greater 

(an~ necessarily positive) integration in orier to overcome the 

dilution and to maintain the initial level of integration. Of 

course, such a crisis need not have a positive effect, and its 

outcome may be disintegration or at least stagnation rather than 

further integration. To answer whether a Community crisis situ

ation will develop and, if it does develop, what its outcome will 

be is the purpose of our analysis to follow. 

In our first chapter we discussed six consequences of 

integration which can affect, and along with the nine background 

variables, determine the process of integration: politicization, 

redistribution, reduction of alternatives, externalization, 

socialization, and the lnvolvenent of common institutions. ~en 

Spai~, Greece and Portugal become members their clash of interests 

wi th other members and wi th respect to EC p-')licies will necessarily 

become more politically important within the Community as the 

Three will be given the basic political rights possessed by other 

members. In effect then, expansion will give three economically 

poor states the political rights of the rich. With the increased 

rights possessed by the Three and with the negative effects that 

will be experienced by some sectors due to expansion, there will 

be increased demands and political support for the satisfaction 

of various grievances. For example, Mediterranean farmers of 

Spain, Greece, Portugal, Italy and France will likely demand the 

same protection and support given to northern farmers by the CAP; 
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the representatives of an increased number of economically weak 

regions or economic sectors will demand protection from the in-

creased forces of the capitalist market due to integration and 
t."e 

eX1)ansion --"shi'Pbuildin~, textile and shoe industries are 

likely to be among the complain9l1ts. Thus, expansion will lead 

to stronger demands for measures of protection and support in the 

form of positive integration -- such as increasing the size and 

scope of the negional and Social Funds -- and for reform of the 

CAP to accomodate southern interests. The conflict of interests 

between more and less adva.11.ced states and regions will be 

exacerbated as time passes and as the transitions periods for 

the Three expire (for Greece the transition periods range from 

fi ve t::> seven years, rieuendlng on the produc ts and econotaic 

sectors; similar transition periods are now being negotiated for 

Spain and Portugal). 

Negative integration, as we emphasized previousl~will not 

close the gap between economically disparate regions without 

sufficient positive measures accompanying it. Ireland is usually 

given by many as an example of the benefits that a less developed 

state can derive from its integration with the EC. Ireland's 

benefits, however, are not a direct result of negative inte-

gration but result mainly from positive EC policies and primarily 

so from the CAP. Thirty percent of the Irish work force is en-

gaged in agriculture and Ireland exports about half of her 

agricultural producti0n. 110 Since its accession, the return on 

milk alC)ne, despite a butter mountain in Eurore, rose from 12p 

per gallon to 37p per gallon in 1975; exports account for roughly 
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two thirds of production, and this means that the value of 600 

million gallons exported rose from L72 million to £222 million. 111 

In the case of beef, and again despite a huge world surplus 

which has left the Ee with 380 000 tons in intervention stores, 

the return on Irish exports, which account for 85 percent of the 

total beef production, has risen from about 22p per lb to 39p 

per lb. 112 The Three, however, will not be able to benefit in 

the same manner due to much lower CAP prices for l1edi terranean 

products. Ireland is also a net beneficiary of the Regional Fund, 

as the Three can expect to be also, but the impact is no~ and will 

not likely be, dramatic in the foreseeable future., as the amount 

gained "is negligible in comparison with amounts a head spent by 

the Govern:nent in the poorer regiOns,,113 and in comparison with 

the sums received as a result of the CAP. 

If EC membership is as bad for the Three as we have portrayed 

it, then why do they want to join? The most potent reason for 

Sn8.in, Greece and. Portugal wanting to become members is their 

desire to participate on-an 'equal footing in the Community 

political process which inevitably affects their economic interests 

and which can be used for the more favourable -- from their point 

of view -- allocation of EC resources. This access to Community 

decision-making, however, is not cond.itional on not demanding 

anything -- it would be practically worthless were this the case. 

Membership of the EC will mean that the Three will have 

access to all Communitydecision-making organs and the ability to 

influence policy directions. Since the EC in its present state 

is !!lore sympathetiC to the interests of te:nperate farmers, Greece, 
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Spain and Portugal, along with other EC regions and states that 

are either characterized by fVIediterranean agrlculture and/or low 

economic development, will demand that their interests are taken 

into account on a more equal basis with respect to those of other 

regions. By virtue of being politically necessary for their 

snrvival, the governments and other reuresentatives of the Three 

(and of other states and regions in similar predicaments) will 

have to press the Community for policies an<i measures to redress 

the present imbalance of benefits between centre and periphery 

(that is, between advanced and less developed regions) and between 

north and south (that ls, between temperate and Aedlterranean 

far:ners) • 

One could argue that the 'rhree do not want to enter a 

Community that will in the near future diSintegrate due to their 

pressures for change. But neither can they ignore the pressures 

from the:l,r electorates, from opposition p'lrties, from agricultural 

lobbies, from industrial sectors, from workers, from unions, etc. 

It may see:n 'rational f to some that since the Three (ani other 

similar BC reglons) are poo~ they have to undergo some sacrifices 

if they are to become more developed and close the gap between 

themselves and more advanced states and regions of the EC. That 

is, that advanced regions deserve a greater share of EC benefits 

by virtue of being more developed and thus having the capacity 

to extract more benefits, or that they deserve more since they 

contribute more. The less developed regions, the argument goes, 

should pull themselves up from their own bootstraps and not deuend 

on the goodwill of others. Assuming, for the sake of discussion, 
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that SUCr}9,rguments are v rational e one can still point out that 

the political procesB is not a rational one -- were it so, we 

would have far fewer problems than we presently do. In a 

democratic society, a politician does not get elected by preach-

lng patience, or sacrifice, or,in the case of the EC, that other 

member-st~tes deserve to get a dlsproportionatelyJarge share of 

benefits even though the Community decision-making process 1s 

based on unanimityo 

The less privile~~d peoples of the EC will expect that the 
will 

adverse effects of negative integrati::ml\be accomp9-nied by common 

positive measures with more equitable redistributive effects. To 

enter into a negative integration process means to surrender 

part of national sovereignty -- the ability to independently 

determine at the natlonallevel the allocation of societal values 

-- since this process increases the power of market forces and 

undermines the effectiveness of national economic and welfare 

policies. And, with the increase within the EC of less advant-

aged regions and economic sectors, there will be increased 

pressure for the implementation of Community welfare and develop-

ment palicles to make up for the lower effectiveness of such 

national policies. The argument in a nutshell is that the 

cannot erode the soverel~nty -- effectiveness of member-state 

policies -- without ifself becoming more state-like in its 

functionlil. 

To some extent, as the ~hree are progressively integrated 

with the other Community states their alternatives to integration 

will decre'lse as vested interests become established with the 



integration process. There are significant limitations of the 

applicability of this argument to the case of the Three, however, 

since the present state of EC integration is not attuned to their 

needs and interests. In fact, because of the benefits that the 

:Dore developed states and temperate agrtcult:.lral regions derive 

fro;n the functioning of the EC, the Three may well feel that they 

are in a good bargaining position since they have relatively less 

to lose from Community crises and possible disintegration than 

their more affluent partners. 

Some sort of crisis may also develop within the Community 

with respect to its economic and commerci~l relations with 

Mediterranean and other states whose products compete with those 

of Spain, Greece and Portugal. INe have already noted the adverse 

effects of expansion for these third states and the importance 

of EC markets for their economic well-being. There will certainly 

be pressures for the Community to develop a more elaborate 

Mediterranean policy that will take into account the consequences 

of expansion. However, the Three may throw a monkey wrench into 

the process if such a policy involved the transfer of scarce EC 

resources to these third states. This, of course, takes us back 

to the preceeding discussion of the needs and possible demands of 

the Three. 

The socialization of decision-making elites may reduce to 

some degree the likelihood of crisis situations emerging. The 

process of SOCialization, however, is likely to be reduced in its 

effectiveness due to the increase in the number and diversity of 

participants in Community institutions. Three more ministers 
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~'lill be added to the Council of 1'1inisters and three or four 

Commissioners will be ajded to the existing thirteen. In conse-

quence, this will also limit the efficiency and effectiveness of 

these and other common institutions as forums where routinized 

collective decision-making can occur and the Commission's role 

of mediator and initiator. With three more languages, there 

will exist seventy-two possible combinations for translation and 

interpretation, calling for twice the existing staff of transla

tors, which already makes up 38 percent of the Commission's staff. 114 

Also the inflow of new and inexperienced officials will affect 

the functioning of the whole Commission; and, of course, the 

Council of Minister~ which still functions on the principle of 

unanimi ty on important matiers, will have more problems in reach

ing deCisions with three more participants. 

The second EC enlargement which will bring Spain, Greece and 

Portugal into the Community will create significant if not 

insurmountable problems for the future progress of EC integration. 

In the next chapter we will examine the necessary as well '3.S 

the deSirable steps that the Community should take in the near 

future so as to ensure its stability and progress; we will also 

consider the likelihood of such steps being taken. 
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THE NEED FOR_~aOGREd3 --_!HE NE~D FOR POLITICAL 

C01~i.n Ti"1ENT 

Growth in the EC of the Twelve can no longer continue on the 

laissez-faire principles of the Treaty of Rome without major 
1 social and political frictions. As L. Tsoukalis has put it, 

"(t)he negative integration approach, based on free trade, cannot 

sur~ive for very long in a world which has little to do with 

laissez-fa1re or in a Community with serious structural proble~s, 

declining sectors and Wide regional disparities and in which each 

mernber tries to maintain some form ef a welfare state.,,2 Enlarge-

ment will underline the necessity for an effective regional 

development policy, which is not limited to small transfers of 

funds from rich to poor. Unless economic integration is accom-

panied by regional and social policies to ensure regional develop-

:nent, jobs, social justice and an acceptable allocation of resources, 

the base of EC integration "could be threatened by a combination 

of sectional or national autarkic pressures and apathy.,,3 

We talked in Chapter Two of the prospect of EMU among the 

Nine and the problems inherent in the pr()gress towards such an 

end. The more countries that join, the more diversified the 

Community becomes, the more difficult it will be to develop 

such a union. The major obstacle to EMU is the marked economic 

disparity that will characterize the expanded Community. And 

the fear of the less developed countries is that "a monetary 

union might dash their chance of catching up economically with 

other countries by imposing the same pace of development for all 



4 
and thus freezing existinc; eco(1):010 :Hspsrities.!O ;.Jhat :'iill be 

neede,1 to overcome these fears, is for the COlirnuYli ty t:) 9.rrange 

the necessary transfer of resources anJ provide ~rdduated 11'1-

Vf=3t'!H:~nt incentl\T,;;s i'lith a Vie'ftl to p'J.tting these cO!.m es and 
5 

reg}. ")n:3 'In th~~ r )8.i to .no re r'f-lpit ::;r )wt:.h. 

Studies by expert haye shcn-ln "':h:-'l.t, to or')v11e s'Jf(·tcient 

resources to finance the ~lniwlm transfers necessary to guarantee 

a ~ore consistent development econo~lcally backw~rj)ns, 

eco:1o'Jic an;! :nonetary ' ... m~_on in an 8.dvanceJ phaSe w))l'j 

re ire a Co~~un~ty bldget of bet~een 5 and 7 pe~cent of the 

e, 

~tth one of betReen 2 ani 1 percent of that agsreg~te. 

j ',:·sl-, .. ",:'n,j::cr ~'1'" p-''''''e''''t 0'" ., ... _ ,= '..I r e t~ '- (;" ,t national pro.i '.lC t, the present 

t is still much too slla11 to allow SlJC}1 an 

esnecially si'1ce the bulk of the reS)lLCC,:;S avslilable has to be 

used f')l' fina1:1c1'1'5 the CAP. Clearly, if progress is to be maie 

~e~ber coant es being willtn~ to pay more into the common 

b 1)jset th',n they ':set ,):)t ~)f it so as to assist the weaker states® 

latter, unlers~qnjably, are unltkely to be enthusiastic 
7 

t a Co'n:n-mity that lqc1{s thl.s kind of soli:iarlty." 

Arg;rnents for an EGregi):1al development policy as an active 

t r~.varj in C.hapte t' 

th Chqpters T;\fO Thre(:; ';'le emphasized the 

L'1erease'i pressure::') in the present and the en1:3 CO?ll:TIuni ty 

for greater responsibtllty at the EC level for the less 

sectors -- whether they be states, re~i0ns or economic classes. 



If the enl~rged Com~u~ity is to gain enough supnort for develop-

ing further or maintain sufficient supoort for its present 

level of integr~t10n, it needs to share the responsibility 

wi th the na t1.0nal~n~t regiona:: au thori ties of its 'nember-s ta tes, 

for helping to nart'oW the p;ap betW'een its regions. The rule is 

that t~e ~ore the EC integrates, the more it needs to under-

take such a responsibility. 

I 

What has been achieved in ter~ns i)f a'1 EC regi-mal policy 

thus far? Aquick glance at the Ro~e Treaty will reves: to the 

reader that there is no separate Title (that is a group of 

Articles relatin~ to a p~licy problem) relating to the regional 

problem and, indeed, no explicit call for a Community regi')nal 
8 

policy, as there is for agriculture or transport for example. 

Rather, there are a series of Articles scattered thr!':ugh t!1e 

Treaty which relate to the regl::mal pr:)ble:n anj indicate the 

need t,) tacKle this problem':lnd narrow the existing disparities, 

but it is not made apDarent 11hether this is to be achieved by 
9 

national :)r Com;nuni ty acti')n. The creati)n of a European Social 

Fund and a Europe,an Investment Bank are callei for and they h:-lve 

'nq,je ~ contributi-:m to the sol-utl')n of regl::mal problems. The 

nain provistons relating explicity to regi')nal policy are to 

be found. in Article qQ which basically says that "aids f'Jr 

regional d.evelopnent may be per~itted (this is a derogatl')n from 

the general principle thqt state aid 1s prohibited) anl that the 
10 

Com~ission shall exercise a general supervisory role." 
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It is not surprising that given the limited authority 

delegated by the Treat~ regional aii schemes p0sed a considerable 

control problem for the Commission; the basic problem being with 

the various regions competin~ with e8ch other to attract foot-

loose investment capital, giving rise to reciprocal neutraliz-
01 tl\ese. Qial sc.hemu 11 

ationAwith unjustified profits for the beneficiary enterprises. 

A common policy in this field was achieved in 1971 when the 

Council of l11nisters adopted a First B.esolution on Regional Aid 

Schemes setting out certain general principles. However, this 

resolution only governed the giving of aid in the central zones 

wi thout ind1cf~ting what was to be done in respect of the peri

oheral zones. It was in 1975 that the Commission introduced a 

supplementary element covering these peripheral zones. 30th of 

these resolutions emphasized the need for new aids to be 'trans

parent' and that existin~ aids be progressively modified to make 

the~ so, and the need for aid to be regionally specific that 

is to say, they were not to cover a whole state. but sho'Jld relate 

only to the regions really in need,and these regions had to be 

clearly specified. 12 

As already pOinted out,Article 90 delegated to the Commission 

the authority to sunervise regional aid without complementin:; it 

with the authority to take any positive action. "The Commission 

would vet aids but would not be involved in the giving of them 

-- the latter would be a national authority."l) This is only 

partially true, for even in the earlier days three Community aid

giving bonies had been established whose assistance had some 

impac t on the reg10nal proble;n. One of these, the European 



Investment Bank, established under the provisions of Articles 129 

and 130 of the Rome Treaty, was devised to grant loa.ns and 

guarantees on a non-profit-making basis within the Community for 

the following purposes: 

(i) projects for developing backward regions; 

(il) modernizing projects; 

(ili) projects of common interest to several member states 

which cannot be entirely financed by the various means 
14 

available in the individual member states. 

Between 1958 and the end of 1976 loan and guarantee contracts for 

9 900 million UA (at 1976 prices) had been signed. About three 

quarters of this was devoted to regional development with the 

bulk of the money going to Italy (about half), but with the first 

round of enlargement the UK and Ireland have also become major 

beneflciaries. 15 However, because the Bank raises its capital 

in the open market it has to gear its rates of interest on loans 
it 

to what it has to pay, andl\is therefore not in the business of 

lending at subsirlized rates. "Thus whilst the Bank channels aid 

to underdeveloped regions it is not strictly in the regional aid 

business. Indeed many of the regional weapons such as capital 

grants, rebates of interest, employment premiums, etc are clearly 
16 outside its scope." 

Two other bodies have made a contri~ution to regional 

development. One is the European Social Fund which since 1971 

"has existed with new criteria for action which specifically 

enable it to intervene in or'er to deal with structural unemploy

ment arising indirectly from the worki ,eg of the EEC ... 17 It is 
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significant to note that in 1978 the Social Fund had at its 

disposal 538 million UA; that i~ about 4.4 percent of that year's 

budget. 18 The other fund is the Guidance section of the Agri-

cultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund which is directed to the 

structural improvement and modernization of farms. One problem 

with this fund is that although it does aid in raising the 

productivity of farms it cannot be used for industrial job 

creation in backward agricultural areas where its efforts at 

19 modernization create more unemployed agricultural labout. It 

should also be noted that since 1967 the Brussels Commission has 

also been responsible for opersting the relevant provisions of 

the Paris Treat~ such as making loans available to develop new 

sources of emnloyment in areas where coal and steel industrial 

employment has contracted/and making grants to tide workers over 

until they ca.n find new jobs, to assist with resettlement and to 
20 contribute to the cost of retraining. 

Since the establishment of the EEC the Com~ission has been 

attemptin~ to get agreement on a policy that would deal effect

ively with the regional problems within the Community. In 1969 

the Commission proposed the "idea that it should itself be an 

active participant in regional p"licy -- that is to say it should 

playa role in the actual process of aid-giving and not just be 

concerned with negative controls and studies of the general 
21 problem." Some progress toward this end was made at the Paris 

Sum~it of 1972 where t~e British were instrumental in securing 

agreement of the Nine to the establishment of a Regional Develop-

ment Fund. The British were not so much moved by a desire for an 
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effective regional policy at the EC level as they were by the 

need to balance their expected high contribution to the Community 

budget relative to the benefits they were llkely to receive. The 

Regional Fund was expected to do for the UK what the CAP had 

done for France. The Fund came into operation on 1 January 197.5 

and its size Nas 300 million UA for 1975 and 500 million for 

each of the years 1976 and 1977 (580 for 1978, 620 for 1979 and 

6.50 for 1980). The largest beneficiaries were Italy (40 percent), 

the UK (28 percent) and France (1.5 percent). Only the governments 

of the member states may apply for assistance from the Fund which 

in principle is aimed at supplementing state given aid. 22 

New rules for the European Regional Fund came into force in 

February 1979, making it a more flexible instrument. The main 

part of the Fund will continue to offer support for national 

regional development measures through the national quota system 

(giving the bulk of the resources to Italy, the UK and Fra.nce). 

This part can help finance two types of investment in member 

states' aided areas: 

industrial or service-sector investments which create new 

or guarantee eXistin,g jobs, with rates of grant gOing up 

to 20 percent of investment cost; 

public infrastructure works which contribute to the deve1-

opment of the region concerned (roads, ports, industrial 

estates, tourist factlities, etc.), with rates of grant 

going up to 40 percent of investment cost. 23 

"Grants are paid to the naticlflal governments ~'lhich, in accordance 

with the ~und rules, can either pass the money on to the investor 
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or treat it as part reimbursement of national aid. In all 

Member States grants to industrial investments are retained by 

the national authorities; for infrastructure investment the 

grants are in most cases passed on to the local authority in

volved, though practice varies from country to country.,,24 

The new rules create a second, • quota-free , section of the 

Fund, which will finance specific Community actions outside of 

quota systems. It will be able to provide assistance to areas 

affected by the Community's policy decisions in other fields, or 

to internal frontier regions which feel the effects of integra-
25 

tion wi th p:3.rticular sharpness. Until the end of 1980 the 

resources of this section are limited to 5 percent of the overall 

Regional Fund bUdget. 26 

What we have described so far does not represent a regional 

policy, at least not one that can deal effectively with the 

serious regional problems of the EC. It does not give us any 

hODe that these problems will be dealt with in a manner that 

will ensure some progress toward the reduction of regional 

disparities. The amount spent on policies that one may consider 

to be part of an EC 'regional policy' amounted to 12.2 percent of 

that budget (4.4 percent for the Social Fund, 4.3 percent for the 

Regional Fund, 3.5 percent for agricUlture/structural policy).2 7 

Drawing a parallel 'with national bujgets one may consider this 

amount as substantial. But this is not the case when we compare 

it to the 74.9 percent of the budget which is spent on finanCing 
28 the CAP. This is a figure six times as large as that which we 

attributed rather loosely as being spent as part of an EC regional 
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policy. The EC budget as a whole "is neither a true instrument 

for financing a wide range of policies (because of its size) nor 
29 a means of redistribution worthy of the name." . 

A Community regional development policy must ensure that EC 

policy decisions, in all fields which affect the regions, take 

proper account of the regional interest; it must add its own 

financial effort to that of the national, regional, and local 

authorities; it must compare and contrast, and where necessary 

and appropriate, coordinate national regional d.evelopment policies. 30 

It must develop a "concept of 'integrated operations' where the 

Regional Fund and one or more of the other instruments (Agri

cultural and Social Funds, Coal and Steel Funds, EIB) can provide 

coordinated assistance to help solve the problems of specific 

areas in the least-ravoured regiOns ... 31 The principle responsi

bility can and should remain with the regions themselves, and with 

national authorities. But the Community must have a real role 

as well -- as an instrument of redistribution of Community re-

sources, an instrument of national development policy coordination, 

as well as a centre of regicnal development policy formation and 

impl e.nen ta ti on. 

II 

Progress towards the development of a comprehensive and 

equitable regional development policy would be a significant step 

in building the foundation for Er1U, ','Jhich in the present economic 

downturn and monetary instability is all the more necessary for 

safeguarding the Community's achievements to date. The general 
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customs union established in the 1960s, including the common 

market in agricultural products, would be placed in extreme 

jeopardy if it proves impossible to prevent member-state currencies 

from developing along divergent paths. 32 As past events have 

shown on more than one occasion, remember countries experiencing 

balance of payments difficulties have had, in these circumstances, 

to resort to quasi-legal administrative measures to curb, or make 

more expensive, imports from their Communi ty tradinrs p9.rtners. 

The dr:mger of a return to this kind of non-tart ff protectionism 

cannot be averted unless a currency union is established within 

the Community.,,33 

'rhe international economic crises of the 1970s have not 

passed the Community. Until the crisis of 1973-74, the more 

favourable economic climate and the expansion of the common market 

had enabled the Community to enjoy high growth rates. Growth 

has now slowed down substantiallYg the average rate for the Nine 
e.O'l'" raY'ed w\ l \-. 

in 1978 WOI;$ 2.6 percent, . ',4.6 nercent per year between 

1960 and 197':),,34 Unemployment has increased dramatically, the 

total number of unemn1<)yed in the Nine stand1ng at 6 million in 

October 1978 (over 7 million for the Twelve) compared to a 2.1 

million average between 1960 and 1970e J5 Inflation, which reached 

13 percent in 1974 and 1975, averaged 7.5 percent in 1}78 but 

again rose to over 10 percent/in 1979, ahd certain countries 

experienced 14 percent or more; for the Three, inflation present-
36 

1y runs at over 20 percent. 

The consequences of inflation are well knONn: those with the 

highest price rises become less competitive, external trade falls 



into deficit" the national currency loses value; and exchange

rate fluctuations the~selves discourage investment and exacer-

bate unemployment. This makes a concerted EC response all the 

more necessary because: 

800 000 million dollars can be rapidly wired across the 

world in search of the most favourable exchaniSe rates of 

the moment. No Community country can hope to be able to 

resist the pressure of speculators and the consequences 

on its exchan'"e rates. 

variations between rates of inflation, rates of economic 

growth and the competitivity of the Nine can fuel suici-

dal protectionist tendencies and retard economic recovery. 

The countries with deficit trade balances must cut back 

on consumption, thereb,y shrinking the market for those 

most likely to succeed0 37 

ExChange-rate stability is nne of the requisites for contin

ued member-state benefit from the free trade prOVisions supported 

by the EC. 1,,0/1 th the establishment of the customs union, achieved 

ahead of schedule in July 1968, intra-Community trade in goods 

and services expanded ranidly -- now accounting for half of the 

member-state total foreign trade as against one third in 1958. 38 

During the same period, member-state foreign trade increased275 

percent and now accounts for no less than one quarter of gross 

Community product (that is, one quarter of the aggregate amount 

of all services supplied and goods produced in the nine countries)39 

As the Commission has noted, however, this level of trade is 
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highly vulnerable as long as frontier posts remain 
in existence and as long as currency exchange rates 
can fluctuate sharply enough to price one country's 
products out of foreign markets altogether. The EEC 
customs union h~s eliminated the fear that tariff 
barriers between Community c0untr!es might be re
stored overnight against member countries' goods, 
perhaps depriving entIre industries of their export 
markets. By contrast, it has not managed to prevent 
excess! ve exchange r=1.te fluctuations, which ca..Yl have 
a similar, if not greater, cilsruptive impact on trade 
than cllstO'D.S duties. As a result, intra-Community 
trade is still fraught with uncertainty despite the 
fact that the customs union has brought about an 
unprecedented degree of interdenendence between the 
member-states. (40) 

Fluctuatin~ currencies h~ve also raised problems with respect 

to the functioning of the CAP. "As originally conceived the aim 
41 of the CAP was quite literally to provide for common prices." 

To this end prices were specified not in terms of national 

currencies but in terms of the Community's UA -- one UA being 

the same as the Americqn dollar before 1971 but now worth some-
42 what more. "An assumption of the CAP, which early commentaries 

tende(i to overlook, was that the rates of exchange of lndi'vidual 

Community currencies against the dollar and against each other 

would not be changed."43 Due to the inconvenience caused by 

fluctuating currencies for those who have to work 0ut the prices 

payable to farmers, there is a fixed and artificIal rate of ex-

chl3.nq;e (the Green Rate) between the UA as used for f'trining trl'ins-
44 

actions ani n):lti')nal currencies. "This arrange.nent, however, 

puts far.ners at an advantage in s')me countries and at a dlsad-

vantage in ')ther3, thus distortin~ agricultural competition. In 

order to eve!1 this 'Jut, 'compensatory allounts' may be paid or 

collected by the \';om:nuni ty ')n prod.uce crossiniS its internal 

frlJntiers.,,45 
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The fact that member-states already carry out 50 percent of 

their foreign trade with one another reflects the impressive 

degree of their mu tU"il reliance. Injeeci, Ireland and the three 

Benelux countries carry out betNeen two thirds and three quarters, 

and France, Italy, Denmark and. Federal~epublic of Germany (and 

Spain, Greece and Portugal) half of their tr~de with ~ther 

me~ber countries; the UK is the exception, transacting t~o thirds 
46 

of its foreign tr.ade ld th non-member countries. Gi ven this high 

degree of 'lnterde~ndence' and an international economic crisis 

that does not seem likely to subside significantly in the short-

term, a customs union alone cannot provide the necessfiry long-

term security. Without economic and monetary stability, member-

states will struggle along in·.)reasingly di vergent p~-iths as 

inflation c·::mtinues to unier:nine their prosperi ty. 

In addi tion to bringinrs gre·'.l.ternonetary stabili ty within 

the EC, El1U can als') help strengthen the international monetary 

system in general. The previous reform of the international 

monetary system still left the dollar as the sole world currency 

-- less than 4 percent of the world's foreign exchange reserlfes 

are held in the form of the S~eclal Drawing Right, the neutral 

and jointly ~dministered world Qurrency of the International 
47 

iVIonetary Fund. However, "the dollar is no longer sufficiently 

str')n:; t.') shoulder alone, on behalf' of the rest of the world, the 

responsibilities aSSOCiated with a key reserve currency in which 

all countries can safely denominate their assets. On the other 

hand, the Community as a whole is big enough to create a second 

strong world currency that can help underpin the international 
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monetary syste~.~48 The Twelve could constitute an entity that 

is of the optimum size advocated by economic theorists f0r a 

single currency area. 49 

A strong well-managed reserve currency in Europe 0ther 

than the d.ollar could help alleviate the ~ars of industrialized, 

oil-exporting and developing countries of deprecia.tion of their 

foreign exchange reserves. And, as the Commission argues, the 

United states and Europe would be compelled to 
manage their currencies properly since the other 
countries would h'Clve a choice of reliable reserve 
currencies unlike under the present system of 
narrow-based national currencies. A uolicy of 
'benign neglect', of which the US monetary 
auth()ri ties h,we been accused in recent years as 
regards the dollar, would no longer be conceivable. 
If the exchange rates of the major world currencies 
could no longer fluctuate as widely qS they have 
done of late, this would create conditions much 
more favour~ble to long-term eXDort business and 
investment deCiSions, thereby enhancing apprecia
bly the prospects for continuing steady growth in 
a world econ0.ny free from the recessions suffered 
in the last few years. (50) 

The atte,npt by the EC in the 1970s to create an E1YJ.U by way 

of a staf2;e-by-st.a.p;e plan spanning ten years ended in failure. 

At the request of the member-state governments, a stage-by-stage 

plan for EilU based on a blue print previously drawn up by the 

European Commission Nas produced in 1970 by a group of experts 

chaired by the then Luxembourg Prime M.inister and lvIinister of 

Finance, Pierre ~erner. In March 1971, the member-state govern-

ments adopted the main short-term proposals of the plan, lAlhich 

a.dvocated an approa.c:1 centred on the gradual reduction of exchange 

rate fluctuations between member-state currencies, without how-

ever endorsing its more far-reaching lonA;er-term political impli-
51 

cations. At a time of hectiC fluctuati0ns in the world's 
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currencies, p~rticularly the dollar, not all the member-states 

were able to live up to the highly ambitious objectives under

lying the Community exchange rate system (the snake). In the 

course of time, the UK and Ireland (June 1972), Italy (February 

1973), and France (January 74 and, after re-entertng for a 

short while, again in Aarch 1976) and the associated non-member 

countrles, Sweden (August 1977) and Norway (December 1978), 
52 

withdrew from the snake. The ultimate failure, however, does 

not t:9.ke a'l\lfay from the fact that the European exchange rate 

system (the snake) was resoonsible directly and indirectly for 

the establishment of the main monetary co-operation mechqnisms 

in the Communi ty -- including the European IVfonetary Co-operati ,:m 

Fund, the European unit ofqccQunt and the monetary support 

meChanisms53 -- that eventually formed the basis of the EMS. 

In 1977 there was a revival of interest in the objective of 

EAU -- an ambition which had appeared to have been shelved --

and the Commission laid before the Council an action progra~ for 

the years ahead, aimed at steering the Community back on the path 

of growth and stability by way of closer co-ordination of economic 
54 

and monetary policles. In 1978, a practical~ although limited, 

lni ative was launched bv the French President and German 

Chqncell ~r to set up a European Yionetary Sys tem. The neN' E;'4S 

(which we discussed to some length 1n Chapter T~o) must not 

however be confused with the projected EMU, let alone th Cot 

comm0fl currency. 10 I t \.;111 lni tlally be used 1 ike the European 

exchange rate system as an instrument for ~ombating excessive 

fluctuations in exchange rates and hence for reducing a factor 
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of uncertainty in trqde and payments between member-sta.tes.,,55 

III 

Enlargement, if it is to have constructive consequences must 

be accompanied by an increase in the solidarity among EC states. 

Some type of compensatory and redistributive mechanism must be 

set up to ensure that the benefits of freer trade and co~petition 

are divided more equitably among the Twelve. Such an expression 

of solidarity will substantially enhance the chances of success 

of the Et'vlS and the proposed EMU. At least two questi 'Jns can be 

raised at this-point: 1) ~ould a Community regional development 

policy solve the present problems of the EC, or merely waste 

precious resources? And, 2) what are the chances that such a 

solidarity will be attained by the Community of the Twelve? 

There is an inherent assumption in arguments for a regional 

development policy that such a policy would aid. in alleviating 

interregional disparitles. Some authors, however, question the 

necessity and desirability ofgovern:nent intervention in problems 

of regional disparity. E.G. west, for example, has argued that 

government policy 1s frequently based on narrow interests and 

characterized by an inherent ftoveremphasis on the short run and 

remedies that emphasize 'expediency' and the 'politically 

Possible •• tt 56 That is, due to their need for political survival, 

poli tici'3.ns are short-sighted poli tical actors who rely on 

short-term, patchworl.{ solutions to pressing problems. However, 

since all of the Nine (and the Three) have for some time now 

carried on regionql policies of their own, the basic problem in 
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this controversy is knowing what would have been the case if 

governments had not intervened. 

Some evidence, though it is not conclusive, exists to show 

that region8.1 p'llie:! matters. A 1979 study bY'fhe Economish 

for example, has shown that in the past ten years while regi·:)nal 

disparities within Ee states (where regional policies are carried 

out) have narrowed, regional disparities within the Ee as a 

whole (where no comparable regional policy has been attempted) 

have actually widened57 (see Appendix m, Table 7). In the same 

study, The Economist raised some doubts concerning our inter-

pretations, arguing that in the member states the dgreat leveller 

has not been official regional aid but the economic slump, which 

has spread misery more widely. H58 The validity of this argument 

can be questioned, however, if one asks why the econonic slump 

has not levelled international (intra-Be) as well as intra-

national disparities. 

It would be difficult to argue that regional po]cies, in 

general, have not worked towards alleviating regional disparities 
-(.0 uJ"\(,"'t"~ clo 

within the terrltorYAapplied as theyAredistribute resources and 

incentives for investment from the richer to the poorer regions, 
CAncJ. 

helping to r~ise income levels, employment ooportunities'Aquality 

of services, in the latter. One could argue that such 

governmental intervention tackles the 'symptoms' of the regional 

inequality 'disease' and not its basic causes. That is, a region-

al policy might raise living standards in less fortunate regions, 

and it might even help establish a number of industries there, 

but these 'successes' can be maintained only as long as the 
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regilnal policy 1s in effect. From 0~r perspectlve, however, 

icy is i:nportant not 80 much because of ;AJhat it .;l:Jcs, 

but rather because of ~hqt it appears to do. Even IF, for the 

sake of 11ssu3sion, we assume that it only leviates smTIe af 

the symnt:)ms and none of the causes ')f regiYla~. dis ty, the 

political purpose of a regiJnal policy is fulfilled Doneth ess. 

,vhether :nore or less state -- or intervention is neeiei 

to overcome the root causes of regional ani other disparities is 

not a evant issue from our nt of view. ~hqt 1s important 

is that at the present level of ~este~n political ievelopment 9 

state intervention for the n~ se fo a1d1 the less 

whe er they be regions or social classes, 1s a politically 

accepted and expected state runcttln. 

IV 

The pr'Jspec t 0:' enl 8.r~emen t has !::lrou;:sh t forth a nUi:lber of 

pr·)posals fr(j.TI various circles to overc~Jme the re~'t ;nal pr:)ble;!ls 

·-:)f the CO:1Hluni tyc IVIr. tali has le1 for a bip; transfer Qf 

'ns 'Jf the expanded Com~unity, 

inv;lvinp; both 
5) 

S ·3.3 as 

the EI3. In the sa~e sPirlt, Mr. Jen TIS has emphasized the 

nep! ~or an increase 1~ size the Co;mnni ty b, t and 8. 
60 

bl~ger transfer of reS0~r0es fro~ 

exanine the proposal fer 3 'European 3011iarity 
61 

:nl ,-:1 -Aarshall an for the ~ejlterranean." 

prapase;i that a :ntl1.ti iscipllnary f.:!tte t be 

:lnG. 

I or a 

has also been 

r n "to 
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identify what are the causes of the vicious circle of regional 

depriva.tion and how they can be put rlght ... 62 ) 

Is there any possibility that progress along these lines 

will come about? In the present political and economic climate, 

it seems unlikely that measures of a scale envisaged by lYlr. 
63 

Jenkins andM~ Natali will be adopted in the near future. 

The richer countries, with expansion and the present economic 

downturn, will understandably be much more reluctant to under-

write expensive Community schemes which would benefit the poor. 

This was the case with the present ~egional Fund, which was 

finally anproved in 1975 on a much more modest scale than 
64 

originally envisaged. 

~e ~rgued in Chapter One that one of the possible problems 

in the process of integration may be that the dynamics inherent 

to integration become operational prematurely -- that is, pressures 

for further integration increase significantly before a sufficient 

base for further integration 1s created. This seems to be the 

case for the Community of the Twelve due to two developments which 

we analysed earlier. First, the economic and monetary crisis 

demands that greater levels of co-operation be achieved so as 

to better safeguard and improve the existing level of integration. 

Second, and perhaps more imp~rtant, expansion leads to the necess-

ity for further integration, especially greater positive inte-

gration in the form of a common compensatr')ry mechanism to redress 

the inequalities in terms of economi(} development and opportunity. 

Such devel':)pments, however, are much more difficult in a Co:m:nuni ty 

of Twelve due to the increased diversity of national economi(} 
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situations and interests. There seems to be an unstated rule in 

:natters of Doll tics that what is most needed is also most diff1-

cult to attain -- and the dilemma of the expanded EC does not 

appear to constitute an excention. 

The major obstacle to establ1.shing an effective Community 

mechanism for redistribution and c~mpensation is the lack of 

political will among the member-state governments. Common 

001ic1es with definite po11tical Unplications -- such as an EC 

regional policy or E."m require the existence of political 

c()mmi tment if they are to be establtshed and function properly. 

Enlarge'nent, which will dilute even further the existing consen-

sus between member-states by introducing differing and contra-

dictory interests, exacerbating the diversity of interests that 

already characterizes the Community, will create a double problem 

for the future process of EC integration. On the one hand, given 

the eC0nomic diversity of the Twelve, the present'~vel of negative 

integration will not enjoy as much support among the less develop

ed members (unless accompanied by greater positive integration) 

while, on the other hand, the more advanced states will be even 

less inclined to sU1)port positive integration measures because of 

the disproportionate costs they would have to shoulder. 

T.M. Franck, based on studies of the attempted federations 

of West Indies, Central and East Africa, .lind :>1alaysia, has argued 

that the principal cause of failure of each of these federations 

"can only be found in the absence of a sufficient political-

ideological commitment to the EElmary concept or value of 

federation itself.,,65 Federation was, .lind to some extent still 
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our interest in this with the n~ture end 

futire pr 

q t t~ 1. rlUlen t any ~ne r~rticular level of integra ~n. N0nethe-

k's analysis is ~seful to us beca~se of its 

enphasls 0D the iTIp0rtance of poll cal will in the process and 

progress of politioal in~egratl'n. 

The process of EC tnte.3:r'-ittiJr1 ,";'3S 9.1""lY3 '01 pOll ti::!al~net 

blt w~th the ac~es~ion of Spain, Greece and rtugal it will be-

co:ne much more SO~ rhe diversity of l"lter,:;.,ts that will ch8.ract-

erize the T.velve will increase the level of oolltlcizatl)!1 for 

many aspects of the Com~un1ty inte~ratl'n process, 8.3 their more 

visi)HS (co;npa!'ed to those ~'Ji thin the Nine) of 

common interest will requlre greater political eff~rt and ~om-

pr:>:ni ;~e. 3y g1 vi the Thre;', ~"lhos e b-3.si 0 economic in teres +:s 

differ greatly from ~hose of the ~~re advan~ed states of the Ee, the 

political rl,--;hts of me'n:)ers:lip, .'/')U in effect;ive them the right to 

express lr pa~tlcular interests and to increase the scone of 

some eX8.mples of the iss~es whoae polttlctzatl:>n will increase after 

ext'ans:;t1 -- S'),f!~1 :"il.S the isst:tes relatej to lterr3.(lean 

pre3sures for spillover thqt are inherent to the process 

of tnt ti')n will increase sl~niflcantlv wIth expansi'Jn, but 

they will do so pre~aturely. e level of Inte~ratlon an~ng the 

;~\welve will be inportant enough to ensure the 

invol1Jemen':: of forces -- interest , parties, 



governments, etc •. -- and the inherent conflicts will increase 

pressures for spillover. But given the diversity of interests 

within the Twelve, the importance and c0ntroversiality of the 

integrati~n will directly affect the vital interests of the 

member-states. The backdrop of ideological and major interest 

c0nsensus necessary for the process of spillover to function in 
neo.t<.l.V'lC+10 I'IO-! i~ t" 

practice as it does inA theory 1'11111 not exist wi thin the Twelve .. 

Some hope for the development of the necessary political 

co!ilmitment and the upgrading of the common interests of member 

states to form as a b~se for lnstit~tlng the necessary reforms 

within the EC is presently placed on the new, 

Eur()pean Parliament, consisting of 410 Euro-MPs directly elected 

for the first time in June 19795 Articles appeared the fall 

of 1979 issues of the ];~~!l2mist, for example, with such titles 

as ~A power-starved parliament in search of teeth"66 and ~A 

parliament beginning to behave llke one .. i!67 It all started with 

the ne;'\T p"-)rlla:nent 0 s at tempts to reduce fara spending and in-

crease regional and s()clal funds. At its budget session in 

strasbourg on November 7th 1979 the parliament voted to 

boost spending on the EC's non-farm policies, notably a 

L230 million increase in regional spending, ani t:::> sltce L250 

million from next year's budget spending on the Community's mtlk 

surpluses and to raise £160 million through a tax on dairy farm

ers. 68 liAs a rUle, the European parliament cannot raise revenue. 

But by a ~uirk of the EEC la~'\T, the milk tax is not treated as 

revenue but as negative expenditure e This increased tax wDuld 

save another million seus by discouraging farmers from producing 
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more. ,,69 These proposals for the 1980 EC budget were rejected 

by the Council of Ministers and, as amsult, the parliament 

rejected the whole budget for 1980 in December 1979. 

Addressing the Natl':mal Press Club in Wa'shington on 28 

January 1980 Mrs. Veil, the President of parliament, said that 

the new parliament, now that it has been direatly elected by 

the c1 tizens, rHffered from its predecessor not only because it 

had more members but also because they were more representative. 70 

Mrs. Veil reminded her audience that direct elections did not in 

themselves extend pqrliament's powers as defined by the Treaties. 

Nevertheless, "the new elected Parliament has been quick to 

demonstrate tnat it intends to be a political force in tackling 

the major problems facing the European Community. Witness the 

autumn debates on the draft budget for 1980.,,71 Referrlngto the 

parliament's rejection of the drqft budget, Mrs. Veil said that 

"this episode showed that the new Parliament is determined to 

make itself heard by all the means available to it under the 

Treaties ••• The voice of its members has spoken, since their 

election, and will be heard louder ,and louder, as the democratic 

counterpoint to the political cooperation developed by the 

governments 0 ,,72 

The original problem~~lack of political weight, 
howe.\le-r, 

remain unresolved'Aas the p,.,rliament possesses few posi tive powers 

of policy formulation -- it can reject the budget, as it can also 

dismiss the Commission, but it can do very little beyond that. 

Three quarters of the budget goes on obligatory spending, which 

the p'lrliament can do little about, and any increase 
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in the rest is subject to a ceili:'lg. For example, a llixi:nl_H!1 

increase of 5.7 percent of the tot~l ~lj~et was permittei 
73 

in 1978. In adjit1~n, the Council of ~inisters can reduce 

parliament's rights to the barest 'nininum by ignoring the amen1-

llen ts that parli9.'nen t has 1!:lde. For exa,nple, of "the 29 a,nend-

thqt year; five more were i:nplementei by less than half the 
74 

a;n~1J.nt vote,; ~nd only 0ne was inplenlcmted in f'll1." Of the 

154.4 million units of account the parliament added to the 1977 

~]~~9t, only 4.6 ~ua -- abolt 3 percent -- were actually paid 
75 

aut in that year. "But even if every amendment h~'l1 been 

Lnple:nented in full ••• parliament's role in the bud.get \.'lolJ.ld 

still have bt?en n'J.gat0ry. rhe :nost striking featl;'I'e of the 

bui;~et is the vast ch;'lnge to :'lh:"ch it is subject in the course 

o~ the financial year, long after parliament has ceased to have 
76 

any influence on the way the20ney is spent." Of the 8,651 

::nus. voted for the 1 ':177 b1Jil~e t., for example, 1, 659 :n~.la we:."€ 

carrie1 over fro~ 1)77 to 1178, with no guarantee that the ~0ney 

~vr)Uld be spent in thA. t year; con'-rerFlely, 1,900 l1W,\ were cancel1 ei; 

and supolementary budgets to cover agricultural spending, over 
77 

which the parltament has virtu~lly no control, a11ed 778 ~ua. 

All this shows, in the wards of a hi~hlJ critical report drawn 

up by Lord Bruce of Donin,z;ton on the Ee's buiget for the 1977 

finanCial year, "that parlia::nent is left to fight for oontrol of 

the petty cash, while the commission and council are free to 

jeternine without any del10crBtic control the use or ~isuse of 
78 

tousands of ~illi0ns of un1ts of aCC0unt." 
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The new Euro-MPs will for some time to come have more time 

on their hands than they will know what to do with. If they are 

to spend this time more constructively, then the parliament's 

power must be increased significantly. As it stands today, the 

European parliament is a consultative rather thana:legislative 

body -- and, pqrtly due to its present preoccupation with re-

ducing farm spending, it will likely remain so if France has 

any say in the matter (and Frqnce does). 

The Eurone~n movement grew out of a past historical 
situation and represented a broad aspiration. But 
this longing, and the cunning procedures Monnet de
vised for its fulfillment, have not succeeded in 
creating a common will. Europe, today as in the 
1950s, is a necessity and a possibility; but it is 
not a will, it is no longer much of an ideal, and, 
as a result, it may end up being, like so many 
necessities, a missed opportunity. (79) 

western Europe remains a 

collection of self-encased nation-states. The 
va~ious governments of Western Europe have found 
it useful to establish common institutions to deal 
with their COIIL'!lon problems ( ••• ) But the basiC unit 
of concern remains the natton-state, however inade
quate ( ••• ) There was, to be sure, a collective 
EroJet at the outset; its very ambiguity about ends 
-- federation or confederacy? A strong entity or a 
c,:)ntri button to global solutions ?Free trade or 
common diri~isme? A new power bloc in the world or 
an exercise in transcending power politics? -- helped 
it grow in the beginning. But later, when each step 
seemed to require clarification of the final goals, 
its ambiguous nature began to plague it. (80) 

Prngress of the EC requires a common sense of direction. 

If this was overlooked in the 1950s and 1960s due to the euphoria 

of economic growth, the economic and energy crises of the 1970s 

and 1980s and the exoansion towards the south in the 1980s will 

help bring it back into focus. A common sense of direction, 

if it is to be achieved,must take into account not only the needs 
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of the more developed regions of the EC (as is the case presently) 

but also those of the less fortunate regions. Unless a staggering 

amount of !!loney 1s devoted to this task "there are bound to be 

defensive operations on a grand scale to undermine the widened 

Customs Union. Once this niece of knitting starts to unravel 

there is no knowing where the psychology of defensive panic may 

1 d "81 ea • 

With the second round of enla~gement the EC will no longer 

be a 'rich man's club', if it ever was one. The inclusion of the 

three new !!lembers will give it a !!lore du~listlc nature, especially 

so in terms of economic development. As such, the needs of a 

Community of Twelve will be much different from those of the Nine, 

as the present level and nature of EC integration will not 

satisfy all the political interests. Change along the lines 

defined in this paper, however, is hard to imagine. The EC is 

more likely to stagnate or disintegrate rather than become 

attuned to the economic and political needs of the poorer states 

and regions. Each member state is still primarily concerned with 

its national interest and one would have to be excessively opti-

!!listic to suggest that the richer states will be willing to pour 

their resources into the poor ones. As a result, the expande~ 

Communi ty of the 1980s and 1990s ,"1111 experience a crisiS not too 

different from the one described by Gramsci when he depicted the 

Italy of the 1920s: "the old is dying and the new cannot be 
82 

born." 
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CE1~TaE-PERIPHERY!NO!!TH-SOUTH T~~SI0i'iS AND THE 

FU'rURE OF EC INTEGRATION 

What is needed for EC integration to succeed is a collective 

determination to build a common future. Yet it is this very 

determination which has declined in force over the years and will 

decline even further with expansion. As Stanley Hoffmann has 

noted, 

(i)n West Germany -- because it has recovered status 
and influence so hugely -- the European avenue, 
while economically advantageous, is by no means so 
essential as it once seemed. In Italy the domestic 
crisis leaves no room for the old myth of Europe as 
an undoer of national knots. In both cases, Europe 
remains necessary -- as an outlet for German goods 
and a cloak for Germany's naked strength and as a 
source of material and moral help in Italy's lonely 
ordeal. But we are dealing with a utilitarian 
Europe. In France, the original faith has been 
eroded by years of 'theological' disputes. (1) 

'In Britain, with the present dissatisfaction with the balance of 

costs and gains, the EC seems at best as a mixed blessing. As 

for the Three, though they have picked up much of the old phrase-

ology related to European unity, the Community is more like a 

healthy cow ready to be milked if only the appropriate policies 

are developed. Each st:3.te is seeking first of all to gain from 

the functioning of the EC, looking at membership as a means to-

wards the fulfillment of their private ~mbitlons; but the EC 

must also be treated as an end in itself if it is to survive the 

diversity of the TWelve. 
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I 

The Community of the Twelve will be characterized by two 

dimensions of diversity which were hardly as important in the 

Nine. The first dimension, that of oentre-periphery tensions, 

will correspond in general to the conflict of interests among 

the developed states and regions of the EC, which are located 

mainly in central Europe, and the less advanced regions and 

states, which are for the main part locate·1. :)n the geo,3;raphtcal 

per'.p~ery 'if' t'le "J:C (see Appendix II, Map). The central regions 

will identify .their interests with the present common market, 

with further negative integration in the direction of EMU and 

with liberalizing internation trade, because of the benefits 

they can derive from freer competition due to their preponderant 

economic position. The peripheral regions, on the other hand, 

will be more interested in protecting their less competitive 

economies from international market forces by reducing the 

effectiveness of the common market rules, by being more protec

tionist with respect to extra-EC competitors and/or by accompany

ing freer competition with common compensatory/redistributive 

policies. 

The second dimension, that of north-south tensions, will 

incorporate p'3>rt of the centre-peri nhery tensions, but will also 

go beyond them for we C911 include, for some purposes, Italy and 

France, as well as Spain, Greece and Portugal. Part of the north

south conflict within the Twelve will be along the lines of centre

periphery economic interests, s.nd pArt of it i'1ill extend along 

the lines of north-south diversity of agricultural int~rests. To 



this mainly economic interest emphasis of the north-south di-

~enslon, however, one must also add the diversity of economic/ 

political orientations between northern and southern EC states s 

In contrast to Northern Europe, capitalism in any of its 

variants has not gained full legitimacy in any Southern European 

country, as it has not in France~ In a Doll taken in January 

1977 in Spain, for example, 39 percent of those interviewed chose 

the word 'socialism' and 30 percent chose~prlvate property'; 

11 percent chose both, and 20 percent expressed no opinion. ~'IJ~en 

asked how enterorises should be run~ 16 percent said by their 

owner, 42 percent said that owners and personnel should particl-

pate in the appointment of manage~ent9 5 percent were in favour 

of state Oi'mership, and 29 percent wanted ownership by the 

personnel and management by those elected; 9 percent did not 

2 ans;v-erc Capitalism in Italy, Spain, Greece and Portugal, as 

J. Linz notes t was not successfully established 

before, or at the same time as, liberal democracy. 
Precapitalist elites and a strong (~ •• ) church 
(influence) never accepted the ethos of capitalism, 
and a dwarfed capitalist industrial development could 
not provide the masses of workers with a satisfactory 
standard of living.. In Spain, and to a lesser extent 
in Portugal, capitalist economic development took 
place largely under an authoritarian regime that 
did not allow the e~ergence of atrade union moYement 
that would hqve institutionalized economic class 
conflicts and forced, in the moments of prosperity, 
a more equitable redistribution of national income 0 (3) 

In addi on, and p'3rticul r:lrly in Spain, Greece and Portugal, 

capitalist economic development has taken the forn, more or less, 

of dependent canitallsm with the presence of multinational corp-

orations, which have dratIYn the attention of nationalistic 

hostill of the Left. 
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In Spain, Portugal and Italy, anticapitalism 

was condoned at the verbal and the ideological 
level by the authoritarian regimes, and incorpor
ated Catholic corporatist, antiliberal traditions 
as well as the Fascist ideological heri t?~ge. This 
background -- the lack of empathy with business 
values among large sectors of the middle classes 
that emerged from the early development of the 
modern state (bureaucrats and a large profeSSional 
and educated sector) and the tensions between the 
more bureaucratic and political/national capitals 
such as 14adrid and Rome and the industrial commer
cial counterparts, Barcelona and Milan -- accounts 
for the lack of legitimacy accorded the industrial 
com~ercial bourgeoisie among the otherwise conser
vative middle classes (~ •• ) The techocratic values 
that dominate so many of the councils of the New 
Europe, the skillful bargaining between corporative
ly organized interests -- p::3rtlcularly trade unions 
and employers -- the prominent role played by civil 
servants and experts in serving or imposing their 
choices on political leaders in Northern or a large 
part of ~estern Europe, is not tne dominant or at 
least the most Visible, and certainly not the leg
itimate pattern of politics in Southern Europe.(4) 

Southern Europe, including France, in contrast to the rest 

of Western Europe, is characterized by an intellectual hegemony 

of litarxist thoughtG Communist and most Socialist parties of 

Southern Europe, in contrast to Northern Social Democrats, pay 

significant trl bute to l'larxist ideology" And, such parties 

received a total of 45.5 percent of the electoral vote in Italy 

(June 1976), 37.3 in Greece (November 1977), 54.4 in Portugal 

(£1ay 1976),49.3 in Spain (June 1977), Rnd 46.5 in France (March 

1978) (see Appendix m, Table 8)" If Med1 terranean Socia11 s t 

parties define themselves programmatically as MarXists, though 

recently Felipe Gonz&lez, perhaps as a reflection of the PCE~s 

abandonment of Leninism, raised the question of whether it might 

be desirable to drop the comm1 tment to l"larxlsm in the party 
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program without questi:)ning the obvious lviarxist contribution to 

Soclallsm. u5 

The Communist p~:'l.rties of Southern Europe cannot easily be 

classified under a label of ltledl terranean Communism as they 

range from the iiloscow-orlented Communist party of Greece (KKE) 

to the PCI and the PCE, which have become the leajing representa-

tives of Eurocommunlsm; but in general, in contrast to the rest 

of the West European Communist parties, they have had conslder-

able electoral successes ~- except for the French PCF, the 

Finnish, the Communist-dominated People's Alliance in Iceland, 

and the Luxembourg party, none of the West &~ropean Communist 

parties have achieved comparable electoral strength. 6 If we 

average the Communist share of the total vote in recent parlia-

mentary elections in Spain, Greece, Portugal and Italy, we get 

24 percent, in contrast to an average in the Nine, jncludlng 

Italy, of some 10.3 percent.? 

II 

'fhe second round of enlargement will certainly preci pi tate a 

crisis -- which may have come in any case, though not to the same 

extent, due to the deteriorating economiC environment over the 

basic economic purposes of the Community. Questions will arise, 

for example. concerni~g "whether the free-market philosophy, 

which 1tlaS that of the fOllnding fathers and which 1s still for the 

most part that of the West Germans, or the more interventionist 

philosophy ,)f France and Bri tain is to become the prevailing rule 
8 

of the Community~1I Such questions, however, cannot find answers 



unless the common denominator of the separate interests of the 

soon-to-be Twelve 1s upgraded a prospect which based on our 

analysis has become all the more unlikely@ 

What will happen to the Community in the years to come? 

'rhere are at least four p'::lssi ble routes along which the Communi ty 

can travel!l three of Which seem likely and realis tic al ternati ves 

and one which, based on our analysis thus far, seems utopian. 

The first possibility is that the richer and less developed 

states of the expanded EC will fol101\! different rates of inte-

gratton, resulting in a two-tier Community. In fact, "Mr@ 

Ttndemans inSists that a two-,tier approach is me;r~ly a matter of 

timing, and WOQld help the weaker member-states to catch up with 
q 

the strong. If, The prospect of ElifiU suggests that such an approach 

will help in 

separating the economic men from the economic boys 
(.e@) it is hard to imagine all members of an enlarg
ed EEC being able to live in the monetary company of 
its present nine, never mind its original six, 
members ( •• ~) The monetary likelihood 1s of a two
tier monetary system, with some currencies on a 
tighter ecu-related grid than others. (10) 

In addition, if the weaker members protest too much of further 

negative integration and demand compensatory positive integration, 

and if the rlcher states are un1ITilling to give in to such demands" 

then the latter states may well move ahead on their own. 

If a two-tier Community develops in terms of integration 

along the lines of EMU there might also be pressures from the 

more powerful states for a two-tier Communi on the political 

level as well. "It 1s going to be difficult to have the reserves 

of Europe's str-::mgest country, Germany, and the erratic polltical 
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strength of its largest landmass, France, backing an economic 

scheme without those two countries having the largest say.IIII 

In fact, in 1977, France's President suggested that the EC ought 

to be run by a directorate dominated by the big countries (like 

the Security Council at the United Nations).12 Mr. Griscard 

d'Estaing's present ideas are not dissimilar. "He would like to 

increase the role of the Council of l'1inisters and increase the 

dominance of the Council by the big countries. He would like to 

see a permanent vice-presidency of the Council shared between big 

countries. ,,1; This prospect, however, seems rather remote as 

the smaller and weaker states will not be willing to give up any 

of their political decision-making powers. 

The second possibility is that of sta~nation. As steps for 

further integration and harmonization become impossible due to 

the diversity of interests, the pressures for integration spill-

over will lose their dynamism as there will not exist a background 

of general interest consensus. The Community decision-making 

process will become increasingly labourious as the partiCipants 

are unable to come to agreement -- increasing the number of crises 

of the type presently experienced by the EC over the budget. 

The member-states, however, will be unwilling to take disintegra-

tive steps, maintaining the status quo in the hope that progress 

may eventually come about and due to their fear of economic 

anarchy if diSintegration (spillback) snOWballs. 

The problem with the Dossibility of stagnation is that it is 

difficult to imagine that the status quo can be maintained in 

the long-run in light of the increased diversity within the ex-
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panded EC. Problems in decision-making, though they may not lead 

to formal disintegration, will likely have practical disintegra-

tive effects. For example, problems in deciding on a Community 

budget, on price levels for products covered under the CAP,::m 
QY\r:A 

what regions deserve exemption from some common market rules,~on 

economic and commercial relations with third states, will 

limit the effectiveness of common policies, forcing member-states 

to take individual and in some cases divergent decisions and 

measures. 

This brings us to the third possibility, that of disintegra

tion. Our analysis in Chapters Three and Four suggests that 

given the primary commitment of the Twelve to integration as a 

means for individual gain, and not as an end in itself, and the 

striking diversity of especially economic interests and needs, 

the exuanded EC may 'Ilell be a more practicable enti ty were it to 

maintain a much lower level of integration, one that would better 

reflect the balance of interests of its member-states. In fact, 

there is a school of thought on both sides of the Atlantic which 

argues that the prospect of disintegration as a result of enlarge-

ment is not a danger but a desirable outcome. ItA Common Market 

stripped to the bare bones is, in this view, an organization 

much more appropriate to modern conditions that the conception 

of Monnet or even than the actual Community of Roy Jenkins, with 

its hyprocrisy, its bent rules, and its neurotic obsession with 
14 its own identity and past dreams." Disintegration of the EC 

can take one or both of two forms: horizontal disintegration, 

where one or more member-states withdraw; and vertical disinte-
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as become i~creaslngly ineffectlve ani n~nexlstent. 

eM of these three p~ths ~ill the Community fol:o~ in the 

years to co~e? Thenost li~ely prospect 1s that, to a cert~in 

degree, the EC will travel all three. de can divide the 

likely future of Co:n:rnnl ty i n tesr'~tl :In;. n to two s tl:iges. The 

first s , that of stagnation qui linlted 1tfferentiatlon, 

will likely came into being shortly qfter 1983, if it has not 

ce>me !3.1ready, fAlhen Spain, Greece and Portugal will have the same 

access to t-;le COiIli1'lnl ty decls1;n-ma:dng process as other :iler!lber-

11 be characte zert by weak spillover 

press\)res and decis:\' Jr1-makOlng cr L:es JUG t.) the divers! ty of 

me'nber-state interests, 8,:1,1 by d'c:velolJ.llents alan:i.ifferent 

paths 0f integrati0n as the econo cally more pONerful states 

will pr~bably ~ove along greater ~one c0he3i~n (at least 

reVltive to the eC,);,}):Gically "J'e,qj':er states). It is diffic11lt to 

say nevi th:s s last; though it se ms safe to assume 

that it would at least c,)ver the period till 1990, by which tille 

the translti0n periods for the Three would expire. 

second s , that 01:1 dislntegration (d.efinel basically 

sible path), 1s 11~ely to ce>me after 1990 when 

o CTIlnon poli'~ies will functi·)[l in 

'\.1'1 1 of the twelve member-states, ping to clarify the 

:i1 ITe ::'s1 ty inc'1:npa tabil i ty interes ts held by t~e 'rwel 'Ie. 

of EFTA with certain states, the Be:1elux countries 

:;e , for ex.'''i:nple, :n;;:ti1tain~'1t; iisl'1nis i of hi er levels of 
able to :TIt)\"e 

integrati~n. It is not inconceivable that these ~ls1ands~ will be ~ 

to a h5.. r level., of lnte(~::;ratir')n t:'Ftt that of that of the present 
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EC. ~mon~ the ~~elve as a whole, however, once the process of 

disintegration begins, it could well go all the way as the initial 

autarkic measures may create a state of panic. Like swimmers 

that panic in the deep, tr.e TWelve may either singly or collect-

i vely scramble all the way back up t!1e beach. 

lVIany writers take the EC as a given, questlonin~~ its con

tinued exi s tence only in a rhetorical way. One couLl give ex

amples of integratio:l movements that have floundered or have 

failed to move beyond lini ted. levels of co-operation, but many 

of these have taken pla.ce between Third. "Horld states and the 

parallel is hL2;hly questi!")nable. There is an aura that surrounds 

writings concernin~ the Community that suggests that the sophis

tica.tion of poll tical and econo'nic relations between and wi thin 

EC states elil1inates fears of dlsintegrati0n. Can Eur()peanssolve 

their proble.:ns rationally and sensibly through common ventures 

for the common good? Have they not le'1-rned from their troubl@d 

past that co-operation is the best method of securing peace and 

prosperity? 

It is perhaps more than symbolic that many of the Community 

institutions ani bureaucrats are based in the capital of a country 

that see'1lS itself to be on tl-]e verge of disintegrati)n. 3elisium 

like the EC has neither a common lan~ua~e nor natural frontiers 
15 

nor the tr~jition to give its people a~nse of common identity. 

Belgium is also one of the most successful econonies of the Nest, 

with it current inflation being a German-style 4.6 percent, its 

productivity between 1970 and 1979 risin~ 81 percent -- faster 

than any country in Europe possessing a comparatively stable 
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currency, ami exports per he'3.d for the Belgium-Luxembourg econ-
16 omic union are the highest in the world. Superficially, the 

present unity problemsof Belgium seem to emanate fr~m linguistic 

differences but, as ~l study by The Economist has observed, "(i)t 

is the conflict ~f econo~ic interests -- rather than linguistic 

battles -- that now poses the biggest threat to the survival of 
17 Belgium." Oddly enough, 

both ·..jalloons and Flemings say that their economic 
progress has been hindered by the other. The 
l.-Jalloons moan th,'tt private invest'Jrs have invested 
a disproportionate share of their cash in Flanders. 
And they complain that the state has p~ured a biga;er 
share of its capital invest~nent into Flanders with 
such projects as the extension of the port at Zeebrugge. 
The Fle:nish say, on the cohtrary, that they have been 
subsidizing bacl{ward wallonia -- ~'lhen account is taken 
of total public spending. (18) 

The economic disparities between Flanders and Wallonia 

are by far not as striking as those that will exist in the 

expanded Community, but this makes the parallel between Belgian 

and Community internal tensions all the more signific~nt. If 

diverse economic objectives are so important in determining 

Belgium's futu.re 'why would they not be at least as important 

in a much more economically disparate EC of the Twelve -- within 

which the net transfer of resources fr'1m rich to poor regi :Jns is 

dwarfed when com"Oared to the case 1'1 Belgiul1. In fact, a study 

by two professors at the University of Louvain published in 

Septe:nber of 1979 showed that there was a si:.snificant net trans

fer of resources to ',vallc)nia; for 1974, f?r exam,le, thi s trans-
19 

fer amounted to BF90 bil1i)n. The study also showed that 

producti vi ty has risen much more slowly in iNallonia 
than flanders. Indeed, if the two regions had 
separate currencies, thellalloon franc would have 
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had to have been devalued against the Flemish franc 
by 8 percent bet·'reen 1970 and 1976. It has been 
possible to ~alntain Belgian m0netary union precisely 
because there is a transfer of public funas between 
the regions. And thanks to monetary union, real 
wages have risen at the saIne rate in both regions. 
(In:1eed in many industries wages are still higher in 
wallonia: most absurdly in the Liege region, which 
also has the highest unemployment rate in the country). (20) 

It 1s obvious that if political devolution 1s accompanied 

by some element of devolution 1n tax-raising and spending pot-Iers, 

Wallonia will be the loser. "Under stage two of the present 

devolution plan, finance will be dished out from Brussels by 

public gr;mts, calculated to favour '';a1.lon1a. But 1n stap.;e 

three, the Fle~ings are bound to de~and a re~lction in the 

transfer to ~allonia."21 For this reason, it seems to be 1n 

Wallonia's economic interest to oppose devolution. Instead, 

however, "';/a1100n poli ticians ;~re demanding maximum devolution ... 22 

If such political irrationality, if we may label ,\ so, 1s to be 

found in one of the most advanced states of the EC, certainly 

it can be found in other EC states as well, especially in the 

Three. The Ee, in its present sta.te, may be seen by some to be 

to the benefit of all of the Twelve. But given that we have been 

able to sho!1\" in the present work th'3.t so,ne members of the expand-

ed Communi ty will beneft t more than others and that member'-states 

will hold di verse and even contradictory economic interests and 

0bjectives, T'lithout possessing a common political comnitment to 

the EC as such -- bei~g mainly concerned with the benefits that 

they derive from its functioning, seeing the EC as a means and 

not as an end in itself -- one has to seriously doubt the 

Community's ·immort~lltyf. 



The f~)Urth Dossibillty for the f 11ture of the '::;ommunity is 

thqt the Ee moves further .lilong the path of integration and comes 

to fulfill more of the aspirations of its f~uniing fathers$ 

Expansion in this case, FlS L. Tsoukalis puts it, must be "seen as 

a challenge and an opportunity for the Community to introduce 

reforms and policies ~hich are long overdue. H23 As we saN in 

Chapter F'our, Fl massive redistribution of resources and purchas

ing p·")wer on the scale of the l'larshall Plan has prr)bably bec:):ne 

the price of future progress of the EC. Such a development, 

however, requires a si3nificant commitment to the Ee as a whole, 

something that 1s not only lacking amon~ the present Nine and 

the soon-to-be Twelve but has been on the decline over the three 

decades of European inte.gration. To hope that economic gain 

wtthin the Ee ,\1111 bec0me resr)onsible to the CO!lh'11unlty as a 

whole, rather than simply to the inU dual member-states, f)r 

that t~je ne,'i members 1;.;111 al-:mg wi th their increased rig>-ts of 

on in the Community decision-making process aquire 

the virtue of patienoe~ is to haDe, under present a~d near-future 

Circumstances, for the impossible. 

There have bee;} a If!il)t of myths crmcerninp; the spi ri t of the 

Community that have come to surround the EC. Most of these 

oriGinate from the noble and idealistic airns of the founJ.in!S 

fathers; the EC, nreceededby the ECSC, was to be a first step 

in Euronean co-operation thqt ~'1as to secure lon'~ Listing pe3ce 

and pr·')speri ty ~ HON'ever, though the EC has contri buted t·") a 

11'I11t extent to the economic well-being of its nember-st~tes 

and mellowed the relations them, politically it has en 



more of a reflection than a deternining factor of the peace in 

Europe. Whatever the purposes of its creators, the EC is taday 

1 t ttle mor;:~ than a broader base for the freer functioning of 

west European capitalism, where self-interest and not a Community 

spirit prevails. Perh""ps one of the effects of the second 

expansion i'1111 be to shed some light on the nature of the EC; 

after all, it is not likely to turn the .:nyths into reality. 



The :U'iin theories of i::te",;r;'tt:ton fall :In,1er the ti ss '')f 

federalism, u 

TIad of the 1eter~inin~ variables and process of intesratlofl 

the concepts ~lnd 8.nal,yses 'J.sed by these theari es. Frinar! 1 y, 

ho~ever, it relied on neofunctlanalist theory, which it 

exoand ei to Lncl !l.de ·no re of the envi ron:nental varlabl es 

and to take int,} 'lccoun the cri ticis:ns'Jf variTls '3.n:-1lY8tS. 

As such, o'Ir!1oj is f'Jr the :n,'Js t 

the neafu?lctionalist model and in ina:l! l'lays parallels the model 
1 

exp-);~:i:d by J.3. Nye. In any case, let us take ~ comparative 

and critical look at the four mqjar theories c~ 4nte~rati~n. 

One of the seeTIingly simoler m~thoj8 for dealing N~th the 

com~lex orablem of peace and s ty is t:J assn.ne that tf:.e 

nroblem is inherent in the existing system ltself, and to pr,)pose 

that wouli be free of th~s proble~. eralists make this 

assu~ption ani propose the creation of a world or regional 

c:o;we rn~.t1en'::; as the panacea for the exis t 1 ng shortcOI:1t '1·~s in -:r:e 

realm of peace and security. ~ar being a necessary, na 

"oroposes to abolish and replace t~e syste~, rather than ttn~er 
2 

with it." In this ligbt, feieration w~s seen as a sal~ on 

i c; ts. 



Feieralism, ho~ever, seems ~~re a prescripti~n for 

the problems of peace and security ~nd les3 a theory 

stating hoitl such a fetierat1.'.J:: i;, to be '3.ttained. There is a 

strong tendency a~ong its proponents to assume that world or 

re.,;lJrl9.1::pvernmerlt 1s )ossi ble because it 1s believed to be 
3 

necessary; as Ar. Nehru has said, world government lOU.st and 

will come, for there 1s no other re~e1y for the world's sick-
4 

ness." 

Federalists perceive inte~rati~n "as a directly 'political' 

phen'Jmenol1, having to d') ~'iith the behavi'Jur of national pollti(~al 
5 

ell tes and wi th nrc)blems of pOller, responsiveness and c')ntrol:.' 

Our molel defines integratt~n qS being nolitical in the sense 

that it is the ~olitical powers of the state that are integrated, 

but in the pr~cess of integration nnn-oolitieal as well as poll-

tical vari;;tbles are o~ i:nportance. The central ass~mptiQn ';)y 
6 

federalists of the 'priill8cy of politics' is much str~nger 

th",.n ~urs, as syste'TI-change is heLl by the:n to depend less :>n 

the vast, iTIpers0nal forces of economic or technical evol~tion, 

and nora on the ability of the system's elites to amass, control 

8:1d e~ploy the assets of Dower ('w!~i Ie we are more incl tned. to 

rely 0n qualities of the system). In short, ferterq11sm 1s "a nOfi-

1eter~1nlstic philosophy, impressed ~ith the rando~t Willful 
7 

qnj i~~mattc s1de of political life." 

Ai:ni ttedly, there are varl.t)us shades of fede.r3.lis;n. Its shades 
9 

run from Nhat rl.J. Harrison labels 'radical federalism' -- wh~ch does 

not 9resume any natural harm.jny of intel'ests, ~10r does it place 

any faith ~n the long term capacity of states for ~oodwill ani 
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q 

exnl~lt -- to W 

that other ~ttenpts at lntegr~ti0n, like 

in keepln~ ~altve the issue Europeqn. l.l)~:l. ty .In a way theii 

10 
::::1 • II 

In any case, fede 

pr)viie a s~ttsfac ry process for integration towaris fed~ra-

tion, anl is too pre-occupl Nlth only,ne of the levels ani 

pos8ibl~ o~tcomes of inte~rati~n. Its merit 11es in tz-

lng the necessity (thou~h not sufficiency) of polttt will 

ani connttment for the attainment ani ~aintenance of supranatlon-

Unlike fejeralis~, the pl~ralist apnr~ach ioes not concern 

itself wit:n any specific type of legal and instltuti0na1. fra,ne-

w'Jrk but l>lther If t:'1 tne c)(Lli ti ,)rlS necessary to proraote ani 

naintain R sense of cO'TI1unlty B1Frng the oOQulati0r1 ("}f a give:: 
11 

r€ on." Its t cOlU'nllni Ga ti ')t1 l s the 

ieving the mutual relevance responsi venes,s 

Nhlch dist1n~ui3h organized soclal gr0~ps fro~ rand~~ a~~~e~a-
1:'2 

ti')ns of indivLhlals." The e.'D clS'lS~)>'J c<nl'I,;,rJ~qt~<)y! ~s-:;e1 

.... j'Y: :~"~':' ~i:~:~~·"":~·""·· r, • .l., . .$-. t'tt'~e m!~~r"e (:r .. E' st8,te trlteracts wi t:n EiY~()t}"~eI", 

13 
the ~0re relEvR~t they arp to each other." 

Pluralists, llke federalists, concern themselves forp~cst 

I'll. th res ems r)f pe,~ce and seeuri ty, but find their 

s lsti ';TIS at the ornost te extreme of lnstl tutlonal:i :tAt-inn. 

intesratlon for the Dl~ralists is the condition in whict! the 

ti. ":[,8 of 8 ven re~13r: have attained a sense of community 
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-- that 1s, I~a 

that co~~on Goci pro ems ClllSt can be res ve1 ceful 

spread. enD') to assune~ for a long ti~e, jeD able exp€ctati~ns 
15 

of DeBce 

A cc~nu~ity N~tbln 

rep;i'Y'~o" A com:nu"li ty carl'-at exlst un1ess its 'rrembers are to 

s~me 1~gree l!terdependent, and interiependenc~ can only be 
16 

esta isr:ed a network of mutual trqnsaett~ns.H 

o~ tte sin;: from if ~ot 

oce tion , cornxunication is deter~ln ins which trans-

leh trans~ctl~ns lead 

tr: the cre3ti'))'1 of a community and 'iJhic.h do net. 3ee:md, "(e)ven 

i f tr~a,ilSElC ti ')1'1 flc)~v inri ices do nr:'Jvl.de sc)'ne ~;u.}"d e t(J tr1e (;iDer-
17 

what ( },or ( ••• ) calls 'socl0 sycholegical 

c:'Vi\ ty' (in the SbrLSe of OQ'T':l!YU beliefs, ya1ues, c,ttltudes 

t this 1s ~nly one 
18 

aspect ~f the re inte~~Rti~n precess." 

Our interest in this rests :ntegrati;u 

as it relates to the for~atl~n of q D~lltical rather th~n a s~ci~-

p-sychol 

ess of Dol\tical lute 1'1n, 

abIes 3 Crate of tra!'lsBctl )r:8) ani 8 (8;)01e j • 

1st approach cons~der5 t:::..~ be in::.e 

)11 

a determ1ce its pro~resso 
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:n contrast to the fejpr~llsts, lsts are !!(p)es-

1st trai:iticm, p, t the prospects for 

resolution ltlCGl ilfferences C ')rJS ti tlJ~ 

r: ts ~\ir;: at s u :rr er soverei~rty." lih 11 € II e f € r-

alists see int tinn as superim~0sing a Lew state (either glo-

b[:31 cr re to ~eep order amonc the old ones and, after 
20 

sn~e tt~e, ~erhGPs renlgce them entirely," th e func t i e111.al i s ts 

"are concerned with eliTinatlng the stqte-system in the process 

of t~ilding a welfare-oriented \i sc:ci e ( # •• ) In trje 

lats' e','es (the federalist aprr'Jach) is 1:'W S )J.ti'ir~ 

at 1: federalism retains the old pnlitl divisi~ns that 

arE U:e s':UI'ce o~1rpresen~, discc"mtents, and ')r,ly c:J:rjpour~1s 

21 
the evi 1 by b:l.ildill[s eVf;!l lar~er s ta tes on a ne:rl leiTel. II 

ists see ~er as havln~ econo8ic g 

which the state-system is i~ajequate to overcome. ey a1"'e 

l(iing a 1'Jelfare-oriented ~'ior11 society: o's. 

co~plex, interwoven ne of cross-national za ti (~;ns 

perfr;rm:Ur:;r;o; all the traditlona1. welf8re functions of the nation-
22 

state 'NhUe at tre same time rendertnp; vIT''!.r imnossible. u The 

s trq tegy for .8 t tai r.~ ing thi sis an indi rec t or:e, ~'iOrxin~ throu~h 

the economiC, socl and techni sec~~rsl and is based on 

the 8.ssumpti rm th9.t "pol~. tic8.1 for!Ils and tices are s tri ~ ~>"''' 

ly defined b.)i ec " aor tech cal oharacter ~-'" societies. " v~ 
I! 

1st apnroach to integratl~n is essentially 

~on-polltical, avoidiDg !'situations of conflict to concentr~te 

upon °common needs that Hre evidentt and upon 'making fran ers 

23 
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24 
activities and interests across them!" It" seeks, by 1 i nkin}i; 

authority to a specific activity, to break ~way from the trad-
25 

itional link between authority and definite territory." 

Functi~nRllst arguments rely "too :nu.cr~ on the functional 

imperative for overcoxing or avoiding existing political 
26 

iifficulties." Empirical studies that were designed as tests 

of the f:Jnctionalist thesis have providec'l li ttle sup,-,ort for 
27 

it. J.P. Sewell, for exa~ple, "~ho examines the International 

Bank for re-construction and development, found 'not so much 

hab! tuatit)fl in agreement as the trapnings of continuing COl1-

28 
flict!" In attemptin."<; to build and exploi t corr:;nr)fl interests 

amon~ peoples in the field of 'low-politics' as a method of 

overco rnln; the problems inherent in dealing wi th 'high-pcli tics' 

the functiJnalists assumed state sovereignty to be like a salami 

that functl:malist expansi')n can destrcy by slicing it into 

sma11, even pieces. As Stanley Hoffmann suggests, howeve~, 

soverel~nty may be best portrayed as an artlctoke, that "has a 
29 

heart, which remains intact after the leaves have been eaten." 

This argu,nent becomes especially true today as the welfare 

state "has assu~ed more of the responsibility which the functlon-
30 

alists wanted as the foundation of world co~munity." 

From the point of view of our ~odel, the functi~nali~t 

apnroach is of importance in determining tr.e nature and pro~ress 

of the process of integratl·.)n. But it ecphasizes only 8:,)l1e 0f 

the process factors that we have taken into account, and under-

emphasizes many of')ur emriror..mental variables due to the short-

comings of the apnroach as well as the contrast between our end-

product of p·)11 tical inte~rati '")11 and the ft,;nctional end-product, 
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which is perhaps best describei as political fragmentation or 

erosion. 

Neofunctionalis~ 

The three approaches to integration that we have looke1 at 

thu3 far had the primary intention of, or were primarily con-

cerned with, solving the problems of international peace and 

security. Neofunctionalism 1s perhaps the first theory to be 

specifically and primarily concerned with the process of inte-

gratlon itself. It is a theory that developed as "an amal~a~ 

of federalism and functionalism. The fe,leralists, ini tially at 

least (and still implicity), supulied a model of the end-

pro1uct -- a supranational state; the functionalists prnvide1 

the dynamics of change in tte idea of a structural evolution 
31 

based on socio-economic pressures." 

The essense of the neofunctionFtlist are;ument is that 

political integration c~mes about less through pressures from 

functional needs or technical change as such, and more through 

the Interacti~n of political forces interest groups, parties, 

governments, international agencies which seek to exploit 
32 

these pressures in pursuit if their own interests." Further, 

it is argued that when certai~ sectors of the life of sovereign 

states ere inte~rated by beln~ brought under jo~nt c0ntrol--

assuming that the sectors chosen are l~portant and controversial 
33 

enmlgh to ensure the involvement of the above-named forces. 

"but not so i r:portant that the vi tal interests of the states are 

immediately affected, nor so that political elites feel that 
34 

their Dower and vested interests are seriQ:sly threatened" 

"the conflicts iLherent i~ such a process are resolved so as to 



~ive grpater ers8ni ca:rpetence t') CO::HflOn) 'nizEitl!)ns, t=l.nj 

increase the artance of decisi~ns taKen jointly 
35 

A "group of 

national ~ctors, taving de011 ~o callqborate at the inter-

national level to further their iniivi ani cGllec ve inter-

est in the perfor:n~,t}ce of some tech~,ical functi-:TI, discover that 

the lfl11Lent of their or! nal puropse dep s upon a ''iider.-
36 

the range of the means l8.ble to them. Ii Inttially, 

these actors will remain active primQrlly in national politics. 

"However, as central regional instlt~tlons are given more power 

e member governments in response to s'Jch 

pressures, th2 theory is that the demands, the expe~tatlans and 

the loyalties of groups and parties will gradually shift to the 

ne}! centre :>f :iecisi:>n IDs.king. The central instit'.ltlons lru"ill 

res and becQme the drivi fGree ::;r '11otor of the cOllxunity." 

':'his is the neof'lncti '"mallst c!)rlcept of 'spi -overt, 

39 

whereby the "acceptance of each stage in this integration process 

is best expl ne1 by the c!):t1vergence of demands within and am!)ng 

the natl!)r1s c!)ncernei, not by a pattern of identical d 
38 

hopes." It is a concept itical canfllct that "derives 

fr')m 0ne of the !lcminant images of American i tl science 

that of liberal, pluralistic interest-gro politics played 
39 

nst a backdrop ideol cal CO!1SenStA.S o~' such~ in 

many resnects, "necfuncti~nalism reflicts the state and pre-

occupatl~n of American 
40 

and early sixties." 

l1 ti science in e late fifties 

~owever, though it may be "plausible to 

t certal~ areas !)f politi life are i:rrtued th a 

basl.c 1:1 ogieal consensus which qllows for a co etition over 
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scarce resources which can have integrative effects, (i)t is less 

easy to see how the 'end of idealogy' assuption could be trans-

planted to an international system -- ever. one so seemingly 

cahesi ve as ,A/estern Europe -- and made into a component of the 

theory of political integration whlch laid claims to all sectors 
41 

of political life." 

With this (at least partly faulty) assumption of consensus, 

the neofunctionalist approach to integration ignores many of the 

inputs from the environment (both do~estlc and international), 

and underemphasizes the role ttat political com~itment and its 

determinants can play to advance or limit integration. The 
y 

main thrust of the neofunctionallst argument is crucial in 

underste.nding part of the process of integration, but for a 

co~plete picture we need to take into account more of the envir-

onment variables and their effects, as we attempted to do in the 

first part of this chapter. Thus, 'spill-over' becomes not an 

inevitability, but only one of the pressures for further ir.te-

~ration that has to compete and coalesce with a variety of 

other environmental factors that may be pressures for further 

integration, for the status quo, and even for disintegr~tioc 

and diversification. 
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APPENDIX II THE aEGIONAL DISPARITIES wITHIN THE EC 

When we speak of underdevelopment what usually comes to mind 

is the relatl ve economic cond! tion of most Third World states. 

This is of course a global perspective within which the EC as 

a whole is anything but underdeveloped; it is in fact, alon~ with 

North America .and Japan (and a number of non-EC European states), 

the most economically advanced global region. To concentrate 

on this however is to confuse the issue. Just because in relation 

to many other global regions the EC is definitely developed does 

not mean that it lacks regional problems of its own. aegion~l 

disparities exist in a relative sense -- no region is absolutely 

developed. And with1.n an EC perspective there exist significant 

regional disparities with imnortant economic, social and politi

cal i~plications which cannot be overlooked. 

Regional problems within the EC can generally be divided 

into three categories: (i) areas which due to a variety of 

factors such as historical development, terrain, soil or climate 

have remained relatively underdeveloped; (ii) areas which are over

developed and congested; anJ (iil) zones that ::nay have prospered 

in the past by concentr~ting on a particular industry but have 

deClined due to unfavourable market forces and other factors. 

The classic case of underdevelop~ent within the EC is of course 

southern Italy, comprising about half the land areas of the 

Country the southern half of the Italian peninsula and the 

islands of Sicily and Sardinia. The average per capita income in 

this area is about 50 percent of the national average and only 



40 percent of the northern region's average (1965 statlsttcs)l. 

France provides another example of persistent regi,::mal Lnbalances 

and major areas of underdevelopment with its main problematic 

regions being central France (iVIasslf Central), the southwest 

(Lqnguedoc, Roussilon, Pyrenees and Aqultaine), Brittany and 

Ll)wer NorrnanrJYt Corsica and the Alpine region (savoy)2. Even west 

Germany, one of the richest EC states, has designate,i 60 percent 

of its land area as being economically weak. Comparing the per 

capita GDPs of the nine member states (at 1976 market prices) we 

find that Irelandfs is only one third that of Denmarkos and less 

than half of the EC average.) 

The most eccmomlcally act! ve areas of the continental EC are 

found along the rlhi~e-Rhone a~i5 which stretches from the 

Netherl"lnds in the north t~ northern Italy in the south (see map) .. 

In this zone is to be found 35 percent of the land area, 45 per
,.. 4 cent of the population and 60 percent of the '..xNP. In the UK the 

~aln concentrations of econo~ic activity extend from the west 

Midlands through London to the southeast. 5 The depressed areas 

are to be found on the perinhery of the EC; in particular, south-

ern and eastern Italy, western France f northern UK and Irelan:i. 

The majority of these areas are predominantly a~ricultural with 

little or insignificant industry. As a result there are high 

e~igratlon rates, as there is little in ter~s of alternate employ-

ment for those who Vlish t,) escape from the significantly lower 

income levels of agriculture. In Italy for the year of 1975, for 

example~ one quarter million peoDle e~lgrated from the south to 

~ northern Italy and central Europe. Other areas of hi,:<;h e:nigration 



are Scotland, northern England, Ireland (except around Dublin) 

and the frontier zones of Belgium, France and Germany.7 

These areas of economic underdevelopment, the periphery of 

EC economic activity, will grow significantly in size in the next 

few years as the EC will expand to include Greece in 1981 and 

Spain and Portugal probably in 1983. Turl;:ey is another potential 

me~ber but no arrangements have been male as yet for its entry 
it 

andJ'\c 'om only be consiiereJ in duscussions of the relatively 

distant and uncertain future of the EC. ~n terms of GDP per head 

(at 1976 market prices) Spain and Greece are approximatelyat the 

level of Ireland, the poorest member of the EC, and Portugal is 

even lower wi th only about 65 percent of the GOP per he:':td of 

8 Ireland. ~ith enlargement the extent of regional imbalances will 

be increased in the new Community as a result of the disparities 

in development between certqin regions of the Three and the rich

est regions of the present Community. In fact, the EC may enj up 

with its own, internal 'centre-periphery' conflict to parallel 

to some extent the so-c9.11ed global 'North-South' conflict. 

In the second category we have overdevelopment and congestion 

which result as capital and enterprise seeking to maximize profits 

are attracted to the already developed centers of economic activty 

where developed consumer markets already existani transportation 

costs can be kept to a minimum. These centers also attract the 

majority of people that emigrate from the less developed regions 

as they offer better employment opportunities and higher income 

levels. PariS is one of the many examples of thi3 occurance in 

the EC. Similar problems also exist in the three prospective 



member states where growth is c')flcentrated in one region (Athens 

in Greece, Lisbon in Portugal) or in a few privinces {in Spain.)9 

The third category ,.,f EC regi::mal imbqlances became more 

apparent in the 1960s and related to the decline experienced in 

areas such as the Ruhr, the Sambre and Lorrai!le which were heavily 

industrialized for many years with their prosperity based on iron 

ore reserves and coal. The domestic iron ore had to meet compet-

ition from cheap imported sources and iron and steel industries 

had t" meet competition from Japan and the newly industrialized 

countries, while coal faced the combined threat of oil and natural 
10 

gas. The decline was especially felt in the inefficient Belgian 

coal industry and severe-regional problems emerged. In the 

Borinage, for example, the coal industry whicn employed 10 per-

cent of the Belgian industrial labour force was particularly in-

efficient owing to a combination of poor geological conditions, 
11 

old equipment and small pits. Traditionally the problem area 

of Belgium T.'las Flanders where agricul ture was the pred')minant 

occupation and incomes were relatively low. But due to the decline 

of coal the walloon area suffered considerably while the Flemish 

regions greatly improved its income levels by attracting new 

~ndustries.12 'ile will likely witness declines in some of the 

ineffiCient industries of Spain, Greece and Portugal as they be-

come exp~sed to competition from similar EC industries. 
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AfP~NDIx III Tables 

Table 11 

European Commission estimates of possible effect on the 1976 
budget of Greek me~bership. 

Extra Spending 

Farm: Price supuort 
Reform aid 

Social 

Regional 

Research 

Administration 

Payment for collecting own resources 

Total 

Extra Income 

Greece's custon duties 
far?ll levies 
vat 

Total 

Net Benefit to Greece 

Table 22 ---
% annual average growth rates 1970-77 

POEu1ation 

Spain 1.2 

Portug-'i1 1.15 

Greece 0.7 

Industrial countries 0.8 

(million UA) 

Labour force 

0.75 

0.2 

0.1 

1.0 

220 
60 

40 

100 

5 

20 

8 

453 

70 
8 

73 

151 

302 

GDP ~r l:!ead 

3.3 

3.4 

4.2 

3.2 



% of agricultural production in GNP 

Greece 

Spain 

Portugal 

France 

Italy 

1960 

21.9 

19.5 

25.7 

9.6 

11.6 

4-
Table 4-

lt72 
14.7 

9.8 

12.3 

5.6 

8.2 

% of working population involved in agricultural production 

1960 

Greece 57 

Spain 42.3 

Portllgal 42.8 

.t:;; v -·'Ef"I9 17.0 

5 
Table 5 

Size of industrial firms in Greece 

no. of workers per firm 0-9 10-29 

no. of f1rms 113 !~73 5 656 

% of e~ch class 1n Greek industry 93.5 

1975 

35.4 

22.0 

28.1 

8.7 

30-

2 222 

1.8 

34.1 

Total 

121 351 

100 
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6 
Table 6 

Ques tion: Should Greece enter the Common )1arket or not? 
(4 297 people interviewed) 

Answer 

Yes 

Other special agreement 

Continue present association 

No relations at all 

other 

7 
Table 7 

% of Total 

45 

19 

16 

10 

8 

2 

The gap 'i~idens. Index of GDP pCI' head: EC average - 100 

197Q 1978 

ltJes t ~ermany 124.4 140.5 

Denmark 128.5 137.4 

Belgium 106.5 133.7 

Hollan1 98.8 125.9 

Luxembourg 127.3 124.2 

France 112.9 113.2 

Britain 89.1 75.0 

Italy 6c.j 55.8 

Ireland 53.8 50.5 



Table 8 8 

Percentage of vote gained by different parties in recent elections 
in Southern Europe", 

Ideological Italy Greece Portugal Spain France 
'rendency (6/1976) (11/1977) (5/1976) (6/1977) (3/1978) 

Extreme Left 1 .. 5 4 .. 8 ).,05 )oJ 

Communists )4 .. 4 12 .. 0 14 .. 6 9 .. 28 20 .. 6 

Socialists 9,,6 25,,) )5 .. 0 33 .. 87 22 .. 6 

other Left 7 .. 6 24®0 0,,75 2~1 

Regional and 
Nationalist 
Parties 007 7 .. 81 

Center 38$17 5) .. 9 15.,9 36,,21 2) .. 9 

Right I.) 0&5 8 .. 4 22 .. 6 

other J .. J 
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